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ABSTRACT
Here we consider two studies which show how computer modeling and simulation can be used
to study aspects of material science for which experimental methods would be time consuming
or difficult. In the first we examined the optimization of electromagnetic levitation coils, for
reduced sample temperature, through the development of a genetic algorithm and a rigorous
analytical model. In the development of the analytical model for levitation, we propose a new
model for the heating effect from a design consisting of a series of co-axial circular loops. With
the new model we are better able to predict sample temperatures as compared with existing
models. The new model is incorporated into a robust genetic algorithm to produce a powerful
and generic design tool for the creation of levitation coils. Using this new design tool we seek
to expand the range of temperatures (specifically to lower temperatures) and materials that
are able to be studied using EML.
In the second study, we examine the growth of a grain structure in the presence of second
phase particles that act as pinning agents. The existing models of grain growth with pinning
agents have thus far focused on particle distributions at the extremes of grain boundary cor-
relation. When experimental measurements at the limits of correlation are compared to the
appropriate models, they have shown good agreement but seem to suggest that there is a tran-
sition in behavior between the limits but the nature and mechanisms are not well known. As
such we look to study pinning agent distributions centered around the initial grain boundaries
and varied in such a way as to examine the transition from high to low boundary correlation.
The results show that the average grain size varies smoothly during the transition. However,
the results also show that there is an anomalous increase in grain size, when the boundary
region containing pinning agents is slightly larger than the diffuse boundary width from the
phase-field model and the local density of pinning agents is held constant. In this situation, it
is believed that the reduction in the probability of an agent beginning on a boundary leads to
xiv
a reduction in the fraction of boundaries interacting with a pinning agent and consequently an
increase in the average grain size. This effect appears to out weigh the effect of the increased
number of available pinning agents.
1CHAPTER 1. Introduction
Recently in material science, simulation and computer analysis has brought new under-
standing to many fields where the experimental study of the material behaviors in question
are simply too difficult or even impossible. The goal of materials modeling and simulation
is to capture the behavior of a material at all scales from the atomistic scale of crystals and
interfaces to the mesoscale of microstructures and finally to the macro scale of components and
the processes that produce them. On the whole, modeling is still far from such a complete view
but the various methods that have been created thus far have proven to be powerful tools.
In the work that follows are two examples of how modeling and/or simulation can be used to
gain insight into aspects of material science which would be far more difficult to achieve using
experimental methods. The first example centers around the use of electromagnetic levitation
(EML) to study liquids in the undercooled state. As it will be discussed in section 2.3.2, EML is
fundamentally a process where it is easier to reach higher temperatures [1], and so a great deal of
effort has been made to expand the operating range of the method toward lower temperatures.
In the past, these efforts have been focused on examining the design space through methodical
variation of the relevant parameters and experimental analysis [2, 3]. What is often lost in
such methods of variation is the highly nonlinear effect of the coupling between the design
parameters on the performance of the levitation system (measured by sample temperature and
stability). In attempt to aid in the effort of expand the operating range of EML, we seek
to formulate a method whereby the critical aspects of levitation can be optimized in a way
that conserves the interdependence of the coil design parameters. The optimization method
is subsequently used to understand how sample parameters (such as density and conductivity)
affect optimal coil design for reduced temperature levitation. The understanding of the effect
of material parameters on coil design has previously been difficult to capture by other means
2[4, 5, 3]. Doing so will lead to guidelines for what changes in material properties necessitate
the creation of a new levitation coil for optimal results. Lastly an application of the optimized
coil is presented. Here the levitation system is coupled with a drop calorimeter system to study
the enthalpy of undercooled liquids.
The second example of how modeling and simulation can be used where experimental study
would be prohibitive is a study of grain growth in a system containing small distributed par-
ticles. In general, grain growth is a very slow process [6] and experimental studies can take
weeks to months. As a result many efforts have been made to predict and model grain growth
[7, 8, 9]. Typically, the modeling efforts have been concentrated in two regimes: a random dis-
tribution of particles (commonly referred to as Zener conditions), and a boundary correlated
distribution (referred to here as Hutchinson Conditions [10]). Though the experimental data
is often sparse, the models have been found to capture the data under each condition with a
good degree of accuracy. The results of existing models also seem to suggest that there is a
transition in pinning behavior as the location of pinning particles becomes less correlated to the
overall grain structure [6]. As yet the nature of this transition, especially the conditions that
lead to the transition, and the relevant mechanisms have not been discussed. Thus researchers
are left with two seemingly separate and unreconcilable theories with no clear guidelines for
the appropriate application of the respective models when conditions are not ideal (random or
highly correlated). In the current work, we propose to use a phase-field model to examine the
transition between the regimes. Because we are able to have a great deal of control over the
microstructure that is present in the system we can create pining agent distributions which
mimic those achievable in real systems but which are also well defined by a set of parameters
that we can vary and thereby study in a much more careful way.
For the current work, two types of microstructures were examined. The first type contained
a constant volume fraction of pinning particles which were distributed randomly within region
around the grain boundaries of increasing region width. When the region is at its narrowest, the
particles all develop on the prior grain boundaries (Hutchinson conditions). In contrast, when
the region is at its widest the entire grain structure becomes a valid location for a pinning agent
and we capture Zener conditions. The second type contained a constant local volume fraction
3of particles distributed in the same way as before but this time as the region becomes wider the
number of pinning agents increases as well. Through a careful analysis of the growth behavior
in these two well controlled conditions, we hope to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of the
transition so as to to bring a better understanding to the existing theories.
4CHAPTER 2. EML - History and Applications
2.1 History of Electromagnetic Levitation
Though originally proposed and patented by Muck in 1923 [11], the application of electro-
magnetic levitation to the melting of metals was not truly investigated for nearly 30 years until
Okress et al. [12] studied the optimal conditions for levitation. Initial adoption of electromag-
netic levitation by the scientific world was delayed in part by the lack of a reliable, laboratory
scale, high-current low voltage frequency generator; however, the introduction of systems from
companies such as Westinghouse and General Electric adoption increased rapidly.
Electromagnetic levitation, EML, at its core is merely the application of Lenz’s Law for
the levitation of a wide range of sufficiently conductive materials. The method involves the
application of a high frequency electrical current, typically in the RF range [13], passing through
a series of windings that make up a levitation coil. The high frequency current produces a strong
a magnetic field in the middle of the windings. A current is induced in the sample when it is
placed within this magnetic field. According to Lenz’s Law the current induced in the sample
produce a magnetic field that will oppose the applied magnetic flux from the external source,
in this case the levitation coil.
The interaction between the coil and sample current is governed by Lorentz’s Law [14],
which states that two electrical circuits will apply a force on each other proportional to the
respective currents and geometry of the system. When properly aligned, the force that is
exerted on the particle will oppose gravity; and, if a sufficient current is used, the force can
exceed the force due to gravity and thus the sample will levitate.
A unique byproduct of levitation by electromagnetic induction is coupled heating in the
sample [12]. The resistance of the sample dissipates the induced current within the sample to
5produce heat: a phenomenon known as Joule heating. The magnitude of the heat produced is
a function of the resistivity of the material, the frequency, and the current. When the heating
is great enough, the sample temperature can be raised above the material’s melting point and
as such it becomes possible to study both solid and liquid phases using EML [4, 15, 16, 17].
2.1.1 Developments in EML
When by Okress et al. [12] initially proposed EML, they discussed a variety of possible coil
designs which were employed to levitate a wide range of materials and masses. The studies
showed the importance of producing a stable levitation field capable of preventing sample
wobble (off-axis motion) and drip (the loss of liquid sample down the coil axis).
The introduction of a counter wound loop above the primary levitation loop, as depicted
in figure 2.1(b), was found to provide increased stability by creating a radial restoring force.
In addition, the counter winding(s) also increased the axial stability by creating a point of
zero magnetic flux along the axis of symmetry in the space between the primary and counter
windings.
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Figure 2.1 The progression of levitation coil designs from (a) a single levitation coil, to (b)
a primary lifting coil and counter winding, and finally to (c) the conical coil with
counter windings.
Further improvements were made to the levitation coil design when the group at East
Pittsburgh [12] tested coils which consisted of multiple primary windings in a conical helix
opposed by a number of concentric counter windings, shown schematically in figure 2.1(c). The
6conical helix type design was capable of levitating and melting a wide range of metals (Al, Ti,
brass, etc.) and as such became the standard design for most researchers.
The following years featured a number of attempts to enhance the process of EML. Many
different coil designs were proposed as the “best” levitation coil [18, 19, 20]. A particular design
improvement of note is the passive stabilization ring proposed by Lewis [19]. The ring, which is
water cooled and highly conductive, is placed above the lower windings in the alternating field
that is being produced (see figure 2.2). At the minimum diameter, The alternating magnetic
field will induce an opposing current in the ring. The inner edge of the ring is tapered almost
to a point, which concentrates the current and increases the strength of the restoring field. The
use of a stabilizing ring has since lost popularity and is not commonly used.
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A system for levitating liquid metal using a high frequency levitating coil surmounted by a 
stabilizing ring is described. By adjustment of the ring relative to the coil the liquid metal 
can be stabilized and steered to any desired position in the system. 
Many systems have been reported for the levitation of liquid 
metals in high frequency fields (Okress et al. 1952, Polonis 
et al. 1954, Comenetz and Salatka 1958, Harris and Jenkins 
1959, Weisberg 1959, Begley et al. 1959). These generally 
consist of a levitating coil in the form of a truncated cone 
tapering downwards, surmounted by one or more reversed 
turns in series with the levitating coil. The reversed turns 
produce an opposing field which stabilizes the levitated 
specimen near the centre of the system (Okress et al. 1952, 
Polonis et al. 1954, Comenetz and Salatka 1958, Harris and 
Jenkins 1959, Weisberg 1959). 
Although such a system will work it is sensitive to 
unavoidable small differences in construction, and it is 
frequently found that in a batch of ostensibly identical coils 
one is found to be far superior. For example, although all 
coils will levitate solid metal, possibly only one will be 
‘good’ and allow the metal to remain levitated indefinitely 
after melting has occurred; in the other cases oscillations in 
the liquid metal occur, eventually resulting in spontaneous 
pouring of the liquid from the coil. This is no disadvantage 
if the coil is used for producing small casts of metal but 
when chemical studies are being made, as for example of 
equilibrium between liquid metal and gas, only ‘good’ coils 
are acceptable. Even when a ‘good‘ coil has been found it 
is easily damaged, leading to a further search for a 
replacement. 
An alternative levitating system has been described by 
Begley et al. (1959) in which the upper reversed turns are 
replaced by a water-cooled disk or ‘dock’ unconnected with 
the supply voltage. Currents 180” out of phase with the 
levitating coil are induced in the ‘dock’ which produce a 
stabilizing field. Our experience has shown that this arrange- 
ment does not allow the indefinite levitation of liquid metal, 
but we have been able to modify it to allow this to be achieved. 
our system is shown in the figure. 
The current induced in the stabilizing ring of the figure is 
made as large as possible by arranging the ring to be cut 
by as much as possible of the levitating field. This circulating 
current flows at the minimum diameter of the ring and 
Produces an intensely localized stabilizing field. With this 
apparatus we have been able to maintain samples of all 
metals tried (Ag, Al, Cu, Fe, Ni) levitated in the liquid state 
for indefinite periods. This is contrary to our less fortunate 
experiences withconventional coilswith integral reversed turns. 
The arrangement has the very great advantage that the 
%g can be moved relative to the coil during levitation. By 
a thg  the ring the specimen can be steered within the system, 
and in this way compensation can be made for any lack of 
symmetry in the coil. In particular, distortion of the coil 
field occurs where the conductors join the coil and although 
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Arrangement for stable levitation of liquid metal. 
Levitation coil: 22” semi-angle, 1.0 in. inside diameter.,of 
bottom turn. Stabilizingring: 45” semi-angle, 1 -Oh rninim?m 
diameter. Separation between coil and rmg adjusted to m e  
stable levitation (approximately 0.3 mu). 
this can be ” i z e d  by right-angled brazed joints, some 
disturbance is inevitable; this is easily corrected by adjust- 
ment of the ring inclination which we have facilitated by 
mounting the ring in gimbals. 
The stabilizing ring has only been tried in conjunction 
with 1, 2 and 3 turn levitating coils energized by a 450 kc/s, 
10 kw Toccotron with a high current-low voltage output. 
We see no reason why it should not be equally successful 
with multi-turn coils of the type necessary with high voltage- 
low current generators (Okress et al. 1952, Polonis et al. 
1954, Comenetz and Salatka 1958, Harris and Jenkins 1959, 
Weisberg 1959). However, the low voltage system discussed 
above is preferred by us for safety reasons. 
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Figure 2.2 Levitation coil design using a passive stabilizing ring, courtesy of Ward [19]
A second major improv ment to EML that occurred in thi time was that of atmosphere
control. The original motivation for this development w s to eliminate the contamination
caused by crucibles. Thus, th pro ression t controlled atmospheres from open air was only
logical. As described by Harris [21], it is possible to enclose the entire levitation system in
a vacuum chamber. By removing the oxygen rich atmosphere it is possible to achieve much
cleaner droplets. For materials with a very stable oxide, a vacuum is necessary because of an
oxide layer will obscure and restrain the liquid as well as act as a nucleation site in undercooled
liquids. The vacuum acts to 1) prevent the formation of a thick oxide and 2) remove the oxide
formed prior to levitation.
Levitation i vacuum also has a secondary effect of greatly increasing the equilibrium tem-
7perature of the sample by the elimination of cooling from natural convection. This may be
advantageous under some circumstances but often serves as a hurdle to studies that require
sample temperatures at or below melting. Alternately the chamber may be backfilled with
any number of gas atmospheres [21]. By varying the gas pressure and composition, the level
of convective cooling can be controlled very precisely since the heat dissipation by a gas is
directly proportional to the pressure of the gas [22]. Thus, the equilibrium temperature of the
sample can be controlled via adjustments of gas pressure. If the gas is, for example, helium or
hydrogen, the resulting cooling can be as much as 7-10 times that of air partly due to the much
higher thermal conductivity of those gases meaning a much larger range of sample temperatures
becomes easily accessible. Researchers have also shown that controlling the gas composition
can add the ability to study gas-metal interactions [23, 24]. The ability to use gas atmospheres
is the key reason for choosing EML over ESL (electrostatic levitation), since ESL must operate
under high vacuum, often leading to rapid vaporization in the liquid state.
In 1965, electromagnetic levitation took a major step towards becoming an ever more
powerful tool in the study of materials. It was in this year that Fromm and Jehn published a
paper detailing the effect of an arbitrary coil design on the levitation force and power absorption
in a spherical sample [4]. Until this point most of the improvements came by trial and error. The
Fromm and Jehn model assumes a series of circular coils with axial symmetry, an assumption
which is not all that unrealistic even for hand wound coils.1 Despite the descriptive power of the
generalized model, EML design continued to be largely an art rather than a science [25]. This
can likely be attributed to the complexity of the interactions between position, temperature,
sample properties, and the geometry of the system.
Though EML has been a very popular containerless processing method, there were few
attempts to make large changes to the method until much more recently. Of note was a
modification proposed by a Russian group [26] where the upper and lower windings of the
levitation coil were connected in parallel rather than the typical series arrangement (see figure
2.3). The results showed a decrease in sample temperature of 300 ◦C for levitation of iron in
argon. They claimed that the parallel configuration provided greater independence of control
1For a further discussion of this analytical model see Appendix A.
8of lifting force and heating. These results, while promising, have proven difficult to reproduce
[25] and, much like the stabilizing ring, the parallel configuration is not common.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3 Comparison of (a) series and (b) parallel arrangements
As EML has begun to reach its functional limits, there has been a renewed interest in
understanding what leads to these limits and then improving the design of the system accord-
ingly. In the course of these improvements, particular effort has been put towards the design of
levitation coils [5, 3, 27, 2] as the coil represents the least mature and least understood method
of controlling the sample observables. The main driving force for improvement to designs has
been to adapt the method to a wider variety of materials and sample sizes. A secondary reason
for improvements in coil design is that, for studies requiring reduced temperatures, the use of
a secondary cooling gas must be limited to prevent the introduction of impurities [17].
A commonly used method for developing improved coil designs, as in [3], is to systematically
probe the design space through the variation of a few simple parameters through experimen-
tation. By examining at the effect of the coil angle (α), the spacing between upper and lower
coils (d), and the number of coils (depicted in figure 2.4), the authors found a geometry that
provided stable levitation with a reduced sample temperature. The results however were very
dependent on the sample and the capabilities of the power supply. Thus, the results are diffi-
cult to translate to other levitation systems. Such a systematic probing of the design space has
also been performed using finite element methods [2] to design coils for the high temperature
processing of dense metals.
9process in which the contamination of the sample by its
container could be a problem. In addition, because there is
a great amount of stirring in the molten sample, gas–metal
equilibrium studies can be carried out quite fast and with
minimal error. Levitation techniques are thus very useful
tools in these fields, in addition to cases such as surface
tension and density measurements, and preparation of sam-
ples for cleanliness assessment. Levitation melting is mainly
practiced on a laboratory scale because of limitations to the
weight of the sample that can be levitated. It must be men-
tioned, however, that there are designs for which larger sam-
ples weighing as much as 8 kg may be melted by
electromagnetic induction while having minimum contact with
a container. In these devices, the sample is ‘‘semilevitated.’’[12]
Many factors contribute to the temperature control of the
levitated sample. These include power input, type and the
flow rate of the cooling media (if any), geometry of the coil,
weight and density of the sample, electrical conductivity of
the sample, frequency of the generator, and so on. To get
satisfactory results, the operator must be familiar with these
factors and their relationships. It is the aim of this report to
study some of these relationships. The runs were made
exclusively on nickel, but the findings may be extended
to other materials.
III. APPARATUS
Figure 1 shows the outline of the levitation set. The metal
samples were placed on a boron nitride tray in the three-
compartment turntable. The levitation tube was a 14-mm
outside diameter (OD) silica tube with a wall thickness of
1 mm. Two different sizes of copper tubing were used in
various different coils. The dimensions of the tubes used
were 3-mm OD 3 0.5-mm wall thickness, and 4.6-mm
(0.19 in.) OD 3 0.75-mm (0.030 in.) wall thickness. The
tubes were initially annealed at 800 °C and were quenched
in water. Heat-resisting sleeves were then put on the tubes
and they were wound into the desired shape using alumi-
num formers. The power was supplied by a 15-kW,
450-kHz Radyne generator.
The temperatures of the samples were measured using a
disappearing filament pyrometer. The pyrometer was ini-
tially calibrated with a thermocouple. It was also found that
the temperature reading through the top silica window had
an error of –30 °C. The error in the bottom optical arrange-
ment was nearly –50 °C. In the runs during which nickel
vapor was not deposited on the silica tube, the readings
were taken through the silica glass. The error was not sig-
nificant in this case. When a direct reading was not possible
because the silica walls were covered by condensed metal
vapor, readings were taken from the optical windows.
Argon and helium were used to provide an inert atmos-
phere and to cool the sample when necessary. For a better
cooling effect, the gas flow rate was increased. The gas flow
rate was determined by measuring the time of the ascend-
ance of a soap bubble along a vertical burette.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Prior to each experiment, the sample was weighed. The
sample was then placed on the boron nitride tray in
the turntable. The set was degassed and then flushed with
the cooling gas. At this point, the sample was pushed up
to the level of the coil. Then the gas flow rate was adjusted.
The power output was set at the appropriate level before the
experiment. The power was then turned on and the experi-
ment begun. The duration of the levitation was taken from
the moment the sample completely melted. The temperature
measurements were taken from completely molten samples.
Fig. 1—The levitation furnace.
Fig. 2—A typical levitation coil.
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Figure 2.4 Shown are the geometric variables which were systematically probed by [3]
While design efforts that have been made to date have had mixed success, there is as yet
no method for levitation coil design that is both general and robust. As such advancements
have been slow a d isol ted, with researchers left to use a “tri l and error” approach.
2.1.2 The Non-Earth Bound Laboratory
The requirement of levitation under the influence of gravity will always lead to the necessity
of relatively high power input [17]. A side effect of the high power input required to overcome
gravity is a large heating effect, but if the same technique were to be used in an environment with
a greatly reduced effect of gravity then the power requirements could be lowered significantly
leading to a corresponding reduction in the inherent heating effect. For this reason a levitation
apparatus has been developed and deployed for the containerless melting of materials in a
microgravity environment.
The microgravity system, called TEMPUS, was tested first in a series of parabolic flight
experiments on a KC-135 in 1988 [28]. Through a collaboration between US and German
agencies, the instrument was made a part of the International Microgravity Space Lab mission
(IML-2) in 1994. Subsequent missions mean that the capabilities of the system have been
greatly expanded and a wide variety of research is able to be conducted.
The microgravity environment reduces the forces required for positioning by as much as four
orders of magnitude as well as the forced convection that is created by the magnetic stirring
[29]. Because of the reduction in the forces required, a low power positioning system (maximum
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of 850 W compared to 10 kW systems in the earthbound lab) is used to position the sample in
the chamber.
Performing an EML experiment under microgravity conditions almost completely decouples
the positioning and heating effects, a feature made more pronounced by the use of a second
system to provide the heating. Heating in TEMPUS is accomplished via a second higher power
(1050 W) system that is attached to separate heating coil. Together the heating and positioning
coils form a levitation configuration as shown in figure 2.5.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Principle design of levitation coils for levitation under 1g (left) 
and µg (right). In a 1g levitation coil the positioning force has to counteract 
gravity, therefore strong electromagnetic fields are needed just for the 
positioning of the sample, which leads to a strong heating and deformation 
of the sample (left). In contrast, the forces required to position a sample in a 
µg environment are orders of magnitude smaller, therefore the heating and 
deformation of the sample due the positioning field are negligible. As a 
consequence, heating and positioning of the sample can be controlled largely 
independently, e.g. by using dedicated coils for heating and positioning, 
respectively (right). Note that this illustrative sketch does not show the 
current EML flight coil geometry. 
 
3.  Undercooling at Work 
Driven by the size of the RF coils which are optimized for positioning and heating efficiency under 
microgravity the samples are spherical with diameters typically ranging from 5 to 8 mm. The samples 
are manufactured by the scientists in their labs and are then stored and transferred under controlled 
environmental conditions into the experimental setup where they are processed. The process 
environment for the samples is either UHV or ultra pure noble gas (He or Ar) up to 400 mbar.  
A typical experiment consists of several melt cycles. Starting from the solid state the sample is 
heated up above the melting temperature (overheating of up to 300 K), and then the heater power into 
the sample is reduced. During the subsequent cooling phase, the majority of the experimental data are 
gathered. Depending on its properties the sample undercools to temperatures below the melting 
temperature until solidification sets in rapidly and the heat of fusion is released in a very short time 
such that the sample temperature rises again to the melting temperature, a phenomenon known as 
recalescence. During the following cool down of the solid sample the cooling rate can be enhanced by 
additional convective cooling with the process gas being circulated through a pipe and filter system 
and released through a nozzle at the sample's vicinity. A typical melt cycle is shown in figure 2. 
Due to the small size and related low heat content of the sample the typical duration of a melt cycle 
is in the order of seconds to minutes, depending on the sample material and the definition of the 
process, such that many such melt cycles can be performed during a the time frame available for an 
on-orbit experiment which is in the order of hours. 
At high temperatures samples processed in ultra-high vacuum may evaporate some material which 
leads to a deposition of evaporated material on the inner surfaces of the experiment set-up in a 
physical vapor deposition process. Elements that are sensitive to deposition like the components of the 
optical path from the sample to the pyrometer and video cameras have to be protected from deposition 
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Figure 2.5 Principal design for a levitation coil under microgravity conditions. The inner
most turns of the coil are specifically for heating where the outer turns are for
positioning and are powered on a separate circuit [30]
The decoupled heating as advantages beyond simply the range of accessible temperatures,
chi f amon st these advantages is the elimin ion of the need for secondary cooling gases for
the study of undercooled liquids. This is important because studies have shown that even high
purity cooling gases contain levels of oxygen and moisture that are orders of magnitude higher
than that of ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) and can cause oxide formation and nucleation on the
sample surfac [31]. While the TEMPUS system is designed to operate primarily under UHV
conditions there is still the ability to introduce inert atmospheres of Ar and He when needed.
Most of the other features of the space based system are not unique but include (depicted
in 2.6:
• A two color pyrometer located along the positioning axis (1 MHz sample rate, at a ±5 K
11
accuracy)
• A second equivalent pyrometer perpendicular to the axis of symmetry of the coil
• triggering needle
• video system for remote monitoring and control of the instrument
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Fig. 54. Schematic view of the TEMPUS facility. All subsystems are shown with the exception of the radial temperature detector. 
externally triggered to nucleation so that the solidification path is well known and the 
crystal-growth rates can be measured as a function of undercooling. Top and side views 
of the samples are offered by two video cameras. The system is designed for operation 
under  U H V conditions and has provision for inert gas atmospheres (He or Ar). Samples 
up to 10 mm in diameter can be processed. The instrument is scheduled for a first flight 
on the International Microgravity Laboratory Spacelab mission IML-2 with a joint US--German 
experiment complement  in 1994. Fig. 54 shows a schematic view of the TEMPUS facility. 
It is especially suited to performing solidification experiments on deeply undercooled melts, 
but is also appropriate for measuring physical properties of the undercooled melt as a 
function of temperature  over an extended range of undercooling. 
6.2. Mass. density and thermal expansion 
The electromagnetic levitation technique has been used to measure the mass density 
of liquid Ni [131] and liquid Cu [341]. The change in diameter of a levitated sphere as a 
function of temperature  has been observed by an optical arrangement photographing the 
profile of the drop. This allowed the measurement  of the mass density and the thermal 
expansion over an extended undercooling regime. An interesting result has been obtained 
by extrapolating the experimental data on the undercooled liquid to lower temperatures. 
This extrapolation suggests that at an undercooling of about 480 K the mass density of 
the undercooled melt reaches the mass density of the solid. Since metals mostly show a 
lower mass density in the liquid state, a constraint for maximum undercooling could exist 
at this undercooling. 
6.3. Electrical resistivity 
Consider a sample of  spherical shape placed within a r.f. levitation coil which is 
integrated into a freely oscillating circuit. The frequency of the coil current will depend 
Figure 2.6 Schematic view of the entire TEMPUS system [29].
The size of typical samples that are studied in TEMPUS range from 5 to 8 mm in diameter.
The small size serves to both reduce the overall weight of the payload and reduce the time
that is required to heat and cool the sampl . The small mass means th t t e total cycle time,
depending on the study conducted, is on the order of seconds to minutes and therefore a very
large number of experiments can be performed during the time frame available for an on-orbit
experiment.
2.2 Applications of EML
The original development of EML was motivated by a desire to find a technique that would
allow difficult to melt materials to be processed and studied in a liquid state. For many alloys,
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traditional melting methods with a furnace and crucible are not practical due to the reactivity
of the materials or the magnitude of the temperatures required. The lack of a container and
external heating source has led to the use of EML in a very wide variety of studies. In the
following section (2.2.1), a selection of the most common uses of EML is presented.
Prior to introducing the experimental techniques that make use of EML it is important to
examine the range of materials that have been studied as well as temperature ranges for those
materials. In Table 2.1, the experimental temperature ranges for a selection of materials are
presented. It can be seen that EML has been used to levitate and melt a very wide range
of metals and alloys. In principal the only requirement for a material to be a connate for
EML is that the sample be sufficiently conductive to carry an induced current. With this
requirement met it becomes possible to process even very high melting point materials such as
molybdenum[1].
Table 2.1 Range of accessed levitation temperatures for a selection of elements and alloys.
Material Temperature Liquidus Ref. Material Temperature Liquidus Ref.
Range (K) Temperature (K) Range (K) Temperature (K)
Co 1540-2200 1768 [32] Nb 1923-2980 2742 [1]
1768-3201 [33] 2468-2818 [34]
1774-2345 [35] Y 1799-2360 1795 [36]
Ni 1460-1840 1728 [32] Nd 1446-2246 1294 [37]
1463-1889 [34] La 1250-2420 1191 [36]
Fe 1320-1905 1811 [38] U 1428-2398 1408 [1]
1804-2142 [39] Zr 1370-1690 2128 [40]
1613-2035 [34] Ti55Al45 1555-1954 1814 [41]
Cu 1386-1887 1358 [1] Ti50Al45Nb5 1569-2015 1837 [42]
1428-2007 [1] Ti45Al45Nb10 1590-2044 1865 [42]
Pt 2202-2631 2041 [1] Ti49Al51 1429-2200 1753 [43]
Mo 2692-3112 2896 [1] Ni81Si19 1313-2100 1474 [44]
2890-2925 [1] Co-25wt%Si 1384-2339 1607 [45]
Ti 1969-2313 1935 [39] Cu-10wt%Ni 1050-1300 1140 [46]
1325-1720 [40] Cu-20wt%Ni 1150-1390 1190 [46]
V 2205-2638 2163 [39] Cu-40wt%Ni 1272-1425 1279 [46]
2084-2325 [1] Cu-50wt%Ni 1220-1450 1311 [46]
2016-2403 [34] Cu-70wt%Ni 1350-1480 1371 [46]
Pd 1846-2334 1825 [35]
Si 1540-1790 1683 [47]
As discussed in section 2.1.2, the temperatures that are reached in a typical EML system
are relatively high due to the high power input that is required. If we look at the levitation
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temperatures that are achieved during stable levitation scaled by the respective melting point
for the selection of materials presented above as a function of the absolute temperature, we can
see (figure 2.7) that most of the temperatures that have been accessed have been greater than
melting, i.e. a homologous temperature greater than 1.
Figure 2.7 The relative temperatures (T/TL) that have been accessed by EML are shown as
a function of the absolute temperature achieved in stable levitation. The majority
of the accessible temperatures are shown to be greater than melting but with a
few materials reaching large levels of undercooling. The grey lines in the figure
represent elemental species. The colored lines (red, green, blue and brown) and as-
sociated regions represent alloys of Ni-Si, Co-Si, Ti-Al-Nb and Cu-Ni respectively.
Despite the large inherent heating effect many of these materials were able to undercooled
well below melting with examples including elements such as Ni, Fe, Si, and Mo, as well as
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many alloys. While the ability to study high temperatures can be advantageous, it is the ability
to study the undercooled liquid state that is the most important capability of EML. In typical
methods of studying liquids the undercooling that may be achieved is on the order of 10 K [48].
In contrast the undercooling that can be achieved in EML is on the order of 102 K (see Table
2.2) and the undercooled state can be held for extended periods of time.
Table 2.2 Undercoolings which have been obtained for various elements/alloys using EML
Element/Alloy ∆T (K) ∆T /Tm d (mm) ref.
Fe 324 .180 6 [31]
420 .230 6 [49]
538 .300 5 [38]
Ni 341 .198 6 [31]
452 .262 5 [38]
480 .276 6 [49]
Co 350 .198 5 [38]
Cu 266 .196 6 [50]
Co38.2Si61.8 241 .152 (.9− 1.1g) [51]
Al50Si50 320 10 [52]
Ge 426 .352 8− 10 [53]
Ge61Sn39 404 8− 10 [53]
Ge9Sn1 334 8− 10 [53]
Ti49Al51 324 .191 (.5− .6g) [43]
Such a high level of undercooling is made more unique given the size of samples that are
used. As noted in Table 2.2, typical sample sizes are between 4 and 10 mm. In a sample
this large there would be expected to be a least one potent nucleation site within the droplet
from internal impurities [29]. These impurities are often fluxed out of the sample2 leading to
a single extended volume that is free of nucleants. The combination of the large undercooling
and large sample volume makes for example the measurement of solidification rates from the
undercooled state a much easier experiment by providing a longer time period over which the
transformation can be observed.
For the most common types of study that are performed using EML, the currently accessible
range of temperatures and materials provides a window into many aspects of the liquid state.
2for more see section 7.3.1.1
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However, the further expansion of the available range of materials and temperatures (especially
temperatures) would lead to the capability of studying liquids at limits such as transition form
liquid to glass which would provide insights that as yet are unattainable. This expansion of
the accessible range is the motivation behind much of the work presented in the subsequent
chapters.
2.2.1 Typical Research Applications of EML
In the history of EML, the most common type of study is the determination of thermo-
physical properties of liquid metals and alloys. A summary of some of the metals and alloys
that have been studied is presented in Table 2.3 including the specific properties that were
determined. The key feature of EML is its ability to produce liquids with very little contami-
nation and very good homogeneity. Of particular interest in the great majority of these studies
are the properties very near or below the melting point of the metal or alloy where traditional
methods struggle with nucleation of solid phases and segregation.
The most common of the thermophysical properties that has been measured using EML is
the heat capacity of the liquid phase. A great summary of the work in levitation calorimetry is
presented in [1] including descriptions of the methods used to measure the heat capacity from
the levitated droplet.3
Because the liquid sample is often clearly visible during levitation in EML, the method
offers a straight forward method of determining the density of the levitated sample. By imaging
the droplet in silhouette the volume can be estimated very accurately by assuming rotational
symmetry. Since the mass of the droplet is known both prior to and following levitation the
determination of density becomes almost trivial.
If the same imaging system used to determine liquid density is coupled with an imposed
an-harmonic signal in the levitation current, the surface tension of the liquid droplet can be
measured. The concept behind the measurement is that the imposed signal will produce os-
cillations in the liquid droplet surface. By analysis of the rate of dissipation of the surface
oscillations, the surface tension can be extracted [58]. This technique is known as the oscilla-
3A more in depth discussion of the calorimetric methods can be found in section 7.1
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Table 2.3 Overview of thermophysical property measurements performed using EML
Element/Alloy Measured Properties Ref.
Ni H l [34]
Nb H l [34]
V H l [34]
Fe H l [34]
La ClP , H
l [36]
Nd ClP , H
l [37]
Ti ClP , H
l [39]
V ClP , H
l [39]
Fe ClP , H
l [39]
Co ClP , Hm [35]
Pd ClP , Hm [35]
Ti-Al ClP (XAl), H
l [41]
Al-La ∆Hmix, H
l [54]
Cu ρL [55]
Ni ρL [55]
Au-Cu ρL, CTEL [56]
Ag-Au ρL, CTEL [57]
Ni-Cu-Fe ρL, γ [58]
Cu-Co-Fe ρL, γ [59]
Al-Fe ρL [60]
Al-Ni ρL [60]
tion method. Because of difficulties that arise from compensating for the effect of external fields,
such as gravity or the imposed magnetic field, on the measurement, the oscillation method has
mainly been restricted to microgravity experiments and so the details of the measurements are
given in the following section (2.2.2).
Normally, the direct observation of crystal growth rates is entirely inaccessible. However,
since EML offers the ability to see the sample surface free from oxide or slag, the rate of crystal
growth through a liquid sample can be directly measured. Additionally the exact temperature
of the liquid at the point where growth begins can be controlled. In this way, EML provides
a completely unique chance to understand the effect of liquid undercooling on the rate and
morphology of crystal growth. A technique for measuring the crystallization rates is presented
by Schleip et al. [61]. The technique uses a set of two or more high speed photodiodes
focused on the sample. To measure the growth rate, the sample is first cooled to the desired
undercooling and then nucleation is triggered by means of a Al2O3 needle. As the solidification
front progresses across the sample the heat released during recalescence warms the sample and
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this is detected by the photodiodes, as shown in figure 2.8.
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Fig. 25. Principle of the measurement of crystal-growth velocity in levitated undercooled drops. (a) Image of the 
sample is focused onto two fast-responding photodiodes. (b) Solidification is initiated intentionally at the bottom of 
the sample, from where it proceeds radially and is registered by the two diodes consecutively. (c) Typical output trace 
of the two photodiodes [175]. 
tempera ture  and, subsequently, crystallization was externally initiated by touching the bot tom 
of the sample with a nucleation trigger needle. Solidification proceeds radially from the 
trigger point, as confirmed by micrographs and indicated schematically in Fig. 25(b). The 
corresponding recalescence signal as recorded by the two sensor elements is shown in Fig. 
25(c). Considering the solidification path length differences sl and s2 (see Fig. 25(b)), the 
velocity of the thermal front can be derived independently for the two detectors, and it 
turns out to be constant throughout  the sample. The decay length of the thermal front is 
small compared to the sample dimension, as confirmed by the sharp transition between 
the lower and upper  diode outputs (Fig. 25(c)). Thus the observed signal can be related 
directly to the dendrite tip velocity. 
Using this technique, the dendri te growth velocities as a function of undercooling have 
been measured on pure Ni and Cu70Ni30 alloy [5], pure Fe [221], dilute Ni-B [9], and Ni- 
C alloys [222], Fe-Ni [223], Ni-Si [224], FeSi and CoSi [225], Ni-A1 [226], and Fe-Ni-Cr 
[227] alloys. The technique described above can be applied to measure solidification velocities 
in the range V> 1 m s-1, where the assumption of a spherically smooth envelope of the 
dendrite tips holds. For solidification velocities less than 1 m s-1 this assumption is violated, 
since only a few dendrites propagate through the sample. A new technique has been 
developed to measure the solidification rates also in this velocity range with an improved 
accuracy [176,228]. The triggering of nucleation at the bot tom of the liquid drop (beginning 
of growth at t---t*) and the end of recalescence (end of growth at t ' )  are detected by a 
capacitance proximity sensor and a photodiode.  Dendri te  growth velocities are de termined 
as the ratio 2Ro/(t'-t*), where 2R0 denotes the vertical diameter of the levitated drop. 
Fig. 26 shows results of measurements  on pure Ni, using for comparison both the photodiode 
and the capacitance bridge methods.  
Considerable growth velocities up to 70 m s-1 are measured at the highest undercooling 
values of AT=325 K. In an intermediate undercooling range 100 K < A T < 2 0 0  K the 
experimental results can be well described within current dendrite growth theories provided 
Figure 2.8 A system of 2 high speed photodiodes are focused on the sample surface as depicted
in (a) are used to measure the rate as the solidification front progresses radially
from the trigger point (b). (c) shows the signal output from the photodiode de-
tectors [61].
A final example of the power and versatility of EML is the ability to study the interaction
of the liquid melt with a gas atmosphere. The vigorous stirring that is innate in the levitation
process, when coupled with the large surface area for the volume of liquid, leads to rapid
equilibrium with the gas. The ability to easily quantify the sha e of the droplet via direct
observation leads to high accuracy in kinetic experiments. This technique has been used widely
in the iron and steel industry specifically to study the decarburization that occurs from liquid
iron at very high temperatures [23, 24].
2.2.2 Applications of TEMPUS
Due to the unique environment and conditions that are available in a microgravity, the
application of EML in space has produced a wider range experiments than has been achieved
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in the earth-bound laboratory. In the current configuration of TEMPUS the experiments
which can be conducted have been broken into 5 types: undercooling and nucleation, surface
oscillation, size measurement, modulated calorimetry, and electrical coupling.
The measurement of undercooling and solidification from the undercooled melt in a mi-
crogravity environment is not that different from the same measurement under full gravity
conditions [62, 63]. The sample is still heated to a molten state and then cooled, primarily
by radiation, and once a desired level of undercooling has been reached the triggering nee-
dle is used to initiate solidification. The solidification velocity and morphology are monitored
through high-speed video, just as mentioned above. The differentiation between earth-bound
laboratory and the microgravity environment comes from the reduction in the dynamic motion
within the liquid droplet [29], the effect of which is as yet not fully known.
As with the undercooling and nucleation experiments, the study of viscosity and surface
tension through the examination of surface oscillations is not fundamentally different than the
experiments performed in the earth-bound laboratory. The samples are heated to melting and
then cooled to an undercooled liquid state. During the cooling process a short pulse of current
is passed through the heating coils [64] and surface oscillations are excited. The amplitude,
frequency and damping of the oscillations are related to the surface tension through Rayleigh’s
formula and, since the effects of external fields (electromagnetic and gravitational) are negligibly
small, no corrections to the formula are needed. Similarly the microgravity environment is ideal
for the measurement of viscosity. The TEMPUS instrument has been successfully used for the
study of the viscosity and surface properties by many researchers [65, 66, 67, 68]
The modulated calorimetry experiment was first suggested by Fecht (1999) [69] for the
measurement of specific heat and thermal conductivity. To begin, the sample is melted and
cooled under UHV conditions which results in radiative heat transfer only. When the sample
reaches the desired temperature, the power input, P0, is held constant producing a steady state
condition. Following the achievement of steady state, a modulated power input of the form
P (t) = Pω0 cos
2(ωt/2) is applied to the sample which results in temperature fluctuations such
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that
∆Tω =
Pω0
2ωCp
√
1 +
1
ω2τ21
+ ω2τ22 (2.1)
where τ1 and τ2 are the internal and external relaxation times, respectively. When τ1 is large
and τ2 is small, the heat capacity Cp can be calculated from
Cp =
Pω0
2ω∆Tω
. (2.2)
With this method, it is possible to determine the heat capacity of the sample within an accuracy
of approximately 1%.
After determining the heat capacity of the sample, the thermal conductivity, κ, can be
obtained from the internal relaxation time. For a sample of radius R, the internal relaxation
time is related to the thermal conductivity by
τ2 =
3Cp
4piRγfκ
(2.3)
where γf is a geometric factor on the order of 1. Using the modulated calorimetry technique,
the heat capacity of liquid samples has been explored in [70, 71, 72, 73, 74].
As with all studies using EML, there is a strong induced current within the sample from the
alternating magnetic field. The induced current induces a voltage in the levitation coil or in a
second measurement coil if also placed around the sample (as in figure 2.9 labeled transformer
windings). The magnitude of the induced voltage will depend on the resistivity of the spherical
sample. This method has been used to measure the temperature dependence of the resistivity
of solid Cu and Al as well as liquid Cu-Ni and Co-Pd alloys [75, 76].
The most important outcome to EML in the earthbound laboratory from studies using
TEMPUS is the elucidation of the possibilities for the studies that maybe accomplished. We
can see that the elimination of gravity simplifies the analysis of measured values greatly. There
is, however, no reason that similar analyses cannot be performed in the laboratory if proper care
is taken to account for the added gravitational effects. The ability to determine properties such
as heat capacity, thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity from deeply undercooled
liquids would lead to a greatly increased volume of tabulated material properties that have
previously proven to be difficult to measure.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the primary (open squares) and secondary (full squares) measurement coils integrated with the levitation
coil in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber.
the (complex) impedance Zcoil + !Zsample(ρ, R0,α) can be
determined. A preceding calibration measurement without
sample yields the offset Zcoil.
The measured quantity !Zsample depends not only on the
electrical resistivity ρ but also on the
• shape and radius of the sample,
• position of the sample within the measurement coils and
• geometry of the measurement coils.
If the measurement coils are designed such that their
corresponding magnetic fields are nearly homogeneous around
the sample, then the dependence of !Zsample on the exact
sample position disappears and the relation between !Zsample
and ρ simplifies to
!Zsample = iaωµ0R30G(R0/δ(ω, ρ),α), (5)
where i is the imaginary unit, µ0 is the magnetic vacuum
permeability (for non-ferromagnetic samples),ω is the angular
frequency of the measurement field and a is a constant
depending on the coil geometry. The function G, defined
by
G(q,α) = 1
3
j2((i− 1)q)
j0((i− 1)q)
+
1
3
α(i− 1)q j1((i− 1)q)
j0((i− 1)q)
(
1 +
j2((i− 1)q)
j0((i− 1)q)
)
, (6)
where jn denotes the nth order spherical Bessel function,
describes the influence of the sample on the coil impedance
via the skin depth δ(ω, ρ)
δ(ω, ρ) = √2ρ/µ0ω. (7)
Weak deviations of the sample from the spherical shape are
expressed by the parameter α
α=
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
(
R(cos θ,φ)− R0
R0
)∣∣Y 11 (cos θ,φ)∣∣2 sin θ dθ dφ,
which is just the lowest order expansion coefficient of
the sample surface R(cos θ,φ) in spherical harmonics
Yml (cos θ,φ).
To obtain the value of G from equation (5), we first have
to determine the unknown geometry factor a (and possible
phase shifts of the data acquisition electronics) by a calibration
measurement with a solid spherical sample (α = 0) of well-
defined resistivity ρ and radius R0. Then, with the real sample,
!Zsample, and thus the value of G, is measured for about 50
different current frequencies ω between 10 kHz and 1 MHz.
Finally, G(R0/δ(ω, ρ),α) as a function of ω is fitted by
variation of the unknown parameters ρ, R0 and α to these
measurement values, thereby yielding the desired electrical
resistivity ρ. More details can be found in [14].
3.2. Microgravity-based facility: TEMPUS
The presence of a highly efficient and homogeneous
alternating magnetic heating (dipole) field in the TEMPUS
facility (see figure 3) suggests using this field simultaneously
for a noncontact, inductive measurement for the electrical
resistivity of the levitated metal sample. In contrast to the
above-described method for the ground-based facility, we now
have to measure current I1 and induced voltage in the same coil,
i.e., U2 = U1,
|U1| eiϕ = (Zcoil + !Zsample(ρ, R0)) · |I1|, (8)
which has the disadvantage that U1 can no longer be measured
currentlessly. However, the advantage of having a spherical
sample, i.e., α = 0, under microgravity simplifies equation (6)
drastically and renders a measurement at only one frequency
possible. Since, moreover, the working frequency of the
heating field in TEMPUS is high enough to allow an
approximation of the Bessel functions appearing in (6) by
a simple rational function, a combination of (8), (5) and (6),
which relates the measurable quantities |U1/I1| and ϕ on the
one hand to the electrical sample resistivity ρ contained in
δ(ρ,ω) (see equation (7)), on the other hand, results in this
case in the simple expression
δ(ρ,ω) = R0
2
(
1−
√
1− B
R30
(∣∣∣∣ I1U1
∣∣∣∣ cos ϕ − A)
)
. (9)
Here, A and B are constants which characterize the coil
geometry and which can be determined by calibration
420
Figure 2.9 Schematic diagram of an EML system for the determination of electrical resistivity
[76]
2.3 Outstanding Issues in EML
Though widely accepted as a laboratory method of studying liquids in a containerless en-
vironment, EML is a process that is far from mature. There still exist questions about the
levitation process that impact all studies conducted us ng the echnique. For the most part, re-
searchers that commonly use EML have developed means of accounting for the issues through
a wealth of empirical observations, but an analytical description that s pports the observa-
tions would be useful to those who are either new to he method or ar attempting t make
improvements to the existing technology.
2.3.1 Power Absorbed
The first of the unresolved questions in EML is concerning the relationship between the
power that is supplied to the levitation coil and the resultant temperature of the sample.
The early understanding of the relationship was that as the power suppled was increased, the
sample temperature would decrease [12], which indicates a decrease in the power absorbed
by the sam le. At first glance this behavior seems to be counterintuitive, but the models of
levitation as presented in [4] offer a simple expl nation: as the power is increased (i.e. the
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current supplied is increased) the sample is lifted in the field and interacts with a reduced
magnetic field. The reduced magnetic field leads to the reduced sample temperature. This
explanation has been shown to hold for the simple levitation geometry of a single circular loop
and spherical sample.
More recent experiments have shown that for samples of a certain size, in coil geometries
which contain the upper counter windings for stability, the sample temperature shows non
monotonic behavior with supplied power. The sample temperature will initially decrease with
increasing supplied power and then with further supplied power the temperature will rise again.
In figure 2.10, the equilibrium sample temperature of two different pure aluminum samples is
shown as a function of the current supplied to the levitation coil (typical conical geometry)
showing the increase in sample temperature for high current.
The above graph shows the effect of input current on the sample temperature for 3 different 
models. The first version of the model is the general model as presented by Fromm and Jehn 
1965. This version assumes that the sample only has a finite diameter not height. Because of 
this lack of height the temperature is only predicted to decrease with increased input power. 
Version 2 is an attempt to take into account the finite height of th  s mple by taking the volume 
weighted average of a series of disks along the height and integrating the sample temperature 
to find an average T. The result qualitatively matches the observed behavior (below) but does 
not have as sharp an increase in the temperature as is observed. Version 3 is much like 2 but 
instead of integrating the temperatures I integrated the power absorbed accounting for not only 
the volume fraction of each disk but also the change in radius of the induced current ring. The 
absorbed power is then used to find the temperature of the sample assuming that convection in 
the sample will lead to a uniform temperatur  nd therefore uniform radiation heat transfer. This 
method, while seemingly more sound, is even further from reproducing the experimental results.
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Figure 2.10 The temperature response to the levitation coil current for two masses of pure
Al.
The existing models are not able to explain the increase in sample temperature for higher
coil currents, and the experimental evidence only suggests that it is more difficult to lift larger
samples and so the effectiveness of additional current at lifting the sample is lower. A clearer
explanation of the underlying mechanism that leads to the temperature behavior would be
instrumental in the advancement of the modeling of EML.
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2.3.2 Coupling of Lifting and Heating
The second of the major unresolved questions concerns the coupling of levitation force and
sample heating. It is commonly accepted that the heating of the sample cannot be avoided
(especially in the earth-bound laboratory where gravity plays a larger role) while the coil must
maintain the capability of lifting [17]. As mentioned previously, it is the integral heating and
lifting that is both the greatest advantage and, ironically, the greatest disadvantage of EML.
The desire to decouple the ability of a coil to achieve levitation and the amount of heating
produced was the major motivation for the development of TEMPUS. But, experimentation in
microgravity is very costly and represents a small (though powerful) opportunity to study mate-
rials. Consequently, the development of coil designs which are capable of improved performance
would expand the range of studies that can be accomplished.
The “perfect” levitation coil would be capable of heating from room temperature to any
desired temperature, limited only by the vaporization of the sample, all the while maintaining
a stable sample in a region where the entire sample is in clear view. The design of real coils,
however, is limited by the finite power that can be supplied by the RF frequency system and
real geometric restraints. Therefore efforts must be made to find ways to de-couple the two
effects as much as possible.
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CHAPTER 3. Coil Design Optimization for Low Temperatures
3.1 Motivation
Despite the early efforts to formulate quantitative models for levitation conditions, system-
atic coil design has not been common place. The majority of levitation coils are designed using
a “build and test” method which is guided by the wealth of empirical understanding gathered
from preceding studies [25, 3]. The need to access a larger range of processing temperatures as
well as the desire for more control over the levitated sample continues to drive efforts to find
new coil designs [2]. Additionally there is a drive to expand the use of EML for materials that
have been previously difficult to study [77] so that the advantages afforded by EML can be
made full use of. To date however, no method of coil design has been found that is sufficiently
flexible or robust to meet the needs of the majority of the EML community.
In the work presented, we develop a method of coil design aimed at improving inherent
levitation and temperature control capabilities. The method that is proposed is a genetic-type
algorithm that is coupled with an analytical model for the levitation forces and thermal balance
that are critical to the coil performance. Coil optimization results are verified experimentally,
comparing the observed sample temperature-power relationships to predictions for both the
optimized and unoptimized coils. In this way, we seek to demonstrate that such a methodol-
ogy can be used to augment or extend the temperature range that is accessible under stable
levitation conditions.
Additionally, the quantitative results for a given coil design are useful in elucidating the
relationships between sample temperature, sample position, and power input. Thus clearing
up one of the outstanding questions in EML and providing an improved description of the
levitation phenomena.
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3.2 Optimization Method
There are a number of approaches to optimization algorithms but they can be grouped
into 3 distinct categories. The first category is the method that has dominated the previous
work to better coil design in EML and can be best described as a systematic evaluation of a
design space by the stepped variation of one or more design parameters.1 The second category
of approaches use a greatest gradient method to optimize the geometry. In this method the
variation in a desired output parameter is calculated with respect to small variations in each of
the geometric parameters. The system then takes the variation that leads to the greatest change
in the output and then repeats the process. The final category are the Monte Carlo approaches.
In this category of optimization methods the system makes one or more random variations to
the geometry and the outcome of the variation is analyzed. If the output parameter has been
changed for the better then the random change is kept and, as with the second category, the
process is repeated.
For this work we have chosen to implement a genetic algorithm for the optimization of our
coil geometry. Genetic algorithms fall into the third category of optimization approaches and
have been used to solve a wide variety of problems [78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85]. At the
core, a genetic algorithm is nothing more than a sophisticated method of trial and error but
there is power in the simplicity. The method gets its name from the similarities with the way
that organisms evolve by random variations in their genetic code which in theory lead to the
best organisms surviving and thereby passing along the best blue print for the next generation.
In our genetic algorithm the parameters that define the coil geometry, namely loop radius bi,
position zi, and directional sense ki can be thought of as the coil’s genetic code as they are
the blue print by which the coil is constructed. By taking advantage of the efficiency of the
numerical model and the computing horsepower of a modern desktop, a long sequence of trials
can be performed in a rapid manner, arriving at a candidate design that can be constructed
and tested.
The genetic algorithm as implemented in the current work takes an initial coil design,
1The systematic method is discussed in greater detail on page 8
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referred to as the seed coil, and produces a series of coil variations through a series of asexual
mutations.2 The variations make up what is referred to as a generation (visualized in figure
3.1). Each of the members of the generation are evaluated using a set of selection criteria
(discussed further in subsection 3.2.2) and the best coil is selected to be the progenitor of the
subsequent generation. This process continues for a specified number of generations and the
“best” variation in the end is the optimized design.
1
2
3
4
Generation
Figure 3.1 Starting with a seed coil, a series of variations based on random “mutations” are
generated, referred to as a generation. Each variation is evaluated for levitation
performance is terms of lifting and heating using an analytical model. The “best”
variation in a generation is then selected to become the initial state for the next
generation. This process is repeated for a number of generations to find an opti-
mized configuration.
3.2.1 Creation of New Coil Designs
The variations that comprise each generation of the optimization were produced through the
application of one of three random mutations to the seed coil for that generation: the addition,
deletion, or repositioning of a single loop. Assuming that the coil design is comprised only of
co-axial circular loops, then these three mutations represent all of the changes that can be made
in a single loop of the coil. The deletion of a single loop represents a fairly trivial modification
in the construction of the real coil but this is not true for the addition or repositioning of a
loop. For the case where an existing loop of the coil is shifted to a new position in space, a few
limits were placed on the extent to which it may move in a single step and on where the final
2This is in contrast to the alternative method where two candidates are used to produce a set of random
variations that are a combination of the two with small random mutations. In this variation of the genetic
algorithm, there is also the need to select the two best candidates in each generation which can prove difficult
with multiple outcomes to be optimized.
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position may be (shown graphically in figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2 The position of a levitation coil loop is prohibited from the lined and shaded area
and is restricted in motion to inside the flat shaded area.
The coil was allowed to shift a random distance less than 4mm in either the radial or z-
direction so long as the final position did not produce a physical overlap of one or more other
coils and did not fall within the minimum allowed radius (i.e. bi ≥ 12mm). The minimum
allowed radius is used to ensure that the final coil design is capable of accepting a silica tube for
the use secondary cooling, this also leaves sufficient space for the introduction/extraction of the
specimen as well as the unobstructed view of sample from above for temperature measurement.
In the case where a variation is produced by the addition of a new coil, the z-position of the
coil is selected at random between the maximum and minimum z-positions for the existing coils.
The coil radius is similarly selected at random over the range of existing coil radii. Lastly the
directional sense of the loop is selected based on the position of the new loop. For loops lying
below the mid-plane of the coil (i.e. the z-position is greater than that of the maximum z-value
of the lower portion) the sense is taken to be 1 (indicating a clockwise winding) and -1 for those
above the mid-plane (indicating a counter-clockwise winding). As with the repositioning of a
coil, the newly added coil must not overlap any of the existing coils.
3.2.2 Evaluation Process
After analyzing each of the variations of a generation using the analytical model by evalu-
ating the levitation behavior, in the form of sample temperature and levitation force, for each
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coil current between 100 and 400 A in 10 A increments, the best design variation is selected.
The selection of the best coil was performed using a series of criteria that were chosen
based on the desired outcome of the optimization, which in this case was the reduction in
sample temperature without a loss in levitation stability.3 The first of the criteria that was
used was that the new coil design needs to be capable of levitation in the range of 100 to 400
A. This criteria assures that the coil which is designed will be compatible with the current RF
power supply. The second criterion that was used was that the coil must have a maximum
levitation temperature that is greater than the melting point of the material by 15 ◦C. In this
way, it is possible to melt the sample and reach the desired lower temperatures through the use
of coil current alone. This capability can certainly be supplemented with gas cooling but will
allow for the reduction in the level of secondary cooling needed. Having met the above criteria,
the remaining candidate designs are checked for stability. To do this we looked at the gradient
of the force in the z-direction (dFdz ) at the equilibrium sample position for the coil current that
produced the lowest sample temperature over the entire current range. The gradient of the
force provides an indicator of the relative vertical and lateral stability of the sample. As long as
the gradient of the force for the new coil was greater than or equal to the gradient as measured
in the seed coil the design was deemed to be sufficiently stable. Finally the designs which were
able to meet the preceding criteria were compared to determine which design produced the
lowest temperature sample.
3.3 Analytical Model
The analytical model used in the optimization process was built on a model for the force
exerted on a sample coupled with a model for the power absorbed during levitation. Through
the coupling, the position and temperature of the levitated droplet were able to be predicted
and the stability of the sample can be inferred from the gradient of the force in the z-direction
and the equilibrium position ( δFδz ). The analytical description of the force used in the current
3We acknowledge that the restriction that the coil maintain at least the same degree of stability as the seed
coil is an arbitrary decision and that there may exist lower temperature designs with only slightly reduced
levitation stability
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work was based on the work by Fromm and Jehn [4], where the force exerted on the sample
Fz =
3
2
piµI2(r3G(x))
∑
n
knb
2
n
[b2n + (z − zn)2]3/2
∑
n
b2n(z − zn)
[b2n + (z − zn)2]5/2
(3.1)
when the coil geometry is generalized to a series of coaxial circular loops4 as depicted in figure
3.3 and where
G(x) = 1− 3
4
sinh(2x)− sin(2x)
sinh2(x) + sin2(x)
(3.2)
when
x = r
√
pifµγ . (3.3)
From the sample position, the power absorbed by the sample was found by
Pabs = 3(pi
3µfγ−1)1/2r2[
1
2
I
∑
n
knb
2
n
[b2n + (z − zn)2]3/2
]2 . (3.4)
The equilibrium sample position was found where the lifting force is equal to the gravita-
tional force and the slope of FZ is negative. The temperature of the droplet at the equilibrium
position was found by balancing the power that was absorbed by the droplet from resistive
heating with the power that was lost to the surroundings such that
Pabs = P
rad
loss + P
conv
loss , (3.5)
where the power lost due to radiation
P radloss = σ4pir
2(T 4 − T 40 ) , (3.6)
and where the power lost due to forced convection
P convloss =
kf
2r
(2.0 + .6(2rν∞
ρf
η
)1/2(Cp
η
kf
)1/3)(T − Tf )4pir2 . (3.7)
A summary of the constants and variables used can be found in Table 3.1.
A simplifying assumption made in the formulation of the Fromm and Jehn model is that
the induced current is treated as a single current loop located at the equator of the spherical
4kn is a constant which represents the handiness of the loop; a value of 1 or -1 correspond to clockwise and
counter-clockwise respectively
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Turn n
Turn 1
Turn 2
bn
b2
b1
r
Figure 3.3 Generalized coil geometry used in the derivation of the levitation force. Each loop
position is specified by a sample radius, bi, position, zi, and sense ki . (Adapted
from Fromm and Jehn [4])
specimen. Such an assumption does not properly account for the spatial distribution of spec-
imen mass within the coil configuration. This leads to a predicted sample temperature that
decreases continuously with increasing levitation current (labeled “FJ”in Fig. 3.4), which is
not observed in practice. To better account for the geometry, we treat the specimen as a series
of m disk-shaped segments, each with a specific radius and axial position within the coil, and
each acting as an independent heat receptor. The power absorbed by the sample is then given
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Figure 3.4 The un-modified model for sample temperature as presented by [4] predicts a
continuously decreasing sample temperature with increasing coil current. The
modified model shows a minimum in the sample temperature.
by
P ′abs =
zmax∑
z′=zmin
Vdisk(z
′)
Vsphere
Pabs(z
′) . (3.8)
where each Pabs(z
′) is given by the power absorbed by the disk at z′. For the current work, the
sphere is subdivided into ≈ 1000 disks, with the number depending on the size of the system
considered and the size of the sample levitated. The steady-state temperatures predicted with
this modification to the Fromm and Jehn model are plotted in Fig. 3.4, where the curve exhibits
a temperature minimum.
For a more detailed derivation of the levitation force and power balance that are used in
this analytical model as well as the program used to perform the calculations, see appendix A.
3.4 Optimization Results
After 60 generations of optimization starting with the coil design from the work by Moghimi
[3] the coil design that was produced (figure 3.5) was not radically different from that of the
seed coil but there were a few key differences that led to a decrease in the minimum sample
temperature of approximately 75 K. The first difference of note is the transition from a pancake
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Table 3.1 Summary of model variables and constants
Description Value Ref.
µ Magnetic permeability of the droplet 4pi × 10−7 H/m [4]
f Frequency of levitation current 178 kHz
γ Electrical conductivity of droplet 4.573×106 S/m [86]
r Sample radius .005 mm
 Emissivity of liquid droplet .1 [87]
σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant 5.670373× 10−8W/m2K4 [4]
T0 Temperature of surroundings 298 K
kf Thermal conductivity of the fluid 152×10−3 [88]
v∞ Fluid velocity .0184 m/s of Ar
η Kinematic viscosity 199×10−7 g/(sm) [88]
ρf Density of fluid 162.5 g/m
3 [89]
Tf Fluid temperature 298 K
I Coil current 100-400 A
D tubing diameter 4 mm
T Sample temperature
bn Radius of coil loop n
zn Axial position of coil loop n
type design (characterized by a number of coplanar loops) to more of a solenoid type design.
This transition is accomplished by the motion of largest diameter loops in the lower portion of
the initial design down and away form the sample. Eventually the outermost loop is eliminated
from the design altogether (this can be seen in the designs from generations 8 and 16).
The reduction in the number of loops in the lower portion of the coil is of interest because
in most studies of coil design the elimination or addition of loops has had unclear results. In a
systematic study, care must be taken during the addition or elimination of a loop to the coil
due the importance of the position of each loop relative to the sample not just the other loops.
For example if an additional loop were added to a traditional conical design keeping the angle
and minimum radius the same, the resulting design will have shifted the position of every loop
with respect to the sample position and so the influence of the one change is lost in the noise
from the change in position of all other loops.
In figure 3.6, we can see that the optimization progressed rapidly, in terms of temperature
reduction, during the first 10 generations and that after 10 generations the temperature changes
very little. The reason for this becomes clear when we look at the evolution of coil following
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Figure 3.5 The evolution of the coil design over 60 generations is shown with the “best”designs
at 7 different points during the optimization process.
generation 8 in figure 3.5. The optimal coil designs from generations 16, 20, 40 and 60 are
nearly identical with the only noticeable difference being the z-position of the bottom most
loop.
Not pictured in figure 3.6, are the many variations where the coil was no longer able to
support the sample and achieve levitation. It is important to note again that the coils were
tested in a very specific range of currents that were selected to match the range that is achievable
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Figure 3.6 The results of optimization for a Al sample (r = .005 m) in a low flow
(Vg = .0184
m/s) of Ar.
by the experimental system that was on hand, and so there may be a range of currents that is
higher than those tested for which the systems able to achieve levitation.
3.5 Experimental Comparison
The optimized coil design, predicted by the genetic algorithm, was constructed as was the
seed coil and each was tested over the range of currents that were used in the model. The
experimental values show that the optimized coil has a minimum sample temperature that is
approximately 70 K lower than that of the seed coil. The difference shows good agreement
predicted temperature reduction from the analytical model.
One feature of the experimental results that deserves explanation is that the values of the
sample temperature, for both coils designs, were greater than the temperature predicted by
the model over the entire current range. That is, the temperature predicted by the model
is lower than the experimental measurement at the same coil current by a uniform value of
approximately 30 K. This is a small variation on the scale of the predicted temperatures (≈ 3 %)
and is likely due to the temperature dependence of many of the values used in the model,
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especially the electrical conductivity of the sample and the thermal conductivity of the gas
atmosphere. These values were estimated from the best available tabulated values and will each
vary with sample temperature in a such a way as to increase the sample temperature further.
That is to say, as the sample is heated further the electrical conductivity will decrease (for most
common metals) and this decrease will cause a small increase in the resulting temperature. For
example, an increase in predicted temperature of 29.5 K will result from a decrease of only 7%
in the conductivity of liquid aluminum. This decrease in conductivity is reasonable given the
temperature of the droplet relative to temperature for the tabulated value.
When the difference between the predicted and observed temperatures is accounted for, it
can be seen that the model predicts both the temperature dependence as a function of current
for both designs and the change in temperature that is caused by a change in the coil geometry
(figure 3.7). The model also correctly captures the increase in sample temperature (or lack
there of) that occurs as the current in the coil is increased, a feature that would be lost with
out the modification to the model for absorbed power.
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Figure 3.7 The effect of the coil current on sample temperature (solid lines) compares fa-
vorably to the experimental results ( and •) when the temperatures are shifted
uniformly across the entire current range.
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CHAPTER 4. Robustness and Sensitivity Analysis
4.1 Motivation
Our initial study using the genetic algorithm optimization and the improved analytical
model showed that the method may be quite useful in the design of levitation coils. In order
to be seen as a meaningful design tool, the results of a number of optimizations, starting from
different configurations, must converge to a single result.
In this chapter, we expand considerably the configuration space that is considered by study-
ing the optimization of a variety of seed coil designs. The selected seed coils represent most
common coil designs as reported in the literature, and include great variations in the number
and locations (bi, zi) of loop positions. The four coil design which are selected are shown
graphically in figure 4.1 and described in table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Summary of seed coil geometries
seed z-position (m) radius (m) sense seed z-position (m) radius (m) sense
1 -0.0145 0.0120 1 3 -0.0145 0.0120 1
-0.0100 0.0120 1 -0.0190 0.0120 1
-0.0100 0.0165 1 -0.0100 0.0120 1
-0.0055 0.0120 1 -0.0060 0.0165 1
-0.0055 0.0165 1 -0.0055 0.0120 1
0.0055 0.0120 -1 0.0055 0.0120 -1
0.0055 0.0165 -1 0.0055 0.0165 -1
2 -0.0100 0.0120 1 4 -0.0175 0.0120 1
-0.0100 0.0165 1 -0.0175 0.0170 1
-0.0055 0.0120 1 -0.0135 0.0143 1
-0.0055 0.0165 1 -0.0095 0.0165 1
-0.0055 0.0205 1 -0.0055 0.0188 1
0.0055 0.0120 -1 0.0055 0.0120 -1
0.0055 0.0165 -1 0.0100 0.0120 -1
Additionally, the optimized coil designs are examined to determine the sensitivity of the
levitated sample temperature to the location of each coil position. That is to say, how does the
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(a) Seed 1 [18] (b) Seed 2 [3]
(c) Seed 3 [2] (d) Seed 4 [25]
Figure 4.1 Seed coils used in the optimization of pure copper for the purpose of examining
the robustness of the optimization procedure and sensitivity of the final design.
sample react to small variations in the locations of the loop positions. This becomes a concern
when looking at the practical ability to make the levitation coil and determining the points
during the coil’s production where there is room for error.
4.2 Robustness of Optimization
4.2.1 Method
The optimization procedure used is the same as presented in section 3.2 with one change to
the coil selection process. In 3.2, the “best”coil design was selected such that the gradient of
the levitation force at the levitation location was equal to or greater than that of the seed coil
and such that the minimum temperature was reduced. The criterion concerning the gradient
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of force is a practical requirement to maintain the sample stability in the coil but it makes
the comparison across different starting configurations unmanageable. For this reason, only
the criterion that the minimum temperature must be lower is used to select the best coil in a
generation.
For this study we consider the levitation of pure copper, rather than the pure aluminum
used previously. Copper was selected after some initial work using pure aluminum, removing
the stability criterion, showed that the optimized coil design has a greatly reduced number of
necessary coils (likely due to the reduced density). The relevant material parameters for pure
copper are presented in table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Summary of material parameters for pure copper
Description Value Ref.
µ Magnetic permeability 4pi×10−7 H/m [4]
γ Electrical conductivity 4.997×106 S/m [86]
ρ Liquid Density 8.02×106 g/m3 [87]
 Emissivity of liquid droplet .14 [87]
In attempt to remove the errors that arise from the assumptions made concerning the gas
atmosphere, the samples were considered to be levitated in a vacuum where the only energy loss
from the sample is via radiation. The optimization for each seed coil was run for 60 generations
with 40 variations per generation using a sample with 5 mm radius. To capture some of the
stochastic nature of the optimization procedure, the optimization for each seed was replicated
16 times leading to 64 total optimizations.
4.2.2 Results
As with the results of the optimization in section 3.4, the optimization for all four seed
coils showed rapid changes over the first 10 generations and a much slower evolution after 10
generations. The primary change in the designs on the whole was the transition from 2 initial
counter windings to 3 (shown in figure 4.2) with only a slight decrease in the number of lower
windings. At the end of the 60 generations there were on average 7.23 total loops with 4.22
lower windings and 3.01 upper windings. Because fractional loops are not allowed it can be
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gathered that there were a large percentage of designs with 7 loops and a small percentage
which contained either one fewer or one more. Due to the random nature of the optimization,
some variability is to be expected and would presumably decrease with an increasing number
of generations.
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Figure 4.2 The average number of loops during the optimization of all seed coils for Cu in
vacuum.
If the coil positions for every loop in each of the 64 optimizations is plotted together (as in
figure 4.3(a)) we can see that there appears to be regions with a high density of loops indicating
that there may be a few preferred loop locations. Because we know that the most probable
coil designs are likely to be those which contain seven total loops with three counter windings
(the average across all optimizations), the complete collection of coil designs was limited to
those meeting the aforementioned number of loops and the designs are shown in figure 4.3(b).
Limiting the designs in this way reduces the total number of results to 57 from a total 64.
It is clear from the differences between figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) that the designs with more
or less than the most probable number of loops tended to possess loop positions with a z-
component such that zi <= 20mm.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3 Summary of optimized coil loop positions (a) for all optimization trials, and (b)
for all trials containing 7 total loops.
4.2.3 Discussion
From the positions depicted in figure 4.3(b), it can be seen that loop positions that comprise
the coil configuration appear to be clustered into highly probable locations or regions. If the
method of optimization is robust, then the total variation from one optimized coil to another
would conceivably be quite small. To examine the variance of the optimized coils from a single
design that is defined by the average location for each loop position.
First we sort the seven loops that make up each coil design by position. Then the average
value of z and b for each loop position is calculated, resulting in the average coil design presented
in table 4.3 and shown in figure 4.5 as the black circles.
Table 4.3 Mean loop positions for n = 7 coils (Cu in vacuum)
z-Position (m) Radius (m) Handedness
-0.0130 0.0149 1
-0.0099 0.0120 1
-0.0081 0.0162 1
-0.0055 0.0120 1
0.0055 0.0120 -1
0.0064 0.0161 -1
0.0071 0.0203 -1
From the average position it becomes possible to calculate the distance (dpi ) that a loop
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position, p, from a single coil varies from the average of that position by the expression
dpi =
(√
(rpi − rpave)2 + (zpi − zpave)2
)
. (4.1)
The distribution of the distance variance for each position can be seen in figure 4.4. It can be
seen that for three positions (2, 4, and 5) there is little variation from one coil to the next, but
for others (1, 3, 6, and 7) the variation is larger. We will refer to those positions that exhibit
very low variance as the primary levitation loops as their position is well established, and those
with larger variance as secondary loops.
(a) Position 1 (b) Position 2 (c) Position 3
(d) Position 4 (e) Position 5 (f) Position 6
(g) Position 7
Figure 4.4 Distribution of the distance variance of each loop position from the average loop
position. Positions 2, 4, and 5 show a near zero variance while the remaining
positions show a mean variance of 0.5 to 1.5 mm.
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If we sum the variance of each position of a given coil design according to
dTi =
∑
p
√
(rpi − rpave)2 + (zpi − zpave)2 , (4.2)
then we find a measure of how different that design is from the average design. If we then limit
the optimized coil designs to those with a total distance variance that is within two standard
deviations of the average we are left with those presented in figure 4.5, with each loop position
plotted separately.
It can be seen that for the secondary coils the variation in position contains a strong
directionality with most loops localized to an arc in b and z. This strong directionality suggests
the presence of local gradients in position effect on the temperature of the levitated sample; a
feature that is examined further in section 4.3. Indeed, it can be shown that the positions lie
along an isothermal trough and so are treated equivalently by the optimization procedure.
It is worth noting that the coil positions which fall within two standard deviations of
the average coil are not just similar in geometry but also in temperature. The subset of
optimized coils which fall within 3 K of the minimum coil temperature coil is identical to the
subset determined by distance variation. This indicates that the optimization procedure is very
effective for finding a temperature minima.
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4.3 Sensitivity of Results
4.3.1 Method
One of the major features that can be seen in the results from the optimization procedure
for the levitation of copper is that the position of secondary coils in both the upper and lower
windings fall along an arc that is more or less defined by the physical edge of the inner most
coil. But one question that arises from this result is what is the sensitivity of the overall design
to the position of any one coil, or in other terms how much can the position vary from the
optimal location and still yield the desired levitation condition.
Figure 4.6 Coil design used to perform the sensitivity analysis
To look at the importance of the position of a loop location to the temperature of the
levitated sample, the average optimized coil design (shown in figure 4.6) was selected to be
analyzed. For each of the positions in the average design the loop at that position was isolated
and moved in a systematic manner in both the radial and z-directions while each of the other
positions were held fixed. At each of the new locations the minimum sample temperature
was calculated over that same operating range of currents (100-400 A) that were used in the
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optimization procedure. The variation in sample temperature with the position of each loop is
present in figures 4.10-4.13.
For each of the analyses, only the locations which are allowed by the optimization are
calculated and so for some loops there is a very small range of available locations. The regions
where the loop is not allowed to exist (i.e. b < bmin, or overlap with another loop) appear as
the white space. The restricted area is especially evident for loops 2 (figure 4.9) and 5 (figure
4.8).
4.3.2 Results
Let us begin by examining the sensitivity of the sample temperature to the position of the
primary levitation loops (those which showed a very small variance in optimized position): loop
positions 2, 4, and 5. A priori, it may be assumed that the temperature of the levitated sample
must depend greatly on the location of these loops given the small degree of variation. This
assumption is confirmed for at least the positions 4 and 5 (results shown in figure 4.7 and 4.8
respectively), but not for position 2 (results shown in figure 4.9).
We can see that there are strong gradients in the temperature surface for loop position
4. A change in loop radius of just 1 mm would lead to an increase in the minimum sample
temperature of nearly 8 K. Similarly, if loop position 5 were moved up 2 mm, the resulting
minimum temperature is increased the same amount1. The presence of such high gradients
provides explanation for the low variability observed in the optimized positions. Because the
optimization procedure is constantly seeking to lower the temperature, variations away from
these optimized positions would lead to an undesirable increase.
The results for average loop position 2 show that there is a greatly reduced effect on the
sample temperature despite a very small variability in the optimized positions. This low vari-
ability is likely a result of the impingement of loop positions 1 and 3, and not large reduction
of sample temperature. As a result, we discover a secondary mechanism for the development
of a vary small positional variability.
1It is important to note that for loop position 5, the impingement of position 6 in the final optimized design
is very restrictive of the position for loop 5, but such a configuration is predicted to have the lowest sample
temperature.
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Figure 4.7 The sensitivity of the sample temperature to the position of loop 4
(p4 = (−0.0055, 0.0120)) shows the greatest effect (Tmax − Tmin = 8 K) despite
a very small range of freedom (< 1.5mm).
Figure 4.8 The position of loop 5 (p5 = (0.0055, 0.0120)), like loop 4, shows a large effect on
the sample temperature. Note that the range of positions is very limited in the
area of the optimized location.
Now let us examine the positions for which the optimized designs showed a greater degree
of variance from the average. For these positions it would be assumed that the dependence of
sample temperature on loop position would be small. Indeed the sensitivity analysis for loop
position 1 (figure 4.10) shows no strong dependence of sample temperature on the location of
the loop. It can be seen that it would be possible to perturb the position of loop 1 by 2 mm in
any direction and the sample temperature would only increase just over 1 K.
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Figure 4.9 The available range from loop 2 (p2 = (−0.0099, 0.0120)) is affected by the prox-
imity of the neighboring loops but even so there appears to be little effect of the
sample temperature.
Figure 4.10 The analysis of loop 1 (p1 = (−0.0130, 0.0149)) shows that the sample tempera-
ture is not very dependent on the loop position.
While the temperature variance for loop position 1 is small, the sensitivity analysis for the
other loops with large positional variation (3, 6 and 7) shows an intermediate dependence of
sample temperature on loop position (depicted in figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13). For instance, if
the location of loop position 3 is moved to 3 mm to (0.0185,-0.006), leading to an increase in
loop radius and z-position, the temperature increases 6 K. A similar dependence is observed
for loops 6 and 7.
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Figure 4.11 The effect of the position of loop 3 (p3 = (−0.0081, 0.0162)) on the sample tem-
perature shows that as the loop is moved out radially and up as little as 3 mm,
the minimum temperature increases approximately 6 K. This increase may seem
small but as part of a collective effect it builds quickly.
4.3.3 Discussion
From the sensitivity analysis for each of the average loop positions, we can learn a great
deal about the optimization procedure results. It was observed previously (in subsection 4.2.3)
that the optimized coil designs from many starting conditions lead to coils where the positions
of a few loops show a wide variance that appears to be contained to a narrow arc of locations.
When we examine the similarities between the results for each of the loop positions with a larger
variance from the average coil as well as the compiled subset of most probable positions, we can
see that the variations in optimized positions fall along isothermal troughs in the temperature
surfaces. This result provides insight into the origin of the variation and explains how it is that
coil designs which on the surface appear to be very different can lead to equivalent levitation
conditions.
The sensitivity analysis also provides insights into the importance of the loop positions for
achieving the optimal levitation conditions. The results show that some loop positions are
critical and variations that may occur during the production of the coil may lead to different
levitation properties. At the same time other locations are merely necessary to achieve levita-
tion and the exact position is a lower priority to maintain the optimized sample temperature.
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Figure 4.12 The sensitivity analysis for loop 6 (p6 = (0.0064, 0.0161)) shows that there is
a range of positions which lead to an equivalent sample temperature. This re-
sult explains the why the optimization algorithm produced a range of optimized
positions for this loop of the coil.
Figure 4.13 As with loop 6, the analysis of loop 7 (p7 = (0.0071, 0.0203)) shows a range
positions that lead to a nearly equivalent sample temperature.
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CHAPTER 5. Effect of Material Properties on Coil Optimization
5.1 Motivation
The performance, as measured by levitation force and heating effect, of an EML system is
dependent on the the properties of the levitation system including the current range, frequency
and the geometry of the coil. While the supplied current and frequency have an important
effect on the levitation [4, 27], it is the design of the coil that is a key but often a neglected
aspect of the EML process. The coil design dictates the inductive properties and how the input
energy is partitioned between lifting and heating.
Performance is also dependent on the properties of the sample being levitated. Factors such
as the density and electrical conductivity will change the temperature of the sample and the
stable levitation position. These factors have been studied extensively by [4, 5, 3] but in all
cases the levitation coil was treated as a constant.
Despite the numerical models and modeling techniques [4, 2] a thorough description of
effective coil design based on the properties of the sample has yet to be presented. Clearly, the
assumption of a one-size-fits-all coil fails to take full advantage of the control that is afforded
by effective coil design.
In the current work, we seek to elucidate the material property effects on coil design for
reduced temperature levitation experiments. Through a careful analysis of the effect of the
relevant material parameters on the optimal levitation coil design, it is possible to first ascertain
the material properties which may be designed for and second to determine the changes, if any,
which may be made to reduce the operating temperature range.
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5.2 Optimization Procedure
To examine the feasibility of designing levitation coils around the specific material parame-
ters that characterize the levitated sample, we propose to use the optimization procedure that
is presented in 3.2. Here we consider the optimization of three levitation coil designs that have
been selected from common designs as presented in [3, 2, 18] (depicted in figure 5.2). The
optimization results are examined to gain a greater understanding of how the configuration of
the optimized coil is impacted by changes in the properties of the levitated materials.
(a) Seed 1 [18] (b) Seed 2 [3]
(c) Seed 3 [2]
Figure 5.1 Presented above are a collection of common levitation coil designs as presented in
the literature for EML. These designs are used as the seed coils for the series of
optimizations.
The analytical model used in the optimization accounts for 4 key material parameters in
the determination of position (through a force balance) and sample temperature; electrical
conductivity γ, density ρ, magnetic permeability µ, and emissivity . Of these parameters only
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the emissivity is not considered in the calculation of both sample temperature and the levitation
position. For this reason a variation in the sample emissivity will produce a variation in sample
temperature that can be treated as completely independent of coil design, and emissivity will
be neglected in the current work. Also neglected in the current work is the effect of magnetic
permeability. In general, the temperatures accessed in EML are sufficient to assume that the
permeability of most metallic materials will be constant at µ0, the permeability of free space.
This means that the density and conductivity of the material are the only parameters which
potentially need to be considered in the design of a levitation coil.
As a means of examining the effect of density and conductivity, simulated “alloys” were
produced where only one parameter was varied holding the other constant. Copper was se-
lected as the basis for the simulated material due to the combination of both high density and
high liquid conductivity. For each of the coil designs, the optimization was performed for the
levitation of pure copper in vacuum as well as pure copper with 90 and 80 % of the density and
90 and 80 % of the conductivity. These simulated alloys may represent a real system such as a
copper alloy with a dilute solute that leads to a decreased conductivity, or the transition to a
material such as aluminum which has a similar level of conductivity but greatly reduced liquid
density. To be sure that the stochastic nature of the optimization process was not unduly
influencing the final coil design, each optimization and material was replicated 16 times. A
summary of all other parameters used in the levitation model is presented in table 5.1.
As with the study of the robustness of the genetic algorithm, the optimization procedure,
used in the study of the effects of the conductivity and density of the droplet, is performed with
a relaxed coil selection criteria. The restriction that the new coil design retain the degree of
stability (as measured by dF/dz) of the seed coil has been lifted, since the stability restriction
as described in subsection 3.2.2 makes comparison across varied initial conditions difficult.
5.3 Results
After allowing the three seed coil designs to evolve over 60 generations, where each gener-
ation was comprised of 40 individual variations, the resulting coil designs for each of the five
simulated alloys were gathered into two sets. The first subset of optimized coils shows the effect
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Table 5.1 Summary of model variables and constants
Description Value Ref.
µ Magnetic permeability 4pi × 10−7 H/m [4]
γ Electrical conductivity 4.997×106 S/m [86]
ρ Density 8.02× 106 g/m3 [87]
r Sample radius 5 mm
 Emissivity of liquid droplet .14 [87]
σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant 5.670× 10−8 W/m2K4 [4]
f Frequency of coil 178 kHz
T0 Temperature of surroundings 298 K
I Coil current 0-400 A
T Sample temperature
bn Radius of coil loop n
zn Axial position of coil loop n
of decreasing the electrical conductivity of the levitated material and includes the pure copper
and simulated alloys with 90 and 80% the conductivity of copper. An analysis of the average
number of loops in the optimized coils (table 5.2) shows that with decreasing conductivity there
is a slight increase in the number of total loops, an increase that is mainly a result of a greater
number of lower loops.
Table 5.2 Summary of the average number of loops by “alloy”
Alloy Total Loops Lower Loops Upper Loops
Copper 7.05 4.05 3.00
90% Conductivity 7.06 4.06 3.00
80% Conductivity 7.33 4.33 3.00
90% Density 7.00 4.00 3.00
80% Density 6.71 3.69 3.02
The number of average loops for copper and the simulated alloys indicates that the most
probable designs include 7 total loops. Considering only those designs with the most likely
number of loops, the optimized position for each of the loops for all trials are presented graph-
ically in figure 5.2. The results show no discernible trend with conductivity in the location of
the loop locations for any of the 7 loops. Leaving the increased average number of loops as the
main difference in the coil design for pure copper and the design for reduced conductivity.
The second subset of simulated alloys consists of the 90 and 80 % density alloys as well as
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Figure 5.2 The optimization for materials of varying conductivity shows no discernible trend.
pure copper. As with the first set of alloys, the most probable designs contain 7 loops: the
optimized positions for each of the loops were compiled and presented graphically in figure
5.3. Unlike the results for conductivity, the results for the effect of density show a clear trend,
specifically in the location of position 1. As the density is decreased the loop in position 1
tends to be further from the sample in the direction of the arrow in figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3 The optimization for materials of varying density shows a clear trend. For each
starting condition, the position of the lowermost coil (highlighted by the dashed
box) shifts away from the levitation position, approximately (0,0), as the material
density decreases.
A comparison of the optimized designs across all alloys shows that the location of the loops
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in positions 2 through 7 remains essentially constant and that the primary difference between
changing the material conductivity and density can be seen in the location of loop position 1.
The average radial and z-position for the loop in position 1 is presented in figure 5.4 for each
of the alloys. Here the effect that each material property has on the final optimized coil can be
seen quiet clearly.
Alloy Radial position (m) z-postion (m)
Copper 0.0149 −0.0129
90% Conductivity 0.0145 −0.0128
80% Conductivity 0.0145 −0.0128
90% Density 0.0162 −0.0177
80% Density 0.0160 −0.0260
(a)
I
II
80% Density
90% Density
Conductivity
(b)
Figure 5.4 A summary of the average location of loop position 1 (a) is presented, and shown
graphically (b) for each of the five “alloys”.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Sample Temperature
As previously discussed, the effect of conductivity and density on sample temperature for a
fixed coil geometry have been well documented. In general, the lower the conductivity or higher
the density, the higher the equilibrium sample temperature and the sample temperatures from
the optimized coils follow the same trend (figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5 The minimum sample temperature with optimized coil designs shows an increasing
trend with decreasing sample conductivity but a decreasing trend with density.
It is interesting to note that when the final designs from all of the optimizations using a single
material are compared (regardless of number of loops) there can be a noticeable level of variation
from one to the next, but when the same designs are compared in terms of the minimum
sample temperature the variation in temperatures is very small (≈ 10 K or .6 %). The small
temperature variation can likely be attributed to the strong similarities in the location of the
nearest loops to the sample. These loops clearly have the most impact on the levitation behavior
and therefore have the greatest control over the sample temperature. As described in the
sensitivity analysis (section 4.3.2), the location of the loops with the large degree of variability
is dictated by a region of equivalent sample temperatures. As before, the optimization only
considers the temperature of the sample in the selection procedure and thus all loop positions
leading to the same reduction in temperature will be treated equivalently.
5.4.2 Conductivity Effect
When the optimized coil designs with the most probable number of loops are compared
for the alloys of varying conductivity, the results seem to suggest that there is not a means of
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adjusting the coil design to better optimize for decreased conductivity. The position of each
of the 7 loops is on average the same across the entire range of conductivity studied and the
sample temperature only increases as the conductivity decreases despite the optimization.
If the designs which contained an additional loop are also considered, the average opti-
mized sample temperature has been shown to be the same as the results containing only 7
loops, suggesting that the additional loop is not contributing to the levitation or heating in a
meaningful way. The explanation for this behavior rests in the location of the additional loop
(position 0). A closer look at the coil configurations as a whole reveals that the additional loop
is predominately located in a region far from the sample (highlighted in figure 5.6(a)). As with
the loops in the lower most position for the lowest density, these loops do not contribute to
heating, thus not increasing the average sample temperature.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.6 Summary of all optimized coil designs, including deigns with more or less than 7
loops, for (a) the subset of alloys with varied conductivity and (b) the subset of
alloys with varied density. The highlighted region in (a) indicates the locations of
the additional loop, position 0.
5.4.3 Density Effect
In stark contrast to the optimization results for the subset of alloys with varying conductiv-
ity, the optimization results for the alloys of varying density provide a much clearer indication
of the method for designing levitation coils for reduced temperature levitation. When we con-
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sider only the designs which contain 7 loops, we can see that there is one major change to the
coil design as a function of density. The average location of loop position 1 appears to trend
to larger radii and lower z-position, as the density of the sample decreases.
With the motion of position 1 we see a decrease in the minimum levitation temperature.
The reduced temperature indicates that as the density decreases, the reduced lifting force form
the lower most coil is relatively less than the reduced power input (i.e. the lifting force is
decreased but the energy absorbed is decreased to a larger degree).
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CHAPTER 6. Conclusions From EML Design Work
6.1 Model Modifications
In the literature for EML, a few different models have been developed that are capable of
calculating i) the lifting force exerted by a levitation coil of known geometry on a conducting
sample, and ii) the power that is subsequently absorbed by the sample when the induced
current is also converted to heat by the Joule effect. The analytical model by Fromm and
Jehn, for example is the basis for the model presented in section 3.3. These models have
been compared to experimentally gathered data for a few simplified geometries that are not all
together similar to real coils used to study liquid samples; however, the models show very good
agreement suggesting that the basic physics is captured.
A problem arises when the temperature of a levitated droplet is calculated for a traditional
coil design which is comprised of a set of lower windings that lift the sample and a set of upper
counter windings that are designed to provide increased stability [12]. The model predicts
that the temperature of the sample would decrease continuously with increased coil current.
INstead of continuously decreasing, the sample temperature often decreases to a minimum and
then increases with further increases in coil current.
An effort was made to improve the accuracy of the simple levitation model so that the correct
behavior of the sample temperature with coil current would be captured. It was proposed that
the sample might be treated as a series of co-axial disks along the z-axis, and that the power
that is absorbed by the sample would simply be the sum of that absorbed by the disks. In this
way the sample would no longer be treated as a point but as an object with finite volume. The
result was the expression for absorbed power given by equation 3.8.
Using the modified expression, we have developed a new model which properly captures
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the experimental behavior as illustrated by the results shown in figure 3.7. The improvement
in the quality of the analytical model will:
• allow better prediction of the heating for a variety of levitation coils and sample sizes,
and
• elucidate the mechanism behind the paradoxical power behavior.
6.2 Genetic Algorithm
The design of the levitation coil is key to the process of electromagnetic levitation. The
design dictates the inductive properties and how the energy that is put into the system in the
form of a high frequency current is partitioned between levitation and heating. The design is
even more critical for low temperatures studies, since EML is fundamentally easier to accom-
plish at higher temperatures [1]. Additionally, the level of secondary cooling should be kept to
a minimum to prevent the introduction of impurities and nucleation sites. Despite the presence
of quantitative models and finite element methods which are able to describe the performance
of levitation coils, the design practices have relied on a “build and test” methodology that is
based largely on empirical knowledge. To date, systematic coil design has seldom occurred
since general and robust strategies have not been found.
In the work presented thus far we have sought to develop a method of coil design using a
genetic algorithm coupled with an analytical model for the levitation. The genetic algorithm
mimics the evolution of a biological species where the traits of a new generation are inherited
from the most fit of the previous generation, but with some stochastic variation. When the new
generation is evaluated, the most fit member is selected to begin the subsequent generation.
The process will lead to the evolution of the system towards the optimization goals.
Here, we selected to optimize the coil design for reduced sample temperature during levita-
tion. The selection criteria used to determine the fittest design in each new generation dictated
that the“best” design would: 1) achieve stable levitation in the available range of currents and
2) a lower sample temperature than the parent coil for the generation.
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The results of the coil design optimization using the genetic algorithm showed a reduction in
the minimum achievable sample temperature. After developing a new coil design, the optimized
coil as well as the initial design were fabricated and tested to compare to the results. The
experimental results showed good agreement with the model and suggest that the method has
the potential to be a powerful design tool.
While it has been shown that the genetic algorithm provides a means of optimizing a
levitation coil for lower temperature operation, the method has the potential to be used more
broadly to improve coil design for a variety of levitation experiments. By simply changing the
selection criteria which determine the most “fit” design, the algorithm can be augmented to
select for increased temperature or a wider range of stable levitation current, or any number
of other conditions that may yield a superior levitation coil that is specific to a particular field
of study.
In conclusion:
• experimental validation has shown that the genetic algorithm has produced a reduced
temperature levitation coil design, and
• there is potential for the method to be more widely applicable with only simple modifi-
cations to the selection criteria.
6.3 Robustness and Sensitivity
As mentioned above, the initial results for the optimization of a levitation coil for reduced
sample temperatures showed the potential to be a powerful tool for coil design. For the genetic
algorithm to be used widely in the field of EML, it is important to show that the method is
robust and will produce optimized results that converge when started from different seed coils.
If the method is found to be robust, then the results of the initial study can be verified and
the method can be applied widely to the optimization of coil designs.
Additionally, there is the question of how sensitive the optimized design is to the location of
each of the loop positions as predicted by the optimization procedure. Because a levitation coil
must be fabricated, it is important to know what aspects are critical and which are less critical.
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To examine the sensitivity, a coil design was selected and the temperature of the levitated
sample was calculated as each of the loop positions were perturbed from their optimized location
with all other positions held constant. In this way a temperature surface was created for changes
in loop radius ,b, and z-position.
The analysis of the robustness of the optimization procedure showed that starting with four
separate seed designs - each taken from designs in the literature - a number of trials produced
a converged coil design. It was found that the optimized design for the levitation of copper in
a vacuum is characterized by containing 7 levitation loops with 4 lower windings and 3 upper,
counter windings. As expected the results showed that the 7 loops were clustered into distinct
positions and so it is possible to define an average coil design that resembles the individual
designs. When the subset of optimized coil designs that contain exactly 7 loops and 4 lower
windings is limited to only those with a total distance variation of less that two standard
deviations from the mean, it can be seen that the majority of coil designs are included (57 of
64) as shown in figure 4.5. Similarly, it can be seen that there are three positions which exhibit
a very small variation from the average coil (2, 4 and 5), and the remaining positions (1, 3, 6,
and 7) contain more variation but in a highly directional distribution.
The average optimized coil from the robustness analysis became the starting point for the
analysis to determine the sensitivity of the optimized design to the location of each loop. It was
found that 2 of the 3 positions that exhibited very low variance also showed a strong dependence
between loop location and the levitated sample temperature suggesting that the low variance
is a result of the high gradients driving the selection of those loop locations. The third showed
a much weaker dependence on loop location suggesting that the loop location is a result of
the need for the loops that are further from the sample to be in close, effectively limiting the
space available for variation. Of the loop positions which exhibited a larger spatial variance,
position 1 showed the weak dependence on location that may suggest the cause of the variance.
The other loops exhibited a moderate gradient in the temperature surface with the greatest
slope in the direction away from the sample, approximately at (b,z)=(0,0), but with little to
no gradient along the arc where b2 + z2 is constant. The importance of the directionality is
that each of the locations in the optimized designs fall along the lowest temperature arc, i.e.
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an isothermal trough.
From the results of the examination of the robustness and sensitivity of the optimization
results, we can conclude that:
• the optimization procedure leads to converged results when started from a variety of
initial conditions,
• the variation in loop positions from the optimization is contained to regions of equivalent
sample temperature,
• in the fabrication of a levitation coil, the positions of loops closest to the axis of levitation
are of the greatest importance to the performance of the coil, and
• the genetic algorithm is a robust tool for the design of levitation coils.
6.4 Material Property Effects
The early work by Okress et al.[12] established that the effectiveness of a levitation coil is
characterized by two properties: the levitation force that can be exerted and the heating that is
imparted. Ideally, a levitation coil is capable of providing sufficient force to maintain a sample
in stable levitation, while simultaneously supplying only the level of heating required reach the
temperature needed to perform the experiment (generally in the range just above melting).
The effectiveness of a levitation system design is impacted by a wide variety of factors
such as the coil current, frequency, and geometry, and the sample properties such as density,
conductivity and emissivity. But of the factors that affect levitation, it is the geometry of the
coil that is the most important. The sample properties are fixed, since they are dictated by
the material being studied, and thus offer no means of improving the levitation effectiveness.
Similarly, the frequency cannot be controlled as it is dictated by the RF-power supply that is
used. This leaves only the levitation current and the coil geometry as the factors under user
control. Because the current (within the range of the power supply) can be easily controlled
during the levitation experiment, the coil geometry is the only remaining variable, making it
of great importance.
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Numerical models and finite modeling techniques have provided a method of understanding
the effect that many of the factors affecting levitation will have on the sample. The studies,
however, have ignored how the properties of the sample impact the proper design of the levita-
tion coil for the given sample. Such studies that look at the effect the system has on the sample,
often treat the levitation coil as a constant factor where really it is an integral component in
the design of the whole system.
For this reason, we sought to elucidate the effects of relevant material properties on the the
optimal design of a levitation coil. This was achieved through the use of the genetic algorithm
that has been developed and a series of simulated alloys of copper where the parameters can
be varied independent of one another.
Prior to any optimization trials, it was determined that of the four material properties that
are included in the analytical model for force and power (electrical conductivity γ, density ρ,
emissivity , and magnetic permeability µ), only the properties of conductivity and density
show design potential.
The procedure included optimizing 3 seed coil designs for each of 5 alloys; pure copper,
as well as alloys with 90 and 80% of both the conductivity and density of copper. After 60
generations, the optimized coil designs for pure copper and the alloys with varying conductivity
showed very few differences in number of loops or the positions of those loops. One trend, an
increase in the probability of a design containing 1 additional lower loop, was observed but the
average temperature of all designs showed very little variation (10 K at maximum) indicating
the the additional loop had little effect on the coil effectiveness. This leads us to believe that,
under the conditions that were established, the optimized coil design for a series of alloys similar
in density, but not in conductivity, is a constant. We also expect the sample temperature to
increase with decreasing conductivity.
The optimized results for the alloys of varying density showed a much larger variation with
the relevant property. As the density of the sample was decreased, the optimized coil design
showed a small decrease in the average number of lower loops. However the most probable
designs still contained 7 loops. The other major change with density was the movement of
the average location of loop position 1 to a larger radius and lower z-position. This movement
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of lower loops results in a reduced levitation force and an apparently reduced heating effect.
The overall result is the reduction in the average sample temperature and a trend of reduced
minimum temperature with decreasing density.
Figure 6.1 The additional temperature reduction gained from considering the reduced density
(the difference between the dashed and solid lines) is found to be ≈ 15 K at 80%
density and increasing with decreasing density.
If we further compare the minimum sample temperature that is achieved in the optimization
of the coil design for the reduced density material with the temperature of the same sample but
levitated in the optimized coil for copper, we find that as the density decreases the additional
reduction in minimum temperature is approximately 15 K for the 80 % density alloy. We also
see that the reduction that can be attributed to the material specific optimization is increasing
with decreasing density suggesting the the effect will become more prominent for larger changes
in density.
By the careful analysis of the effect that the sample material properties have on the design
of an optimal levitation coil, we can conclude that:
• only the density of the material must be considered in the decision of what coil design
will lead to the most effective levitation system, and
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• for studies alloy systems that exhibit a nearly constant density, a single optimized coil
can be used effectively to levitate the samples provided the design is able to reach the
maximum required temperature for the highest conductivity material.
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CHAPTER 7. Far-from-equilibrium Transformations from the Liquid State
7.1 Literature Review
7.1.1 Importance of the Undercooled Liquid in Equilibrium Transformations
It is generally known, when a metallic liquid cools during solidification the liquid will cool
to a temperature below its equilibrium melting point before any solidification will begin. The
difference in temperature between the liquid prior to solidification and the equilibrium melting
temperature is known as the liquid undercooling, ∆T (K). The undercooling is a necessary
component to solidification because the driving force, ∆G, for solidification is directly related
to the undercooling, when the undercooling is small, according to
∆G =
L∆T
Tm
(7.1)
and so the greater the undercooling the greater the driving force for solidification (See figure
7.1).
Solidification, as with all discontinuous transformations, begins with a nucleation event in
which a cluster of material forms the necessary structure and sufficient size through a series of
random variations [48]. Because the size of the cluster leads to a large curvature of the solid
liquid interface, the equilibrium melting point is reduced by the Gibbs-Thomson effect. The
result is a requirement of a finite undercooling to achieve nucleation.
For equilibrium solidification the undercooling in the liquid that is necessary to achieve
nucleation is assumed to be small. In the region of small undercoolings, the gibbs free energy
of both the solid and the liquid can be assumed to be a linear function of temperature. This is
the guiding assumption that leads to the expression for driving force in equation 7.1.
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Figure 7.1 Schematic for temperature dependence of the solid-liquid free energy change
7.1.2 Importance of the Undercooled Liquid in Non-Equilibrium Transformations
When the degree of undercooling in a liquid is increased far above that of traditional
solidification, there are a lot of interesting and very useful transformations that become possible.
As shown in figure 7.2, the high undercooling in the liquid will increase the available free energy
and, just as in solidification, the increased free energy will eventually lead to the formation of
a driving force for a number of non-equilibrium transformations.
These non-equilibrium transformations can occur as a stand alone reaction, but often they
are observed as just a component of the overall reaction. The extent to which a certain trans-
formation will be seen is related to the relative driving force for the non-equilibrium and
equilibrium reactions as well as the relative kinetic favorability. Understanding how the system
will partition energy as it transforms to produce the many phases (or in some cases composi-
tions) hinges on an understanding of the energetics of each of each phase. Here a particular
attention needs to be shown to the liquid phase as it is typically the most unstable in the
temperature range of study of any of the phases that are or may be present. When we examine
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Figure 7.2 Comparison of Gibbs free energy for equilibrium and non-equilibrium phases.
the thermodynamics that govern the transformations of the highly undercooled liquid, it be-
comes obvious that the assumptions that are made in traditional solidification no longer apply.
For this reason, the study of the thermodynamics of undercooled liquids has had a surge in
popularity [34, 36, 39, 41, 56].
7.1.3 Non-Equilibrium Effects from High Undercooling
Solute trapping When the motion of the solidification interface becomes rapid enough,
the interface velocity may be higher than the diffusive speed of the solute in the system. When
this occurs, the system will have to adjust to accommodate the additional free energy. The
result is a decrease in the partitioning in the system (i.e. k must increase) until the energy is
dissipated or the system is completely partitionless (k=1).
The first real experimental data for the existence of solute trapping was found in the solid-
ification of Zn-Cd alloys at high undercooling [90]. The Zn-Cd system has a retrograde solidus
and the composition of the primary solid was found to greatly exceed the maximum equilib-
rium value at high growth velocity. Baker and Cahn suggest that there are two criterion for the
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occurrence of solute trapping: first the solidification velocity must be higher than the diffusive
limit for the solute, and second the interfacial temperature must be below the T0 for the alloy
composition.
The work by Aziz [91] has shown that the partition coefficient can be modeled as a function
of the growth velocity (V ), temperature (T), liquid composition (cl), atomic diffusive speed
(Vd = D/a0), and the chemical potential of the species (µA and µB) to give
k(V, T, cl) =
κ0 + V/Vd
1− (1− κ0)cl + V/Vd , (7.2)
where
κ0 = exp(
−∆(µ′B − µ′A)
RT
) ,
and
µ′ = µ(c, T )−RT ln c .
As we can see from figure 7.3, the model agrees well with the experimental values observed
for Si-Bi. This model for a velocity and temperature dependent partition coefficient has been
incorporated into the modern models of dendrite growth.
Metastable phase formation Solidification from the undercooled state can also lead to
the creation of metastable phases whose structures are different than that of the equilibrium
phase. In the undercooled liquid, we have a system that can treat concentration as a degree of
freedom and so it becomes possible to stabilize phases far outside the normally stable range or
even to form a phase that cannot be found normally.
If we ignore the effect of composition, the formation of a metastable phase is a result of the
excess energy from the rapid solidification process creating a high energy structure, which has
been observed in a large number of pure materials such as Si, Bi, Ta, and Re [29], with the most
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4.4. Measurements of dendrite growth velocities 
The first quantitative measurements of large growth velocities as a function of undercooling 
were performed by Walker on pure Ni [173]. The technique used by Walker utilizes a 
sample melt embedded into a glass flux contained in vitreous silica boats. Dendrite growth 
velocities were measured by means of two photo-diodes encapsulated by silica tubes and 
immersed into the liquid sample at a fixed distance to measure the time lag of recalescence 
between the two sensors. Colligan and Bayles reported measurements of dendrite growth 
velocities on undercooled Ni samples, as determined by direct optical measurements as 
well as by high-speed cinematography [174]. The propagating crystallization front was 
observed by detecting changes in sample surface brightness due to recalescence. The same 
technique as originally introduced by Walker was employed by Suzuki et al. to measure 
growth velocities in undercooled Cu and Ag [216]. All of these measurements indicate a 
relatively large scatter of the results. This has been attributed to the fact that the growing 
dendrites interfere with the mould wall. For this reason it has been argued that only the 
largest growth velocities measured at fixed undercooling are of relevance (see solid line in 
Fig. 23). 
A modified technique has been applied by Flemings et al. to measure dendrite growth 
velocities as a function of undercooling on levitation-processed drops of metals and alloys 
[217-220]. In these experiments the samples were encased in a glassy flux and melted 
inductively within a levitation coil. When crystallization occurred spontaneously, the tem- 
perature rise during recalescence was measured by means of a fast two-colour pyrometer 
with a time resolution of 10/zs. The recalescence times were divided by the sample diameter 
to obtain the solidification speed. Direct fast cinematography was employed as well. The 
disadvantage of this method consists of: (i) the nucleation point from which the solidification 
front starts to propagate into the volume of the melt is unknown, and (ii) the solidification 
occurs spontaneously, so that it cannot be externally controlled. This leads to measurements 
which cover only a part of the accessible undercooling range (see Fig. 24). 
Figure 7.3 Experimental results for the velocity dependence of the partition coefficient k(V )
for Si-Bi and the prediction given by the Aziz model [91].
studied system being Ga. Gallium has been shown to undercool to as much as ∆T = .58Tm
which makes it an ideal material for study. When gallium is undercooled a small amount using
emersion techniques, the etastable γ and β phases appear [92]. When it is undercooled even
further, two more phases, δ and , can be observed [93]. It is interesting to note that whil
these experiments were all p rformed a atmospher c pressure the phases that were observed
correspond to those seen in very high-pressure conditions.
If we consider composition effects then we can fin an extensive set f results that show
that similar behavior can be observed in alloys as well. In a highly undercooled Fe71Ni29
(hereinafter, italics are used to denote chemical compositions rather than compound fomulae)
alloy, researchers noted the formation of a ferromagnetic bcc phase where there would typically
be a stable Martensitic bcc structure. Or in a Nb-Ge alloy that is solidified in a droptube, a
metastable phase has been formed which shows superconductivity.
One of the interesting results that shows up in a number of alloy systems is the nucleation of
metastable phases on the surface of primary equilibrium phases[94]. The addition of a catalytic
surface such as the primary phase and the presence of the large amount of stored energy seems
to greatly aid in the formation of these metastable phases.
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Grain refinement Another kind of non-equilibrium material is the polycrystal, as a grain
boundary is thermodynamically unstable (this will be revisited in chapter 9). For materials
with a very large grain boundary area the energy that is contained within the boundaries
can be substantial. In the event that all of the excess free energy from the undercooling is
converted into grain boundary surface, then the resulting structure would have extremely fine
grains (> 10nm). In practice, the limit of all of the stored energy being transfer into boundary
surface energy is not seen, but a reduction in 2 or so orders of magnitude can be achieved, as
shown in figure 7.4.
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Fig. 50. Grain  diameter  as a function of undercooling, measured on Ni samples. 
around 175 K, there is a sudden drop of the grain diameter  by about two orders of magnitude. 
With further increase of undercooling, the grain size decreases only slightly. A similar 
behaviour has been reported for pure  Co samples [310]. 
Walker demonstrated that the occurrence of grain refinement in undercooled melts is 
accompanied by a pressure pulse which was detected by the emission of a sound wave 
[309]. This has led to the conclusion that the grain-refinement mechanism may possibly be 
caused by the pressure pulse, which in turn produces a change of the equilibrium melting 
temperature  according to the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. It was assumed that this change 
may be sufficiently high to reach the limit of homogeneous  nucleation, which is a copious 
nucleation process and could be responsible for the formation of multiple-refined grains. 
Support  for this hypothesis came from an experiment in which a bulk melt of Ni was 
Figure 7.4 Grain size measured from undercooled Ni [91].
Walker noted that the mechanism for the grain refinement is the formation of a pressure
wave that emanates from the solid-liquid interface and that can be detected by th presence
of a sound from the melt. The pressure wave is believed to change the melting point locally
according to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation sufficiently to ach homogeneous nucleation and
thereby create a very large number of nuclei. There have been other theories presented but
most are variations on the pressure wave idea.
The one notable alternative theory is based on the fragmentation of primary dendrites. The
side branches are fragmented during the growth and form new grains. If this were to be the
case then the predicted grain size would in the range of 10-100 nm. This is not observed, but
the structures may have enough time to coarsen to the few µm in size that is observed.
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Glass formation If the conditions in the undercooled liquid are correct and the liquid is
cooled sufficiently quick, it becomes possible to cool a melt and lock in a liquid like structure
and form a glassy metallic material. One side effect of the glassy structure is the formation of
a solid with the absence of heat rejection to the liquid, i.e. recalescence. The resulting metallic
glass is characterized by a lack of long-range crystalline order; but it is commonly observed
that there is a moderate level of medium-range ordering often attributed to the presence of
clustering [95].
The formation of metallic glasses and especially bulk metallic glasses (those materials ca-
pable of forming glassy cross-sections over at least 1 cm) has become a very popular topic since
reported by Duwez [96]. The push to understand the formation and prediction of metallic glass
forming alloys can be linked to their unique material properties. In general metallic glasses
have been found to exhibit very high strength, typically in the GPa range, as well as good
wear and corrosion resistance. Despite these properties the adoption of metallic glasses as a
engineering material has been limited due to low toughness.
7.1.4 Reaching the Undercooled Liquid
Though all materials will undercool to some degree prior to transformation from liquid the
degree of undercooling from traditional methods of solidification is insufficient to achieve the
non-equilibrium effects listed above to any large degree. While the specific techniques used
for reaching a highly undercooled liquid, often leading to rapid solidification, may appear to
vary considerably, there are only two basic methods in principal of attaining high levels of
undercooling and, thus, forcing solidification to occur rapidly.
1. rapid cooling to kinetically limit heterogeneous nucleation, or
2. reduction in the number and potency of heterogeneous nucleation sites.
7.1.4.1 Kinetic Methods
Melt spinning The most common laboratory scale method of reaching highly under-
cooled liquid via rapid cooling is a technique known as melt spinning. Melt spinning may
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be viewed as a very high speed form of permanent mold casting. Typical setups use a large
diameter (30+ cm) metal wheel that can be (but need not be) water cooled. The melt is held
in a crucible over the wheel and is heated typically by an induction system. Once the sample
is completely molten, it is ejected onto the spinning wheel by an inert gas that is pressurized
over the melt. The liquid stream impacts the wheel surface and forms a pool, which is pulled
into a ribbon. The ribbon will cool very rapidly while in contact with the surface, but upon
solidification the ribbon will release from the surface and typically be collected as it is thrown
from the wheel.
Figure 7.5 The schematic design for a typical melt spinning apparatus.
Credit: University of Birmingham, Magnetics Materials Group
Melt spinning produces a fairly uniform ribbon in the range of 25 to 50 µm in thickness
and on the order of a centimeter wide. The thickness will be a function of the wheel speed (the
relative velocity tangential to the surface of the wheel), the injection pressure, and the material
temperature at the time of contact. In general, the greater the wheel speed the thinner the
ribbon and the higher the cooling rate. If the surface of the wheel is clean and the speed is
optimized, it is possible to see cooling rates on the order of 105 to 107 K/s.
Melt spinning is very widely used because it is both very easy to execute and the cooling
rates compare well with other methods. With melt spinning it is possible to create a nearly con-
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tinuous method as long as the wheel stays uniformly at a low temperature (aided by secondary
cooling) and there is a way to continuously feed the melting process.
As with all of the rapid cooling methods, melt spinning cools the melt pool rapidly enough
to achieve a moderately undercooled state prior to solidification. The extent of the undercooling
is very difficult to measure and so is not reliably reported, but because of the very high cooling
rates it is often not a consideration in the processing.
The biggest drawback to the standard melt spinning process is that the melt is ejected
through a narrow orifice in the crucible and this limits the width of the ribbon that can be
made. In attempts to produce a wider ribbon, the planar flow casting and melt overflow process
have been developed, and subsequently adopted by large commercial enterprises.
Atomization Atomization processing can be generally described as the formation of fine
metal droplets by the interaction between a fluid, be it liquid or gas, that has a great deal of
kinetic energy and a falling liquid stream. The droplets form as a result of two contributing
factors. The first is the development of instabilities in the liquid stream that initially create
molten ligaments and develop into drops. The second is the collision of the fluid with the
drops and remaining ligaments. As the high energy fluid impinges on the liquid, the drops may
further break down directly into smaller droplets or collide with other drops causing a similar
breakdown. The resulting droplets are then rapidly cooled via radiation and convection from
the immense amount of surface area that is formed. The cooling rates obtained range from 102
to 106 K/s for the great majority of atomization methods, with a few reaching 107 K/s [97].
The final product is a rapidly solidified powder with either an irregular or very smooth
surface depending on the cooling fluid and flow rates. The size and distribution of the powder
is controlled by many material and system parameters. In general, the pressure of the fluid
has the most direct effect of powder size. It has been noted that with increased pressure the
median size decreases because of the increased mass flow and the increased kinetic energy.
For the most part, the droplets will begin solidification because of a heterogeneous nucle-
ation event during free fall. The nucleation may be a result of one or more of the following
factors: The presence of inclusions from the melt stage, the formation of surface oxidation,
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temperature, density, thermal conductivity, surface
tension, heat capacity, and heat of fusion;
(b) the thermodynamic properties of the gas used, such
as, density, heat capacity, viscosity, and thermal
conductivity;
(c) the processing parameters, such as, atomization gas
pressure, superheat temperature, and melt/gas flow
ratio.
With specific reference to the processing parameters, it is
found in the published literature that as the pressure of the
atomizing gas increases, with all the other variables being
kept constant, the mass median diameter decreases [42–48].
This is attributed to the conjoint and mutually interactive
influences of: (i) an increase in the mass flow rate, and (ii)
an increase in kinetic energy of the gas. Gas pressure has a
complex effect on the atomization process. Gas pressure
does affect the length of the supersonic core in the gas jets
[45], while spreading of the gas jets leads to an increase in
size of the powder particle [49]. The gas pressure during
atomization has been reported to increase the metal flow
rate by creating a low-pressure zone at the exit of the metal
delivery tube that effectively aspirates the metal [50–53].
Thompson [54] reported an increase in the average powder
particle size with an increase in gas pressure precisely due
to this effect. Couper and Singer [50] developed a series of
‘‘flow pressure maps’’ to demonstrate that the metal flow
rate could either be increased by aspiration (negative
pressure) or retarded by bubbling (positive pressure). This
phenomenon is affected both by gas pressure and by
placement of the metal delivery tube.
A disintegration of the melt into droplets occurs almost
instantaneously, by spheroidization of the individual
droplets. This process is particularly rapid for molten
metals because of their large surface tension forces
(60–2,400 mJ/m2) and low viscosities (0.602–6.92 m
Pa s). The spherical or near spherical droplets continue to
travel down the atomization vessel, rapidly loosing heat
because of convection from the atomizing fluid. During
flight, solidification is catalyzed heterogeneously in all but
the smallest droplets because of one or a combination of
the following: (a) bulk heterogeneous nucleation within the
droplet, (b) surface oxidation processes, and (c) interpar-
ticle collisions. When the melt is subdivided into a large
number of droplets, such as during atomization, the prob-
ability of achieving undercooling levels sufficiently high
for homogeneous nucleation is inversely proportional to
size of the droplet [31, 33, 34, 55]. The larger is the droplet,
the chances of encountering heterogeneous nuclei increa-
ses. Since a large portion of the droplet population is
comprised relatively of coarse sizes, an initial formation of
Fig. 8 A model for the disintegration of a liquid sheet by a high-
velocity gas jet [41]
Fig. 7 The two fluid
atomization designs. Alpha (a)
denotes the angle formed by the
free falling molten metal and
the impinging gas. A The
distance between the molten
metal and the gas nozzle. D The
diameter of the combined
molten metal nozzle. P The
overall protrusion length of the
metal nozzle [39]
294 J Mater Sci (2010) 45:287–325
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Figure 7.6 The schematic designs for the two more common liquid atomization designs [97]
or the collision with another droplet. As observed by Perep zko, the likelyhood of a droplet
containing a heterogeneous nucleation site increases with droplet size. Therefore, with mean
diameters in the range of 10-100 µm, only the finest of droplets contain a low enough prob-
ability of containing such a site to realistically reach the range of homogeneous nucleation.
When this is paired with the highly likely chance of ny one droplet colliding with another and
thereby in tiating solid fication, t is fair to assume that achieving v ry high undercoolings in
atomization is not likely.
Owing to the r pid c oling rates, interfacial growth rates during solidification have been
reported in the range of .5 to 3.5 m/s. Such growth r tes lead to highly refined and relatively
homogeneous microstructures, when coupled with atomizati n’s relatively small droplet size.
The degree of refinement is often related to the primary and secondary dendrite arm spacing
(PDAS and SDAS respectively). It has been observed the dendrite arm spacing scales inversely
with gr wth rate (see figure 7.7) but at very high rat s secondary arms are suppressed as the
growth becomes more cellular (even planar) in nature.
The limitation of atomization, as a rapid solidification method for studying the growth
behavior of far from equilibrium solidification, comes from the relative difficulty of controlling
the solidification conditions (temperature, cooling rate, particle size, nucleation behavior, etc.)
and the lack of a means to measure the true temperature in the liquid at any point during the
solidification.
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Figure 7.7 The secondary dendrite arm spacing as a function of time to freeze in an Al-Cu
alloy [48]
7.1.4.2 Thermodynamic methods
When attempting to achieve high undercooling without rapid cooling, it becomes exceed-
ingly important to control nucleation. In particular it is important to control the presence of
sites, such as mold walls and exogenous inclusions, that act as very potent sites for heterogenous
nucleation and completely prevent the potential for high undercooling.
Fluxing/Dispersion The first method of eliminating the catalysts is to subdivide a large
body of liquid into many small bodies of liquids. The original melt can be looked at a large
collection of nucleation sites of various potency and frequency and its solidification would be
controlled by the most likely and potent sites. By dividing the melt, the number of nuclei in
any one portion will be greatly reduced as shown schematically in figure 7.8.
If the droplets are dispersed in a medium chosen to limit the effect of the surface on
nucleation, then we can look at the nucleation of each particle as controlled by only the internal
nuclei present from the larger melt. If we then look at the probability of a single portion of
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W(O) = exp( - 0"%) (40) 
Similar considerations hold for nucleation motes at the surface if the volume segments are 
replaced by surface segments. The principle of isolation of heterogeneous nucleation motes 
by subdivision of the melt is schematically shown in Fig. 12. 
This method was originally developed by Vonnegut [117] and has been improved by 
Turnbull, who applied this technique to investigating the undercooling behaviour of a whole 
series of pure metals [22,96,97]. Surprisingly, he found a relatively well-defined unique 
relative undercooling AT/T~-0 .2  for all materials investigated, despite the fact that the 
studied metals were different in physical nature. This has led to the speculation that at 
such a relative undercooling the limit of homogeneous nucleation may be reached [74]. 
Later, the method of isolation of heterogeneous nucleation motes was extended by 
Turnbull [96], Rasmussen [118] and Perepezko [119-121] by embedding the dispersed 
particles into an inert emulsion liquid. In this way, not only volume motes but also surface 
motes can be passivated. This has led to an extension of the maximum undercooling to 
AT/TF>0.2, contradicting the speculation that at AT/T~=0.2 the limit of homogeneous 
nucleation is reached. In particular, very large undercoolings have been observed by applying 
this method for Bi, In, Hg and Pb [121]. The largest relative undercooling of AT/T~ = 0.58 
has been found for Ga [101]. The extension of such experiments to high-melting-point 
metals has been reported recently. The silicate oils as carrier liquid used for the previous 
experiments have thereby been replaced by salt melts [122] and fine ceramic powders [123]. 
The analysis of these undercooling experiments within nucleation theory has yielded the 
result that, despite the large undercoolings obtained, heterogeneous nucleation at interfaces 
is the process limiting the undercoolability rather than homogeneous nucleation. An exception 
is perhaps a study on Hg resulting in a relative undercooling of AT/T~=0.33, which has 
been attributed to the onset of homogeneous nucleation [97]. 
Large undercoolings are, however, not limited by the dispersion of the melt into small 
particles, but can even be achieved on bulk melts by using the melt-fluxing technique. 
Bardenheuer and Bleckmann were the first experimenters who employed this technique to 
undercool bulk melts of Ni and Fe. Undercoolings of AT/Tz= 0.18 have been observed for 
melts in mass of several grams [124]. The succesful use of the melt-fluxing technique has 
been confirmed by experiments on other metals and alloys. A particularly interesting result 
has been reported by Turnbull et al. [125], in which the formation of a fully amorphous 
sphere, of approximately 1 cm in diameter, of the alloy Pd4oNi4oP2o was successfully achieved 
by undercooling the melt in a B~O3 flux with a cooling rate of a few kelvin per second. 
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Figure 7.8 A schematic representation of impurity isolation by melt subdivision [29]
liquid containing an internal nuclei, the chance will decrease rapidly with the decrease in the
droplet size. Therefore in small particles the potential for large undercooling becomes very
high owing to the absence of a nucleant.
Assuming that the impurities are distributed uniformly in the original bulk melt, then the
number of impurities in a droplet, assuming a mono-dispersion, can be described by a Poisson
distribution. If the number of impurities in a unit volume is given by Mi, the fraction of
droplets X of volume V that will be completely free of an impurity is then given by
X = e−MiV . (7.3)
For low melting point alloys (< 500 ◦C), organic fluids have been used successfully to
suspend the droplets and achieve the needed isolation from extrenal nucleation sites. When
extending the method to higher melting point alloys, molten salts and glass slags become the
desired fluid for suspensions. In studies on aluminum alloys [98, 99], a eutectic salt of K2SO4
and Li2SO4 was used to achieve an undercooling of 175 K (i.e., ∆T = .18Tm).
At the level of undercooling that is achieved in dispersion techniques, droplets will solidify
at very high rates (≈ 1m/s) releasing a massive amount of stored energy from the system. As
long as the level of undercooling is high enough, it is possible to reach a state where the increase
in temperature from the energy release is insufficient to reach the melting point and the entire
droplet will solidify under non-equilibrium conditions. The high rate of solidification can lead
to very unusual structures, to be discussed later.
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Electrostatic Levitation As an alternative to dispersion methods, which use a non-
interacting medium to hinder surface nucleation, a number of containerless methods have been
developed to avoid surface nucleation entirely (at least in theory). The most robust class of
containerless methods is that of levitation melting. In general, the levitation methods rely on
some sort of field (be it electric, magnetic, acoustic etc.) to lift the droplet/particle. These
methods are most suitable for a normal laboratory setting since the devices are relatively small.
Electrostatic levitation (ESL) is a simple example of such a containerless method. ESL is
based on using the Coulomb force created when a charged particle (or liquid droplet) is placed
in a static electric field. If the force is sufficient, the particle/droplet is lifted and suspended
in space, free from outside contact. Since the system must be able to generate a lifting force
to overcome the downward pull of gravity, there is a limitation on the size of a droplet that
can be studied by this method (discussed further below). Standard configurations make use of
a set of electrodes and a high voltage power source to create an electric field, with a feedback
control system to control the position of the particle/droplet.
Control of the sample position can be achieved by one of two techniques. The first is by
visual observation of the droplet by a computer controlled system that can then regulate the
electric field and maintain the desired position. An example of this type of control system can
be seen in the schematic figure 7.9. The second is to use the change in capacitance based on
the sample position and, via an automatic control, change the applied voltage to adjust the
droplet location.
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•15 Various geometries of graphite 'crucibles"
used for contactless treatment and shaping
of molten samples (after Ref. 66)
of 0·127 mm as indicated by the broken lines in
Fig. 14. Heating of the sample was accomplished
either by placing the whole levitation system in a hot
isothermal furnace or by placing the sample at one
of the foci of an ellipsoidal reflecting furnace mounted
vertically over the collimated hole structure.
Recently, a particularly interesting system for con-
tactless processing and even shaping of liquids has
been developed employing also the aerodynamic or
gas film levitation principle.P" A liquid drop is sup-
ported by injecting a gas flowing from a crucible
made of a porous medium. As shown in Fig. 15
several geometries of the crucibles may be applied
whose different shapes influence the levitation con-
ditions.?" Shaping of liquids in gas layer crucibles is
feasible by this technique using suitably shaped
geometries for the crucible.
All of the techniques discussed so far are restricted
to the use of gases. However, if samples are heated
acoustic levitation has serious problems concerning
the stable positioning of the sample within the acous-
tic sound field. Also the application of acoustic levi-
tation is always restricted to the use of a gaseous
environment because a gaseous or liquid medium is
needed to carry the ultrasound field. This in turn may
cause problems with the purity of the environment.
The best quality of a gas commercially available
corresponds to about 1 ppm of impurities such as
oxygen or water, which is the equivalent of 0·1 Pa of
partial pressure of the impurities under normal pres-
sure conditions. This is, however, far removed from
the conditions of ultrapure environment. In particular,
investigations of the undercooling behaviour of
metallic melts may require ultraclean environmental
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16 Block diagram of electrostatic levitation
system (after Ref. 67)
conditions. In principle, such conditions can be
realised by applying electrostatic levitation under
ultrahigh vacuum conditions.
2.3.3 Electrostatic levitation
This method is based on Coulomb forces on charged
particles placed within an electrostatic field. Different
configurations of the electrodes have been used, rang-
ing from single axis, two electrode to quadrupole
arrangements. Tetrahedrally arranged electrodes have
been applied as well. In all of these arrangements the
sample is located in an unstable position since the
Coulomb potential ep = -dFc/dr oc l/r, i.e. there is no
potential minimum. Stable positioning of the speci-
men, therefore, must be accomplished by a feedback
control system that monitors the position of the
object. The feedback control can be realised either by
optical observation of the sample in combination with
a computer controlled regulation of the positioning
system or by sensing the sample position by capaci-
tance changes and rearrangement of the voltage
applied to the electrodes.
As an example, Fig. 16 shows the block diagram of
the electrostatic levitation system developed by Rhim
et al.67 Here the position of the sample is controlled
by a CCD (charge coupled device) camera picking up
an image of the object inside the chamber with a
frame rate of 120 s -1. The position and velocity are
analysed by a microcomputer, which controls the
position and damping of the sample through electro-
static forces.
Levitators designed for the earthbound operation
have to generate upward electrostatic force which
compensates for the downward pull of the gravi-
tational force. Assuming a pair of horizontal, parallel
electrodes, the force, equation is given by
U
mg=dQc . . (13)
where m is the mass of the sample, U the applied
voltage, d the distance between the electrodes, and
Qc the charge of the drop. For Qc = 4 pC, m = 0·1 g,
and d = 5 cm, U must be about 13 kV. If the electrodes
are a pair of horizontal, parallel plates, and if only
the vertical position of the sample is actively con-
trolled, there will be no lateral force to confine the
object between electrodes. Such a confining force,
however, can be generated by shaping the electrodes
in a suitable manner, e.g. using a circular convex top
International Materials Reviews 1993 Vol. 38 No.6
Figure 7.9 A schematic diagram of an electrostatic levitation system
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Heating in an ESL system is provided externally and usually in the form of a laser, though
heating by other means can also be implemented. Similarly external sources may be used
for cooling, but often samples are allowed to cool naturally through radiative methods or
conduction/convection of the chamber atmosphere. Because both heating and cooling are
controlled separately from the levitation, a very precise heat flux can be achieved.
Because ESL is a containerless melting method, it is possible to achieve a large degree of
undercooling by avoiding the introduction of easy heterogeneous nucleation sites. Thus, as with
fluxing methods, it is possible to get rapid solidification in the range of 1 to 25 m/s with out
the need for rapid heat extraction.
ESL suffers from problems that can limit the range of materials and temperatures that are
accessible. The first of these is the mass of sample that can be levitated. For a 0.5 g sample
with a 1 pC between a set of parallel plates separated by 5 cm, the applied voltage must be
approximately 245 MV . That is a very large potential and so typically ESL is limited small
samples or large charges. The second problem is in maintaining the applied charge on the
sample at elevated temperature. For materials with a large vapor pressure or materials in a
vacuum, the evaporation process can lead to discharging and loss of levitation.
Electromagnetic Levitation Another containerless melting technique that has gained
popularity in part due to it ability to use a wider range of metallic materials and larger samples
(up to 5 g) is electromagnetic levitation (EML). For a more detailed description see chapter
2. As with ESL, the sample is suspended in space in contact with only the atmosphere in the
chamber.
The position of the sample in EML is determined by a point at which the upward force
from the coils is equal to that of gravity. This point in EML is a stable point, unlike in ESL,
which means that there does not need to be an additional control system, which is an advantage
of the method. Also it should be noted that the position is bound by a lower limit at which
the sample just begins to levitate and an upper limit at which the magnetic flux reaches an
inflection point because of the counter-turned upper coils.
Because the liquid droplet experiences a very high frequency induced current, the internal
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The glassy material prepared in such a way shows a very pronounced thermal stability 
against crystallization in comparison with rapidly quenched materials of the same alloy 
[126,127]. 
Flemings and coworkers combined the melt-fluxing method with electromagnetic levitation 
for undercooling of bulk melts consisting of transition metals [128]. Here the melt, of several 
grams in mass, is embedded into an inorganic glass. The whole arrangement is placed in 
an induction coil. These experiments not only allow the measurement of undercooling but 
are also appropriate for measuring the solidification velocities and for investigating the 
microstructure evolution as a function of undercooling. 
Electromagnetic levitation has been applied to processing bulk melts in containerless 
state. A schematic view of an electromagnetic levitation chamber for containerless undercooling 
and solidification experiments is shown in Fig. 13 [129]. This technique gives the extra 
benefit that the freely suspended drops are not only accessible for direct diagnostics but 
also for external manipulation of the crystallization process. The levitation coil, together 
with the sample of about 6 mm diameter, are placed within an ultra-high-vacuum chamber 
which can be evacuated to pressures of p - -10  -8 mbar before back-filling with gases such 
as He or He-H2 mixture. The gases are purified by an oxysorb system and, additionally, 
by passing them through a liquid-nitrogen cold trap. The sample is processed within the 
levitation coil, which is connected to a high-frequency generator. The maximum power 
output of the r.f. generator is 24 kW, and the frequency can be changed in the range 
between 300 kHz and 1.2 MHz. Temperature control in a limited range is possible by 
varying the sample position along the symmetry axis of the levitation coil and by using 
forced convection due to cooling gases. The temperature of the sample is measured by 
means of a two-colour pyrometer with an absolute accuracy of + 3 K and a sampling rate 
of 100 Hz. However, such a frequency is not sufficient to monitor the rapid temperature 
rise during recalescence. Therefore, a high-speed photosensing device has been developed 
to record relative temperature changes during rapid solidification with a frequency of 1 
MHz. Solidification of the undercooled melt can be externally initiated by touching the 
lower bottom of the sample with a crystallization trigger needle. The levitation chamber 
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Fig. 13. Electromagnetic levitation chamber for containerless undercooling and solidification of metals. 
Figure 7.10 A schematic diagram of an electromagnetic levitation system
resistance in the droplet will produce sufficient heating to melt the droplet (see section A),
which is similar to any other induction heat system. Using a coil like the one in figure 3.3,
many metals and alloys have been studied with EML. These studies are summarized in Table
2.2. While it is possible to reach an undercooled state in many alloys, there are those that
cannot be levitated and, at the same time, solidified without a significant change in coil design
or supplementary cooling. These materials are characterized by high conductivity, low magnetic
permeability, and low emissivity and include Al, Ag, Au, and in some cases Cu.
The key limitation in EML comes directly from how the system functions. The heating and
levitation are done by the same system and are intimately linked (discussed in greater detail
in subsection 2.3.2). From an operational standpoint, this is an advantage because there are
far fewer variables during the operation. From a functional standpoint, however, it becomes
very difficult to design a coil that is able to levitate over a wide enough range to hold the
sample at a low temperature (i.e., minimal power input) and to heat it past melting (i.e. high
power input). Depending on the material, it may become necessary to incorporate secondary
cooling to reduce the temperature to melting, thus extending the temperature range that can
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be achieved.
7.2 Current Work
Despite the importance of thermodynamics in material science, thermodynamic properties
represent the most neglected quantities [100]. In particular there is little information concerning
the thermodynamics of liquids in the undercooled state compared to the available information
on solids and equilibrium liquids. This is likely due to the difficulty of studying the undercooled
liquid, since the undercooled state is a transient and highly unstable state. The elevated
temperatures that are characteristic of liquids mean that there is an abundance of energy and
the kinetics of reactions from the liquid are often rapid.
Recently there has been a large push to study the behavior of glass forming alloys which
have shown promise as advanced engineering materials, due to their high strength and unique
properties. In order to improve our understanding of what leads to a good glass forming alloy,
it has become important to examine the thermodynamic properties of the undercooled liquid.
Evidence shows that the enthalpy of the undercooled liquid can be used to predict the formation
of clusters in the liquid and that these clusters are critical to the stabilization of the glassy
state.
Glass forming alloys have also been shown to act as an effective precursor material for many
far-from-equilibrium structures that may also have engineering potential. In this situation,
the glass material is reacted to form structures that may have been thermodynamically or
kinetically limited during transformations from the liquid but in the glassy state the reaction
is more favorable. Here, the thermodynamics of the undercooled liquid state are again of great
importance since most of the transformations in question are performed above Tg where the
glass reverts to the liquid.
The greatest hurdle to acquiring the necessary thermodynamic quantities for many glass
forming alloys is that the metals that compose the alloys are often highly reactive leading to
contamination and oxidation issues. The reactivity makes the standard methods of thermody-
namic measurement (DSC and DTA) problematic since they rely on a heated crucible. The
crucible can also act as a strong nucleation trigger and so interfere with the stability of the
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undercooled liquid, making the time available to acquire information prohibitively short.
The solution to the problems with traditional methods of thermodynamic measurement is
to melt and study the alloy in a containerless method such as EML or ESL. As mentioned
previously, the containerless melting provides a method of producing a metastable undercooled
liquid without contamination that can be held in that state for minutes rather than fractions
of a second. Once the desired undercooling has been achieved, the measurement can be made
using a drop calorimeter. The idea behind a drop calorimeter is fairly simple: the sample to be
studied is prepared and is dropped into the body of a calorimeter where the heat of the sample
can be measured through a careful measurement of the thermal response of the calorimeter.
By the coupling of levitation melting and drop calorimetry, it becomes much easier - but far
from trivial - to study liquids in the undercooled state.
7.3 Methods
7.3.1 Electromagnetic Levitation
Here we consider the process used to achieve a deeply undercooled liquid in the study of the
liquid enthalpy of Al90Tb10 and Al90Sm10. The method selected was electromagnetic levitation
melting coupled with a small foot print drop calorimeter. The procedure used is presented in
the following sections.
7.3.1.1 Purification Process
Prior to any measurement of sample temperature or thermodynamic quantity, the levitated
sample must be purified, i.e. any surface oxide must be reduced or vaporized. The surface
oxide will prevent the proper measurement of the sample temperature, since the emissivity
of the oxide is different than that of the liquid, as well as prevent the occurrence of a deep
undercooling in the sample, since the oxide will behave as a nucleation site.
The levitated sample is purified by levitation under high vacuum conditions. The levitation
chamber is evacuated prior to any levitation to a pressure of approximately 10−5 torr using a
Pfiefer Vacuum Turbo-Cube, an integrated roughing pump and turbo-molecular pump. Having
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evacuated the chamber, the sample is levitated under moderate current (290 A for a sample of
Al90Tb10) until the sample reaches a stable state. Once stable, the levitation current is reduced
thereby increasing the sample temperature. The increased temperature combined with the low
pressure causes the oxide to be removed.
(a) Initial droplet (b) Partially purified (c) Fully puriified
Figure 7.11 Three stages of the purification process are shown. The entire process takes
approximately 15-30s depending on sample size and vacuum level.
It is important to remember that the liquid of the droplet is vigorously stirred by the
magnetic field. As a result, the oxide on the surface is not the only impurity that is removed
during the purification step. Any impurity that is contained in the bulk of the liquid is likely
brought to the surface and just as with the surface oxide the vacuum conditions serves to remove
these impurities from the sample. If the internal impurities were not removed the chances for
reaching a highly undercooled state would be greatly reduced as discussed previously.
During the purification process, the vaporization rate from the sample is very high. As a
result it become necessary to introduce a vaporization shield into the path from the sample to
any surface or instrument which would be hindered by a deposit of the levitated species. This
includes the viewport for the IR pyrometer measurement as well as the viewport for operator
observation and video recording. Once the sample is cooled or the saturated vapor pressure is
reached the vaporization shield can be removed.
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7.3.1.2 Temperature Control
With a fully purified state reached, the next step is to cool the sample. For the current
study an atmosphere of Helium is used as it is the most potent gas cooling via convection and
conduction, but any number of other inert atmospheres may also be used. In addition to the
gas cooling, the current in the coil is increased to position the sample in a lower temperature
region of the coil.
Because the purified sample is initially in a very low pressure environment the addition of
a gas atmosphere will necessarily lead to a transient state where the pressure of the gas is low
enough to cause the formation of a corona (a cloud of plasma around a high current carrier)
and coronal discharges. The formation of any plasma in the system is not a desirable event
since it can lead to contamination of the sample or the loss of levitation due to the interruption
of the levitation currents. To prevent the formation of a plasma in the form of a corona, the
inlet and outlet portions of the levitation coil are wrapped in a corona resistant dielectric film
and an additional barrier of silica glass is placed between the two specifically to stop shorting
events.
The sample is cooled into the undercooled liquid region by a slow introduction of cooling
gas through a manual valve. The temperature of the sample is monitored by the operator and
when the desired level of undercooling is reached, the levitation coil is turned off and the sample
falls in the calorimeter situated below. If during the cooling process the operator observes a
recalesence event, the cooling process is halted and the sample is remelted/purified and the
cooling step is repeated.
7.3.2 Drop Calorimetry
Once the sample is able to be cooled into an undercooled state the determination of the
enthalpy of the liquid is achieved by means of a isoperibolic calorimeter that is situated under
the levitation coil. The sample is dropped, by shutting off the levitation current, into an
opening in the top of the calorimeter and the thermal response of the system is measured.
Drop calorimetry as a method has been used for the study of a wide variety of thermody-
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namic properties for nearly 100 years [101]. In the 1970’s a number of research groups began to
couple drop calorimetry with levitation melting for the study of primarily high melting point
elements such as V, Mo, and Nd. A summary of some of these studies can be found in table
7.1
Table 7.1 Summary of early drop calorimetry studies
Element Temperature Range (K) ref.
Fe 1804-2142 [39]
Ti 1969-2313 [39]
V 2205-2638 [39]
Co 1774-2345 [35]
Pd 1846-2334 [35]
La 1250-2420 [36]
Nd 1446-2246 [37]
The method of coupling drop calorimetry with levitation melting has become the primary
method for the measurement of thermodynamic properties of both high melting and highly
reactive metals and alloys, especially for studies conducted in the earth-bound laboratory.
7.3.2.1 Apparatus
The design of the drop calorimeter used in the current work was based on a design from [102]
for a “poorly adiabatic” calorimeter. The premise behind a “poorly adiabatic” calorimeter is
that it is difficult to produce a truly adiabatic calorimeter and so it is more accurate to assume
that there is heat leakage which can be accounted for. The calorimeter is composed of a
mass, whose temperature response is the basis of the enthalpy calculation, surrounded by a
thermostat, with a layer of low conductivity insulation to isolate the mass from the thermostat.
Because of the limited space that exists within the vacuum chamber, the volume of the
calorimeter is greatly restricted. To meet the space restrictions the main body of the calorimeter
mass is made from a copper cylinder and surrounding the copper is a low density, open cell
melamine foam to provide the insulation (depicted in figure 7.12). The foam was selected
for the combination of insulation properties and performance in a vacuum environment. The
foam and block are enclosed in a stainless steel can, which also contains an opening for the
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introduction of the sample.
Figure 7.12 A schematic diagram of drop calorimetry process
The copper cylinder is 1 in. diameter by 1 in. tall and contains a 3/8 in. hole which extends
3/4 in. from the top surface of the cylinder. The cylinder is split into two pieces at the base
of the hole such that the top portion contains a through hole and the lower portion contains
a shallow conical well with a maximum diameter that matches that of the hole. A two piece
design was selected to simplify the extraction of the dropped sample. Because the sample is
likely a liquid when introduced into the calorimeter, it will freeze at the bottom of the hole
and may stick to the inside. Once the two parts are separated, the sample can be pushed out
of the hole and the cylinder can then be put back together. At the top of the block, a chamfer
was placed around the edge of the hole. The purpose of the chamfer is to aid in the guidance
of the sample into the bottom of the hole. Without this feature, the sample may be caught on
the top surface of the cylinder and the heat transfer to the block will be very different than if
the sample is fully captured in the block leading to measurement errors.
Measurement of the thermal response of the calorimeter block is achieved through two
type-K thermocouples placed in the copper cylinder. The first thermocouple is placed in the
lower portion of the cylinder directly below the well that the sample lands within. The second
thermocouple is placed on the outside of the upper portion of the block. The temperature is
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collected via a National Insturments USB-9421 DAQ unit with cold junction compensation for
each input terminal.
7.3.2.2 Enthalpy Calculation
As described above, the “poorly adiabatic” calorimeter contains a measurable amount of
heat leakage which will cause the temperature of the calorimeter to equilibrate with the sur-
roundings over time. As a rule the heat leakage is proportional to the difference between the
system temperature, T , and the surroundings , Tf and the calorimeter temperature thus follows
Newton’s law of cooling which says that
dT
dt
= k(T − Tf ) , (7.4)
where k is the proportionality constant. After integration the temperature of the calorimeter
block, following the heat pulse from the introduction of the sample, can be expressed as
T = (Ti − Tf )e−
1
τ + Tf , (7.5)
where Ti is the initial temperature of the calorimeter and τ is the cooling time constant which
is a function of the level of heat leakage. If the heat pulse caused by the sample is short,
the temperature of the calorimeter will reach Ti immediately and the temperature increase is
simply the difference (Ti − Tf ). From the temperature increase the heat content of the sample
can be calculated.
For systems where the time over which the heat is transferred to the calorimeter is sufficient
for the heat leakage to begin before the heat is captured from the sample, the maximum
temperature of the calorimeter must be approximated to equate to the situation where all of
the heat was captured at once. To do this, a reconstruction procedure has been put forth by
Regnault and Pfaundler [103] to ascertain the “true” temperature increase for an “adiabatic”
calorimeter.
Step 1: The cooling portion of the temperature response following the time of maximum
temperature is fit to eq. 7.5. The fit curve is extrapolated to the time of the initial introduction
of the sample where the temperature began to increase.
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Step 2: We then identify the times where heating began (tstart), ended (tend) and a third
(tmid) between the beginning and end. The time t2 along the heating portion of the temperature
response is found where the area between the heat curve and the initial temperature between
tstart and tmid is equal to the area between the extrapolated cooling curve and the heating
curve between tmid and tfinal (depicted in figure 7.13).
Figure 7.13 Shown are the measured calorimeter response, the fit to the cooling curve, the
start of heat transfer (tstart), the end of heat transfer (tend) and the mid point of
the heat transfer (tmid).
Step 3: The temperature along the extrapolated cooling curve at time t2 is taken to the
the approximate temperature of the calorimeter assuming true adiabatic conditions, Ti.
Once the temperature increase of the calorimeter has been determined, the total heat con-
tent of the sample, Q, can be calculated by
Q = C∆Tsample , (7.6)
where C is the heat capacity of the calorimeter (water value) as determined by calibration,
with either electrical heating or known sample calibration.
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For an estimate of the heat capacity, we simply assume that the copper block contributes
the entirety of the calorimeter’s heat capacity, an assumption that has been verified by Stretz
[104]. Because the mass of the copper block is known to be 101 g, the heat capacity is calculated
to be 39 JK .
Once the heat content of the sample, Q, has been determined, the enthalpy of the sample,
Htot, is assumed to be equal to Q. From the enthalpy of the sample, the enthalpy of the liquid
can be found from
Htot = H
(298−Tm)
s +Hf +H
(Tm−Tdrop)
l , (7.7)
if the enthalpy of the solid, Hs, and the heat of fusion, Hf , are known.
7.4 Results
To determine the enthalpy of undercooled Al90Tb10 a number of samples were levitated,
undercooled, and analyzed using the drop calorimeter described previously. A summary of the
mass, drop temperature, and undercooling is presented in table 7.2 for each of the samples. It
was noticed during levitation, that samples in range of 500 to 600 mg are the easiest to process:
particularly in terms of purification and undercooling.
The thermal response of the drop calorimeter at each of the locations in the calorimeter
block (TC1 and TC2) was analyzed and the heat content of the sample was determined. In
figure 7.14, the heat content of the undercooled samples of Al90Tb10 is presented as a function
of the drop temperature. The results show that the heat content decreases with increasing
undercooling, as would be expected, following a nearly linear trend. It can also be seen that
the thermal response as measured at TC1 leads to a slightly lower heat content than does that
at TC2. The reason for this decrease is likely related to small differences in the fit of the cooling
curve.
It can be seen in the data that there is a noticeable level of scatter in the measured heat
content even for experiments with approximately the same degree of undercooling. The exact
reason for this scatter is not yet known, but we believe that it is in part related to compositional
variation along the specimen from which samples are sectioned. Within a single specimen there
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Table 7.2 Summary of undercooled Al90Tb10 drop conditions
Mass (mg) Drop temperature (C) Under cooling (∆T ) (C)
683 800 200
682 910 90
619 786 214
548 794 206
759 834 166
594 857 143
722 893 107
464 799 201
507 780 220
604 754 246
569 759 241
557 922 78
545 900 100
569 867 133
590 902 98
444 847 153
445 824 176
644 1010
is likely strong homogeneity but a few samples have shown a different composition that the
others. Efforts are currently being made to eliminate this variation and thereby reduced the
observed scatter in the resulting data.
7.5 Conclusion
To date, the enthalpy of the undercooled liquid phase has not been calculated but the work
presented here is still on going. Thus far, we have been able to show that the coil as designed
using the genetic algorithm has allowed for the deep undercooling of Al90Tb10 samples with
sparing use of helium for supplemental cooling. Additionally, many of the details of the process
of undercooling the liquid sample in EML have been elucidated.
Though a great deal of effort has been put forth on developing the levitation system and
the calorimeter to get to the current state, there are still steps that must be taken. The issues
that remain to be addressed, in the interest of determining the enthalpy and heat capacity of
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Figure 7.14 The heat content of the Al90Tb10 samples show a nearly linear decrease with
increasing undercooling.
aluminum based metallic glasses are as follows:
• The validation of the liquid emissivity for Al90Tb10 and Al90Sm10 for the temperature
measurement of the levitated droplet,
• Determination of the solid heat capacity for use in equation 7.7, and
• Determine the heat of fusion, Hf
• Calibration of the calorimeter heat capacity (water value) with electrical standard [104].
It is important to note that the majority of the work that is to be completed concerns the
information that is used in the analysis of the calorimeter data. As such the goal is to continue
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to acquire drop calorimeter data, while simultaneously determining the quantities listed above.
The levitation system and the drop calorimeter have showed a great deal of promise and
future studies of other alloys systems may be very useful for further comparison with predictions
by models and atomistic simulations. Other areas for further study include the measurement
of liquid density or growth velocity in triggered nucleation experiments. These studies would
take advantage of the clear field of view that was shown in figure 7.11, and yield additional
data on the undercooled liquid.
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CHAPTER 8. Further Study
8.1 Additional Verification
The genetic algorithm that has been presented in the current work has been shown to be a
simple yet robust tool for the design of levitation coils for variety of materials. Additionally,
the model that underlies the algorithm has been shown to qualitatively capture the most
important aspects of the performance of the levitation system, especially with respect to sample
temperature (figure 3.7). We found that the model captures the magnitude of the change in
temperature with changes in current accurately, and that the absolute temperature of the
sample could be predicted after a uniform correction of temperature over the entire range of
levitation current.
8.1.1 Levitation Temperature Prediction
The temperature correction was made through a reduction in the sample conductivity. This
reduction of sample conductivity is tenable given the temperature of the liquid but it does not
represent the only feature that may lead to such an increase in sample temperature. Similarly
there is no reason to believe that there is only one source of error that leads to the reduced
prediction of sample temperature, but in fact there may be a combination of small variations
in the tabulated values that are used in the evaluation of the sample temperature that may in
combination lead to the total error in predicted temperature.
To this end, it would be helpful to perform additional studies on a few well characterized
materials using the coil designs which have been studied using the model. By comparing the
predicted levitation temperatures to the experimentally measured values, we should be better
able to determine the source of the introduced errors.
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The additional verification of temperature will be performed in much the same way as
described in section 3.5. The first step is to select two or more coil configurations and evaluate
their performance in terms of levitation temperature using the analytical model. The next step
is to construct the coil designs and levitate the material that was used in the evaluation over
the entire range of input currents where the sample is stable. The temperature of the sample
should be measured periodically over the range of currents as before.
By comparing the temperature response as a function of levitation current for additional
materials and coil configurations, we will be better able to determine the weaknesses of the
model and whether the corrections that have been made can be better defended.
8.1.2 Levitation Position Prediction
One of the aspects of the performance of the levitation model which has yet to be studied
is the prediction of the position of the sample within the levitation coil. Anecdotally, we have
observed that samples tend to levitate lower in the coil for lower currents, and that increasing
the current increases the position until it seems to reach a maximum (the sample does not
appear to move with further increase in coil current). These observations agree qualitatively
with the predicted behavior, but no rigorous study has been done to verify the predictions of
sample position.
Through the verification of the predicted levitated position as a function of input current,
there will be further evidence that the analytical model that has been developed and imple-
mented is correct and captures the physics of the EML system. Doing so may be critical to the
adoption of the model and the further applications thereof.
The verification of the sample position is not a trivial measurement, as it may at first seem.
The key difficulty is establishing a reference for the relative position of the sample and the coil,
as there is not a definitive location of z=0 in the system and the coil is not rigid as assumed
in the model. To determine some measure of the location of the sample within the coil, a few
steps must be taken. First the levitated sample must be allowed to equilibrate to a stable
position such that the initial oscillations have subsided. Next, it is necessary to accurately
document the location of the sample in the coil. This may be achieved by collecting images of
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the levitated droplet over a range of known input currents, as well as collecting an image of
the coil with a known scale. The relative position of the sample can then be determined by
measuring the center of mass of the sample (described in [38]) and then comparing the center
of mass to the position of the top most loop of the coil. From such a comparison, we can
determine a difference in relative position, dz, that can be compared to the predictions from
the analytical model. It is necessary to compare to the location of a single loop because the
individual loops are not held rigidly in place and will move slightly once the current is started.1
The top most loop of the lower portion of the coil is the preferred loop for such an analysis, as
it will experience the smallest displacement from internal forces over the range of current.
Figure 8.1 The difference, dz, between the relative position of the center of mass of the sample
and the center of top most loop of the levitation coil can be used to compare the
experimental observations to the predictions form the levitation force model.
As with the verification of the heating model, care must be taken to select a material for
the experiment for which the relevant material parameters (γ, , ρ, etc.) are well established.
The magnitude of the greatest observable change in position is likely to be on the order of
millimeters. Because the total range of positions is so limited, any errors in the values used in
1The lack of rigidity may also play a part in the prediction of sample temperature and may be something
additional to investigate.
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the model may lead to changes in the predicted positions which are larger than the statistical
significance of the measured positions.
8.2 Future Applications
8.2.1 Direct Extension
In section 6.2, we discussed the potential of using the genetic algorithm to expand the range
of accessible temperatures. In the current work, we have shown a few examples in which the
minimum temperature that a levitation is capable of reaching is reduced through the variation
of coil geometry. The results showed a significant reduction in temperature of around 100 K.
While the variation of coil geometry represents only one method to the expand the range of
operating temperatures, any method leading to newly accessible temperatures would lead to a
larger range over which the present studies using EML may be conducted. For example, in the
study of thermophysical properties of an undercooled liquid of a glass forming alloy, the lower
the temperature of liquid that can be achieved the closer we can study the liquid to the glass
transition temperature. In the range of the glass transition, it can become difficult to measure
fundamental thermodynamic quantities due to the metastable nature of the system. As a result,
the thermodynamic assessments in this range rely on modeling techniques, that can be hard to
verify, rather than inconsistent experimental reports [105] (see figure 8.2). If, however, more
reliable experimental values were able to be gathered nearer the glass transition, the predictions
of the models can be verified and a better understanding the of the deeply undercooled glass
forming liquid can found.
It can be clearly seen that a wider range of temperatures can be useful for the measure-
ment of thermophysical properties. Similarly the simple expansion of the range of accessible
temperatures would allow the technique of EML to become far more useful for all other current
applications.
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the thermodynamic quantities of the liquid at low temper-
atures, such as the heat capacity of the undercooled liquid
and the enthalpy of amorphous formation, are indispens-
able for a more precise thermodynamic assessment of the
liquid phase in the compound-forming systems and for esti-
mation of TTT curves.
The critical cooling rate Rc, an indicator of the glass
forming ability of alloys, can be approximately estimated
from:
Rc ¼ Tm " T nosetnose ; ð5Þ
where Tnose and tnose are the temperature and the time at
the nose of the TTT curve, respectively. The critical cooling
rates, 4 · 104 and 8 · 103 K/s have been reported for the
Cu–56 at.%Zr, and 62 at.%Zr alloys, respectively [60].
Cooling curves corresponding to the cooling rate,
4 · 104 K/s, are shown in Fig. 7 with a dashed line. The
experimentally observed critical cooling rate is much faster
than that expected from the TTT curves. In the present
case, although the thermodynamic data at low tempera-
tures were properly taken into account, the critical cooling
rate estimated in the present assessment, 10"4 K/s, is much
slower than the experimental result, 4 · 104 K/s. This sug-
gests that crystallization occurs much faster than that ex-
pected from the homogeneous nucleation theory. One
possible explanation for this large discrepancy would be
that heterogeneous nucleation from the undercooled liquid
dominates where defects, inclusions, and short range or-
dered structures, such as an icosahedral cluster [61] can
be potential heterogeneous nucleation sites. Thus, for more
quantitative discussions, investigations of atomic configu-
rations in the undercooled liquids, including short range
ordering and the corresponding relationship to the nucle-
ation processes, are needed.
4. Conclusions
The thermodynamic assessment of the liquid phase in
the Cu–Zr system was performed using thermodynamic
data obtained over a wide range of temperatures; proper-
ties such as the activity of Cu, the heat capacity, latent
heats of crystallization from the undercooled liquid and
the formation enthalpy of amorphous phases were
assessed. The following results were obtained:
1. A consistent set of parameters for the liquid phase in the
Cu–Zr binary system was obtained. The calculated ther-
modynamic quantities are in good agreement with
experimental data.
2. When the degree of under cooling was small, a linear tem-
perature dependency of the driving force was obtained.
At low temperatures, however, the linear relationship
obviously gave an overestimation, due to the formation
of the associate in the liquid phase. In the present assess-
ment, the calculated driving force decreased, when taking
into account the low temperature data, compared to the
results of other researchers. Consequently, the nose of
the TTT curve was shifted significantly to longer times.
3. The critical cooling rate, 10"4 K/s, obtained in the pres-
ent study for the crystallization of a liquid Cu–
50 at.%Zr alloy, is much slower than that obtained from
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8.2.2 New Horizons
8.2.2.1 System Desig
Since the beginnings of EML, laboratory levitation systems have been designe around the
use of a single RF power supply [29]. Using a single power source for levitation reduces the in-
situ controls to simply two parameters: coil current and atmosphere pressure. Such simplicity
means that manual control is sufficient to achieve highly desirable results. Addi i ally, the
reduction in system variables means that the design of the levitation system, especially coil
design, is fairly straight forward. The biggest drawback to the single power supply configuration
is that there is a constant ompromise between effective levitati n and the desired heating[4].
This balance necessarily imposes restrictions as discussed in section 2.3.2.
Though the idea has been discussed on occassion [106], it was not until the system for
microgravity EML was d vel d th t researchers really considered the incorporation of a
second levitation coil that is powered through a separate supply. In the TEMPUS system, the
two coils are able to serve completely separate functions: one is used to position the sample and
the other is used to heat the sample [30]. The advantages of this arrangement are discussed in
detail in section 2.2.2, but the basic advantages stem from the fact that both coils (and pow r
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supplies) are able to be designed to perform a specific function and thus are superior at the
singular task (heating or positioning) they are designed for.
Bringing this idea of a two power supply into the earth bound laboratory should be able to
bring the same advantages seen in TEMPUS. The difficult aspect of such a transition is that
coil design with the gravity of earth in mind is not as easy as in the microgravity environment.
This is where the work that has been presented here may be able to alleviate the difficulties in
coil design.
Before the genetic algorithm is able to be used to design a system for the use of a second
power supply, the parameterization of the coil must be changed to reflect the new conditions.
Previously a loop of the coil was able to be completely described with a radius (bn), a z-position
(zn), and a sense (kn). Now we must add fourth characteristic, the current source in the loop
(In), which is to be either I1 or I2 to denote the current passing through coil 1 or 2. The new
generalized coil geometry is depicted graphically in figure 8.3.
With the new parameterization, it is also necessary to make a small modification to the
equations used in the calculation of force and power absorbed (eq. 3.1 and 3.4 respectively).
The original equations were developed assuming the current in every loop of the coil was the
same and so the current, I, was able to be moved outside of the summations. In order to
properly account for the effect of two separate power supplies, the current that is carried in
each loop must be moved back inside the summation leading to expressions for the force and
power absorbed expressed as follows:
Fz =
3
2
piµ(r3G(x))
∑
n
Inknb
2
n
[b2n + (z − zn)2]3/2
∑
n
Inb
2
n(z − zn)
[b2n + (z − zn)2]5/2
, (8.1)
and
Pabs = 3(pi
3µfγ−1)1/2r2[
1
2
∑
n
Inknb
2
n
[b2n + (z − zn)2]3/2
]2 . (8.2)
The next aspect of the genetic algorithm optimization procedure that may need to be
modified to account for the addition of a second power supply is the geometric restrictions
that are imposed on the loop positions. As before the loops cannot be allowed to overlap and
limits need to be in place to ensure sample visibility and introduction/extraction. With the
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Figure 8.3 Generalized coil geometry used for the analytical model. Each loop position is
specified by a sample radius, bn, position, zn, and sense kn as well as the addition
of loop current In to account for an additional power supply. (Adapted from Fromm
and Jehn [4])
second power supply it may be necessary to introduce another set of restrictions to ensure
constructability: there exists a real possibility that the procedure may lead to designs that, if
left undirected, would be nearly impossible to build (for example two interpenetrating coils).
The new restrictions would ensure that the designs can actually be built for testing.
Lastly, the evaluation procedure would require an additional step to evaluate the thermal
response as a function of the two input currents. The evaluation procedure as described in
figure B.4, only considers the temperature response of one range of input current, i.e. T (I),
and so the minimum temperature is the global minima in the curve of temperature versus
current. With the consideration of two input currents the temperature response becomes a
surface of T (I1, I2) and the minimum will be somewhere along a surface.
As for the selection criteria, very little would likely need to be done in the way of modi-
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fications to account for the second current source. If the desired goal is still reduced sample
temperatures then the current criteria would still lead to the best coil design.2
Using the modified procedure presented above, it is our belief that the design of a coil
that is able to take advantage of the introduction a second power supply system will lead to
similar experimental benefits as have been found in the microgravity environment. The largest
improvements would include the further decoupling of heating and lifting that should in turn
lead to lower sample temperatures and greater stability at the limits of accessible temperatures.
8.2.2.2 Experimental Study
Though EML is most typically used in the the study of the liquid state, there is no limi-
tation that the sample must be liquid during levitation. The ability to study solids with the
same advantages as liquids (i.e. no contamination from crucible (or chamber), controlled at-
mospheres, etc) has been a direction that has been greatly ignored in favor of more traditional
means.
However one example where EML is used to examine a solid sample is a study by Ro¨sner-
Kuhn et al. [107] in which the enthalpies of solid titanium and zirconium were measured at
temperatures approaching melting. Both of these materials have shown a very strong affinity
for oxidation and for this reason the superior atmosphere control in an EML as compared to
a standard DSC technique means that the sample can be kept very clean. As such the results
that are presented show reduced scatter compared to previous studies.
Inspired by the successful application of EML to the study of reactive materials, we would
like to propose that EML could potentially be employed to study the interaction between solids
and gases and investigate the thermodynamics and kinetics of a wide variety of reactions. Sim-
ilar studies have previously been performed in the liquid state using EML [23, 24] to study the
absorption/desorption of gases from liquid steel. In the liquid studies, EML not only provided
a highly controlled temperature and atmosphere but also led to a simplified analysis of the
kinetics. Typically the measurement of reaction kinetics is hindered by unreliable estimations
2It is our belief that the function of one or the other coil must be specified explicitly and that the optimization
procedure, given sufficient generations, will naturally lead to the differentiation of the coils.
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of the available surface for reaction as the surface that is typically in contact with the crucible
must be assumed to be completely isolated from the atmosphere - an assumption that may be
problematic. Because the sample is held in free space in EML, the total area at the surface
that is free to react can be calculated from direct observation of the sample with only the
assumption of axial symmetry. With an accurate measure of the reacting surface area, the rate
of reaction can be measured by measuring the changes in the sample, whether that is surface
chemistry or sample mass, as a function of the levitation time.
As with all studies using EML in a laboratory setting, it may be difficult to reach low enough
temperatures to study the interaction of gas atmospheres with a solid sample without the use
of secondary cooling. As mentioned previously, the use of secondary cooling gases can often
introduce a level of impurities that may be undesirable. We feel however that i) the methods
presented here can provide a means of keeping the level of secondary cooling to a minimum
by reducing the initial temperatures of levitation and ii) the nature of introducing a reactive
atmosphere will inherently bring an additional level of impurities of oxygen and nitrogen if care
is not taken in the preparation of the atmosphere, leading to levels higher than are present in
high purity cooling gases.
Therefore, when care is taken and the system is designed to operate in the desired temper-
ature range, EML provides a powerful tool to study gas-metal reactions under conditions that
can be well characterized leading to easy and accurate assessments of the kinetics and thermo-
dynamics of reaction. Such a tool would be of great benefit in the study of high temperature
or highly reactive materials as shown in the work by Ro¨sner-Kuhn et al.
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CHAPTER 9. Grain Growth
9.1 Literature Review
It is well known that the vast majority of materials, especially metallic materials, are
polycrystalline in nature and that a large fraction of the materials’ behaviors can be traced
back to the polycrystalline nature. It is also well known that the polycrystalline structure
is commonly made up of crystallites, regularly referred to as grains, which are characterized
by non-crystallographic interfaces. What is not commonly discussed is that these interfaces
between crystallites store a large amount of energy and that stored energy means that the
material cannot be considered an equilibrium material even when the phases present and phase
compositions are the equilibrium values [108].
When polycrystalline materials are subjected to elevated temperatures, the boundaries
between grains will begin to move in such a way as to reduce the overall grain boundary area
and thereby reduce the stored free energy. This process is commonly known as grain growth in
reference to the increase in average grain diameter over time. Typically grain growth is thought
of as the final stage of recrystallization, the process by which the energy stored during cold
working is released through the reorganization of the dislocation substructure. Grain growth is
not however confined to materials which have been deformed during cold work and is observed
in everything from vapor deposited films to large cast microstructures. Though being related to
recrystallization, the driving force for grain growth is much lower than that of recrystallization,
typically around two orders of magnitude less [6], and the mechanism is quite different. The
reduced driving force leads to reduced boundary velocity and an increase in the effect of solutes
and second phases.
Grain growth is often divided into two categories normal grain growth and abnormal grain
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growth. During normal grain growth the microstructure evolves by the reduction in boundary
area in a mostly uniform fashion. The result is a structure which maintains a grain diameter
distribution which is similar to the distribution before grain growth but shifted to a larger
average size. This distribution has been shown to follow a Rayleigh distribution [109] where
the frequency of a given grain size, as measured by grain radius R, is described by
f(R) = c2Re
(−c3R2) (9.1)
where c2 and c3 are fitting parameters.
Abnormal grain growth is defined by a small number of above average sized grains growing
at a rate that is much greater than the average growth rate. As the small number of grains
grow, a bi-modal grain size distribution is formed. The larger grains will continue
9.1.1 Technological Importance
The importance of grain growth in engineering applications stems from the interaction
between average grain size and a large number of the material properties, particularly the
mechanical behavior. The dependence of material strength, in the form of yield strength σy,
on the mean grain size, d, of the material is known as the Hall-Petch effect and is described by
σy = σ0 + kd
−1/2 (9.2)
where σ0 and k are constants for the particular material. In figure 9.1, we can see that the Hall-
Petch effect can be quite dramatic. In materials that are going to be used in low temperature
applications, it often becomes important to produce a reduced grain size not just for increased
strength but also for increased toughness [6].
For strength and toughness it is desirable to maintain a small grain size but this is not always
the best state for structural materials that operate at high temperature. At high temperatures,
metallic materials will strain,  under a static stress, σ, according to
d
dt
=
σ
d3
Dgbe
−Qcoble/RT (9.3)
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across this common boundary—say, from grain A to grain B in Figure 7.14. The
grain boundary acts as a barrier to dislocation motion for two reasons:
1. Since the two grains are of different orientations, a dislocation passing into
grain B will have to change its direction of motion; this becomes more diffi-
cult as the crystallographic misorientation increases.
2. The atomic disorder within a grain boundary region will result in a disconti-
nuity of slip planes from one grain into the other.
It should be mentioned that, for high-angle grain boundaries, it may not be the case
that dislocations traverse grain boundaries during deformation; rather, dislocations
tend to “pile up” (or back up) at grain boundaries. These pile-ups introduce stress
concentrations ahead of their slip planes, which generate new dislocations in adja-
cent grains.
A fine-grained material (one that has small grains) is harder and stronger than
one that is coarse grained, since the former has a greater total grain boundary area
to impede dislocation motion. For many materials, the yield strength varies with
grain size according to
(7.7)
In this expression, termed the Hall-Petch equation, d is the average grain diameter,
and and are constants for a particular material. Note that Equation 7.7 is not
valid for both very large (i.e., coarse) grain and extremely fine grain polycrystalline
materials. Figure 7.15 demonstrates the yield strength dependence on grain size for
a brass alloy. Grain size may be regulated by the rate of solidification from the liq-
uid phase, and also by plastic deformation followed by an appropriate heat treat-
ment, as discussed in Section 7.13.
It should also be mentioned that grain size reduction improves not only strength,
but also the toughness of many alloys.
Small-angle grain boundaries (Section 4.6) are not effective in interfering with
the slip process because of the slight crystallographic misalignment across the
boundary. On the other hand, twin boundaries (Section 4.6) will effectively block
kys0
sy ! s0 " kyd#1$ 2
sy
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Hall-Petch
equation—
dependence of yield
strength on grain size
Figure 7.15 The influence of
grain size on the yield strength of
a 70 Cu–30 Zn brass alloy. Note
that the grain diameter increases
from right to left and is not
linear. (Adapted from H. Suzuki,
“The Relation Between the
Structure and Mechanical
Properties of Metals,” Vol. II,
National Physical Laboratory,
Symposium No. 15, 1963, p. 524.)
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Figure 9.1 The influence of grain size on the yield strength in Cu-30%Zn [110].
where Dgb is the diffusivity along the grain boundaries and Qcoble is the activation energy for
creep. This process is known as Coble creep and for creep resistance, a microstructure with a
large grain size will perform much better.
Aside from the above effects on mechanical properties, grain size has also been shown to
have an effect on physical properties. For example, the magnetic permeability in soft magnetic
alloys has been shown to increase proportional to the square root of the mean grain size as
depicted in figure 9.2. This effect can be explained by the confinement of magnetic domains to
the length scale of a single grain. In this way the smaller the grain size, the smaller the initial
domains in the material.
Because of this dependence of so many properties on grain size, it is often important to
control the grain size of the material during processing and/or in the course of high temperature
service.
9.1.2 Models of Grain Growth
If it is assumed that the pressure difference across a grain boundary arising form the curva-
ture of that boundary is the sole driving force for the migration of a grain boundary then the
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Fig. 3. Dependence of coercivity on S. 
substitution of (3) and (4) into (1) gives: 
Pa = kS- iI2 (5) 
where k is a coefficient. In fact, our experimental 
results show that the dependence of pu, on S112 
is approximately linear (see fig. 41, and the corre- 
lation coefficient is 0.78. Equations (4) and (5) 
0’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ L . ’ 1 
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Fig. 4. Dependence of initial permeability on S. 
account for the greater changes in H, with an- 
nealing temperature than those of pa. 
It is worth mentioning that S is the total 
specific area of grain and twin boundaries. Thus 
eq. (5) enables us to understand why the forma- 
tion of (120)(001) texture during secondary re- 
crystallization leads to a greater increase in pa 
than in other cases of secondary recrystallization. 
According to ref. [8], grains of (120}(001) orien- 
tation have a reduced number of annealing twins. 
Consequently, material with {120}(001) texture 
should have decreased values of S and increased 
Pa. 
In conclusion, we should stress that a linear 
relationship between pa and S-1/2 is obtained 
for single-phase material with random grain ori- 
entation where the domain size is affected by 
both grain boundaries and annealing twin bound- 
aries. 
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kinetics of such a motion can be described through a simple analysis as presented by Burke and
Turnbull [112, 113]. Burke and Turnbull assert that the driving pressure (P) can be described
by,
P =
αγb
R¯
(9.4)
where R¯ is the mean radius of an individual grain, α is a geometric factor, and γb is the
interfacial energy for all grain boundaries. The velocity of the grain boundary can then be
assumed to be proportional to the driving pressure (i.e. v = kP ). Similarly the rate of change
of the mean radius can be assumed to be proportional to the velocity of the boundary. Thus,
the rate of change of the mean radius is proportional to the driving pressure and so
dR¯
dt
=
αkγb
R¯
. (9.5)
The mean grain radius for any time t, can then be described by
R¯2 = 2αkγbt+ R¯
2
0 , (9.6)
where R¯0 is the average grain radius of the initial state, and subsequently simplified to
R¯2 = ct+ R¯20 , (9.7)
when all of the constants are consolidated to a single value, c.
Barring a difference in the value of the fitting constant, equation 9.7 (often referred to as the
parabolic growth law) should properly describe growth in both 2 and 3 dimensional structures.
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This however is not the case for the great majority of materials that have been experimentally
examined. In practice a much more general form is used where the exponent 2 is replaced with
a constant, n, such that
R¯n = ct+ R¯n0 . (9.8)
The values that are often observed for the grain growth exponent n are often larger than
the predicted value of 2. For example the value of n for Zr has been found to be as high as 7
[114] where the value for Pb is much closer at around 2.5 [115]. Experiments have also shown
that the value of the growth exponent can be very dependent on the growth temperature as
evidenced by Al which has a value for n near 20 and 3 at 65% and 90% of its melting point
respectively [114].
Driven by the desire to find a superior method for describing the evolution of the grain
structure, including more than simply the mean grain radius, a number of other researchers
developed their own theories that center around the behavior of a single grain as it interacts
with some neighboring grains which represent an average of the whole assembly. These models
are collectively gathered under the category of mean field theories, for which there is a good
review in [6]. Because the relative change of any grain of a particular size is calculated with
respect to all other grains, the mean field theories describe the distribution of grains with time
something that is lost in the Burke analysis.
The issue with the development of such statistical theories is that they must attempt to
describe the complex nature of grain growth with a meaningful number of parameters which
are also few enough to be manageable. This often leads to the exclusion of much of the
complexity imposed by the topological requirements of grain growth as well as the effect that
those requirements would have on the energetics of the system. If the behavior of each and every
grain were considered as it relates to its actual spatial neighbors, then the difficulties regarding
topology and energetics would be be accounted for thus avoiding the issues of the statistical
theories. This is the goal behind the group of grain growth models collectively known as the
deterministic models. By nature the deterministic models are much more computationally
intensive and are best suited for large scale computer simulation, but are also much more
flexible and can be suited to the study of highly non-ideal situations involving anisotropic
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boundary energies [116] or multiple phases [117].
9.2 Current Work
Of the main factors that affect grain growth the one that is of the most technical importance
is the effect of pinning by solutes and second phase particles. Because the driving pressure for
grain growth is very low, the influence of these agents can be quite high, leading to reduced
boundary mobility and eventually a halting of all growth. For this reason, it is often advan-
tageous to introduce pinning agents, either exogenous or indigenous, to control grain growth
during the processing (or use) of a material.
The deliberate introduction of small second phase particles has been the primary method
of maintaing grain size at elevated temperatures ever since the work of Zener and Smith [7]
showed that an array of particles distributed through the matrix of a grain structure could
halt grain growth. The origin of the pinning force arises from the energy required to 1) bow
the boundary between two agents and 2) the creation of new surfaces as the boundary passes
the agent. If the boundary is approximated to be a planar front and the particles with volume
fraction, Vf , are distributed in a random array, the pinning pressure, Pz can be calculated by
Pz =
3Vfγ
2r
, (9.9)
where r and γ are the particle radius and particle/matrix surface energy respectively. Under
these conditions grain growth would be predicted to halt when the pinning pressure equals the
driving pressure leading to a pinned grain size
Dlim = A
αr
V mf
. (9.10)
In the Zener model for the limited grain size, the fitting constants A, α and m are 4/3, 1 and
1 respectively. There have been numerous refinements to the Zener theory of pinning in the
years since [8, 9] but all have yielded a limited grain size that is of the same form as the Zener
limit with a different geometric factor (α) in the range of .25 to .5. In these refinements the
value of A often varies but is always in the neighborhood of unity and the value of m is taken
to be equal to one. Experimentally, the limited diameter has shown good agreement with the
theory though the data is sparse.
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The Zener model, and refinements, provide a description of pinning for system at the limit
where the second phase particles are distributed randomly in space (often referred to as the
Zener limit), which in practice is often not realized. In the event that the second phase particles
are formed after the initial grain structure, that second phase is often formed on or near the
grain boundaries, as described by Hutchinson and Duggan [10]. If all particles are assumed
to lie randomly along the grain boundaries (referred to hereafter as the Hutchinson limit),
the limited grain size follows equation 9.10 except with a value of m of 0.5. The result for
such highly correlated systems is incidentally the same as that found for materials under Zener
conditions with a high volume fraction of particles, which would contain a large population of
particles initially very near the boundaries despite a random distribution overall. Thus it is
clear that for real material systems the correlation effects need to be considered for an accurate
prediction of the growth behavior.
Because the results of grain growth under random conditions show a different behavior under
low and high volume fractions, there is presumably a transition as the relationship between the
pinning distribution and the grain structure moves from highly correlated to less correlated. If
the nature of this transition can be identified and quantified, the behavior of growth at both
extremes may be able to be described using the same mechanism and possibly a single model.
In the current work we look to study the evolution of grain structures which contained
pinning agents whose distribution is varied from grain boundary centered to completely random.
Specifically the microstructure under study is characterized by a boundary region of varying
width, described by σ, in which the pinning particles are randomly distributed. In attempt to
separate the effects of boundary correlation and inter-particle spacing, the range of boundary
region widths were studies with both a constant average density of particles as well as a constant
local density.
9.3 Methods
A modification of the method proposed by Fan and Chen [118] for 2-D grain growth is the
basis for the simulations presented in this work. The phase-field method is a diffuse interface
approach that describes the system with a set of order parameters {ηi} to represent the local
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grain orientation and a local free energy function f(ηi(~r)). For order parameter i, ηi(~r) = 1
and ηi(~r) = 0 represent the presence or absence of grain orientation i at position ~r, with values
in between 0 and 1 representing a diffuse boundary region between grains. For each position
~r, the energy of the system is described by a local free energy function f(ηi(~r)) that shows a
minima only in the case where ηi(~r) = 1 and all other ηj 6=i(~r) = 0:
f(ηi) =
∑
i
(
k
2
η2i − kη3i +
k
2
η4i
)
+ k
(
1−
∑
i
ηi
)2
+
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
bη2i η
2
j (9.11)
The system evolves by following the maximum gradient of free energy to reach a state of
equilibrium. The evolution of ηi with t
1 is given by:
∂ηi
δt
= −Mi δF
δηi(~r, t)
(9.12)
= −Mi
k(ηi − 3η2i + 2η3i − 2ηi
(
1−
∑
i
ηi
))
+ 2bηi
∑
j 6=i
η2j
+ α∇2ηi
 .
For the sake of simplicity we assume the the system is isotropic and so the order parameter
mobility Mi is a constant, M0, as is the interfacial energy parameter α.
To reflect the reduction of boundary mobility in the area surrounding pinning agents, the
phase field mobility M0 is modified as:
M(~r) = M0 (1− Φ(~r)) . (9.13)
In this equation, Φ(~r) is a spatial function defined to be 1 within the area of the pinning agent
and 0 in the matrix. The pinning agents are assumed to be “perfect”, i.e.  = 1, so the mobility
around the pinning agents is reduced to 0.
9.3.1 Microstructural Formation
The initial state of a phase-field model can be of one of two types, the first is the fully
randomized state where the other is a close facsimile of a known material structure. The
randomized state allows the system to evolve completely under the energetics of the model and,
while this can lead to a more accurate indication of the results as predicted by the simulation,
1k, b, and α are all positive constants
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it comes at the cost of a very large amount of computing time. The additional calculations
required can add as much as 30% to the total computation time.
The easiest way to avoid that additional calculation time is to start the phase field in a
configuration that resembles the microstructure that is to be studied. The microstructure is
often taken from experimental data such that the phase-field model can be used to gain insight
into the evolution of known materials and systems, but it can also be taken from a more
theoretical treatment where the structure may be closer to ideal than observed or further from
equilibrium than a real material would be. In both cases the starting point for the simulation
is very well defined and can be tailored to a wide range of problems.
For the current work, we have selected to start with a phase-field configuration that closely
resembles a metal grain structure that might be seen in the cross-section of a metal specimen.
To achieve this starting configuration, the two dimensional simulation space was first populated
with a number of points where each point would represent the center of a single grain. These
points were placed randomly on the 300x300 x-y grid, each without the consideration of all
others that had been placed before. This left the potential for there to be fewer than the
initially specified number of grains in the case where two or more centers were placed on the
same grid point.
Once the grid of grain centers had been established the regions defined by each grain were
determined using a Voronoi tessellation. The process is as follows:
• A line is drawn between each of the grain centers.
• The line is bisected and a second line is drawn normal to the first.
• The normal is extended away from the first line until such time as the normal intersects
the normal formed by a different pair-center.
• The tessellation is complete when all of the normal lines have intersected either another
normal (or themselves in the case of periodic boundary conditions).
As a result of the tessellation, the two dimensional grid is separated into regions that will define
the grain structure. For each of the regions, i, an array of points, ηi(x, y) were generated; for
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all locations in the array that lay within the region the value was set to be 1 and for all other
locations the value was set to 0. At this point the phase-field variable ηi has been defined
and the initial configuration of the system was established. The microstructure following the
tessellation is left with sharp interfaces and very unstable angles at the grain junctions.
In attempt to reduce the unstable angles and produce the diffuse interface that is a charac-
teristic of the phase field model, the microstructure was allowed to evolve under the model as
described by eq. 9.12. The microstructure following the relaxation contained a greatly reduced
number of small grain angles and a diffuse interface at all grain boundaries (shown in figure
9.3(a)).
(a) Initial grain structure (b) Boundary region map, σ = 5 (c) Composite of (a) and (b)
Figure 9.3 Schematic drawings for the production of our simulated microstructures. Shown
in (a) is the grain structure after relaxation of the tessellation. (b) is the boundary
region map created with a value of σ = 5 from (a).
9.3.2 Pinning Placement
With the initial grain structure established, the next step in forming the simulation system
was to place the second phase pinning agents. For the current work, the pinning agents were
contained within a region around the grain boundaries and the region width (σ measured in
grid points) was varied in order to look at the transition from a highly correlated to a random
distribution.
The pinning placement was done for two types of system. The first is a microstructure
with a constant global density which is equivalent to a constant number of agents. For this
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system, as the boundary region width increases the local density of pinning agents decreases as
the number is constant but the area increases. The second type of system is a microstructure
with a constant local density of pinning agents in the boundary region. This means that as
the region width increases the total number of pinning agents increases, thereby increasing the
global density of pinning agents.
The procedure for both system types begins by identifying the center of point of the diffuse
grain boundary everywhere along the grain boundaries. The center was found by selecting all
points where ∑
i
ηi(x, y)(1− ηi(x, y)) ≥ .23 (9.14)
After identifying the center, the grid points which are within the specified width, σ, were
mapped to a separate grid that will act as a mask for the pinning agent placement (shown in
figure 9.3(b) for σ = 5).
For the first type of system, with constant global density, a low volume fraction of .075%
was selected for all simulations. Because we were looking at a 2-D system the volume fraction
is treated as equivalent to an area fraction leading to approximately 16 pinning agents. For
each pinning agent a location on the 300x300 grid was selected at random and then compared
to the grain boundary map. If the pinning location was not in the boundary region, a new
location was selected and checked as before. If the location was within the boundary region
the location is kept and the next agent was placed. This process was repeated until all pinning
agents were placed.
For the second type of system, the local density was selected such that the local density
would be equal to that of the smallest boundary region width (σ = 2) system from the first
type. This means that for a both types of system the final structure including the pinning
agents were the same when σ = 2. The local density is calculated by
ρσ=2loc =
VfAgrid
Aσ=2boundary
. (9.15)
From this local density, the effective volume fraction for a given value of σ is
V efff = Vf
Aσboundary
Aσ=2boundary
(9.16)
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where the volume fraction Vf is equal to the volume fraction from the first type of system.
The placement of the pinning agents was performed using the same procedure as with the first
type.
9.3.3 Summary of Simulation Space
The simulations in study of the effect of pinning agent placement on grain growth behavior
and the subsequent final structure were all performed using a fixed grid size of 300 points by
300 points as well as a fixed number of initial grains, 100. These values were selected as a
balance between having a statistical sample size and a small enough simulated region to keep
the computation time to a reasonable level. A complete summary of all other model parameters
and constants can be found in table 9.1.
Table 9.1 Summary of simulation variables that define the sample space
Constant Symbol Value (a.u)
grid size 300x300
initial number of grains N 100
time step ∆t .0005
total time tf 200
volume fraction Vf .075%
particle diameter d 2
mobility M 10
interfacial energy α 3
spacial step size ∆x 1
model constants b 10
k 5
Type † σ Replications
I 2 10
5 10
7 10
10 10
15 10
20 10
30 10
II 2 10
5 10
7 10
10 10
20 10
30 10
† I and II refer to the constant global and constant
local densities respectively
Also included in table 9.1, are the values of σ that were selected for both the constant global
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pinning agent density and constant local density studies. The smallest value of σ was selected
to be the average distance from the center point of the grain boundary, where
∑
ηi(1 − ηi) is
a maximum, to the point where the value of ηi > 0.9 rounded to the nearest grid point. For
σ = 2, all of the pinning agents would be placed directly on the initial grain boundaries and
thus represent the highly correlated systems as studied by [119].
The highest value of σ was selected to be nearly identical to the average grain diameter
of the starting structure. While this means that the average sized grain would actually be
spanned completely from both sides by the boundary region, the largest grains will be very
nearly covered and so the system will be as close as possible to a completely random distribution
of pinning particles. A depiction of the area that is covered by a particular boundary region
width can be seen in figure 9.4.
(a) σ = 3 (b) σ = 8 (c) σ = 13
(d) σ = 18 (e) σ = 23 (f) σ = 28
Figure 9.4 The area coverage of pinning region, grey area, shows greater coverage with in-
creasing σ but complete coverage coming with σ ≈ D.
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9.3.4 Methods to Improve Computation Time
As mentioned earlier, the phase-field method is a very computationally intensive technique
and since the initial development of the method there has been a great deal of work on ways
to simplify the calculations or increase the speed of simulation. The techniques that have
been used range from dynamic reassignment of order parameters [120, 121], to sparse matrix
methods [122] and large scale parallelization [123].
In the phase field code that was used in the current work (presented in Appendix C) the
main method that was selected to reduce the computation time was the sparse matrix method.
The term sparse matrix is used in numerical analysis to refer to an array that is primarily
filled with zeros. The basic premise behind the sparse matrix method is that there is a large
portion of the simulated space that is populated for a single order parameter with zeros and are
thereby not subject to change due to the nature of the evolution equations. Because the result
of performing the evolution on such points will always result in the state being left unchanged,
the points are not operated on and so the time to compute the change at that location is saved.
The sparse matrix method was implemented through the use of a linked list, a data structure
where each item in the list points to the next item in the list producing a sequence. The list
was initiated with all of the points where ηi was non-zero and the points where at least one
of the neighboring locations was non-zero. During the evolution of the microstructure when
the value of ηi increases above zero, all of the neighboring points were added to the list. Also,
when a value of ηi decreases to zero, the locations neighboring that point were checked and
those without a non-zero neighbor were removed from the list.
Aside from the sparse matrix method, the only other effort made to speed up the calculation
was to introduce a lookup table for the x and y positions of the grid points that directly neighbor
any given grid point in xy-space. There are a number of instances during the discretization
of the evolution equation where the calculation needs the value of the first and second nearest
neighbors. Due to the periodic boundary conditions, determining the appropriate neighbor and
value requires either a logical statement or a calculation to make sure that the array location
accessed is within the array bounds. The logical arguments or calculations take time and must
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be called for all points in space, therefore it is advantageous to create an array structure which
contains the row and column values of each neighbor for each location. This away can be
created once and then referenced many times saving a great deal of calculation time over the
length of the simulation.
9.4 Results
Prior to simulation of the type I and II distributions, a few simulations were run with a
low volume fraction (Vf = .0075) of pinning agents in a random array. The purpose of these
simulations was to determine the length of time (i.e. tf ) to be used to ensure that the system
has reached a time where the growth has halted. The average equivalent circular diameter
for a single simulation run is shown in figure 9.5(a) as a function of time. The growth shows
some characteristic steps, or jumps, in average diameter that result from the annihilation of a
single grain. Also clear is the slowing in growth as time increases until growth has effectively
stopped. The time for the establishment of the stabilized structure typically occurs in the
range of 400,000 or 600,000 steps and so, in the interest of computation time the 400,000th
step was chosen for the end point of the growth simulations. When a number of single growth
experiments are averaged the time dependence of the average grain size becomes a smooth
curve as seen in 9.5(b). In general the shape of the curve is indicative of a phenomena that
follows a parabolic trajectory, as grain growth is predicted to.
Having established a simulation length that is likely to lead to a stabilized grain structure,
the simulations for grain growth under the two types of pinning agent distribution were run for
the established length of time for the boundary region widths, σ described in table 9.1. The
resulting grain structures were analyzed to determine the average grain diameter in the pinned
state, Dpin.
For the simulations of Type I, the grain size of the system showed a generally increasing
trend with increasing values of σ. The average limited grain size is shown in figure 9.6 plotted
as a function of the grain boundary width normalized to the average initial grain diameter, Di.
It is here that we can see that the greatest change in the resulting grain size is a between the
two smallest values of σ that were examined. The increase in grain size is consistent with the
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Figure 9.5 Grain diameter (measured in grid points, g.p.) as a function of time for (a) a single
growth simulation, and (b) averaged of many separate simulations.
decreasing level of correlation with the grain boundary as the number of pinning agents in the
region is constant and so the local inter-particle spacing is increasing.
For the simulations of Type II, the grain size shows a general decreasing trend (depicted
in figure 9.6). As with the the Type I simulations, the greatest change in the limited grain
diameter occurs for small values of σ. Unlike the results of the Type I simulations, the response
to the increasing boundary width is non-monotonic. There is an initial increase in the pinned
grain diameter that is seemingly inconsistent. As the region width increases, the local inter-
particle spacing is held constant and the number of pinning agents increases. These conditions
would lead to a predicted decrease in the average pinned grain diameter, but instead an increase
is observed.
When the results from the simulations are compared in the Zener limit (σ/Di = 1), the
simulated grain size shows good agreement with the trend predicted by equation 9.10. With
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Figure 9.6 The average limited grain diameter is shown as a function of the boundary region
width, σ, normalized by the average initial grain diameter for the Type I () and
the Type II (H) particle distributions.
only two sets of simulations there is insufficient information to fit the constants in the Zener
model.
It should be noted that the results for the simulations of both Type I and Type II distribu-
tions occasionally show a wide spread in the observed grain size (σ/Di = 0.33 for instance) as
indicated by the error bars that mark out the range within one standard deviation. The likely
source of scatter is the relatively low number of grains that remain at the end of growth (u 40)
such that a change in 1 or 2 will result in a significant change in average size.
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9.5 Further Analysis
In the proceeding sections, a phase-field method for the simulation of grain growth in
systems containing a number of second phase pinning agents was detailed. That method was
used to study the evolution of grain structures with a distribution of pinning agents which
is varied from high boundary correlation to no correlation. This was achieved by looking at
systems containing a constant fraction of pinning agents (Type I) as well as a constant local
density of pinning agents (Type II).
The results showed that as the system transitioned from a grain boundary correlated system,
where σ was small, to a random system the average grain size increased for the Type I system
and decreased for the Type II system. This behavior is as predicted by current models of grain
growth at the extremes of correlation. The results also showed that there is an anomalous
behavior in the Type II system where there is an initial increase in average pinned grain
diameter with an increase in σ from 10% of the initial grain diameter to 17%. The increase is
followed by a large decrease as σ increases further to 23% of the initial grain diameter.
In an attempt to elucidate the mechanism that may lead to the anomalous increase in grain
size, a number of features of the microstructure were analyzed. The analysis and outcomes
from each feature are presented in the remainder of the current section.
9.5.1 Fraction of active agents
The first feature that was examined was the number of pinning agents that were actively
pinning at least one boundary at the end of growth and how that value changed as a function
of σ. For the final microstructure of each simulation every pinning agent was examined and
those which neighbored two or more grains, they were considered to be interacting with a
grain boundary. The total number of pinning agents found to be interacting with a grain
boundary was then divided by the total number of agents in the system, to get the fraction of
active pinning agents. This procedure was repeated for each trial at all values of σ and both
distribution types. The resulting average fraction of active pinning agents is shown in figure
9.7.
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Figure 9.7 The fraction of active pinning agents, those interacting with at least one boundary,
decreases with the normalized boundary width (σ/Di)
For the systems containing a constant local density of pinning agents (Type II), the fraction
of active pinning agents follows a smooth decreasing trend. At the minimum boundary region
width, σ = 2, the fraction of pinning agents is at a maximum of nearly 0.92. This value
decreases to around 0.76 when the width increases to roughly the average initial diameter. The
results for the Type I systems, shows a greater scatter from the general trend. Surprisingly the
average fraction of active pining agents for the Type I systems with σ ≈ Di is almost identical
to the fraction active in Type II systems at the same boundary region width.
In the pursuit of a mechanism that would lead to the increased limited grain size observed
in the Type II system around σ/D(i) = 0.17, an analysis of the active pinning agents provides
no new insight. The observed trends show no similarities to the trends in observed grain size.
Indeed, the lack of similarities makes it very difficult to formulate a correlation between the
number (or fraction) of active pins and the resulting grain size.
From the analysis of the active pinning agents, the most important insight gained is that
the fraction of active pinning agents appears to be a function of the boundary region width
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much more than the number or density of pining agents. This is supported by the observation
that the fraction of active pins at the Zener limit is the same for both the low volume fraction
of pinning agents in the Type I simulations, and the higher volume fraction of the Type II
simulations.
9.5.2 Fraction of boundary and junction agents
Having failed to elucidate the mechanism for the anomalous increase with the analysis of
the fraction of active pinning agents, we look to the relative number of pinning agents on a
boundary rather than at a junction since the effect of junction pinning is higher than that of
boundary pinning [124]. Here the active pinning agents are separated into those which are on a
boundary between 2 grains and those which are on a junction of 3 or more grains. The fraction
of the total number of pinning agents that reside on a grain boundary and the fraction residing
on grain junctions are presented in figure 9.8 and 9.9 respectively.
Figure 9.8 The fraction of pinning agents which are on grain boundaries decreases with the
normalized boundary width (σ/Di)
In the results from the Type I system, we find that the source of the scatter observed in the
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Figure 9.9 The fraction of pinning agents lying on grain junctions (where 3 or more grains
meet) appears to be approximately constant.
total fraction of pinning agents can be mainly attributed to the scatter in the fraction of agents
at grain junctions. More over, the decrease in total fraction of pinning agents which are active
can be attributed to the decrease in the number of pinning agents falling on grain boundaries,
as the number of junction pinning agents is nearly constant with σ.
As for the results from the Type II system, the fraction of pinning agents on grain boundaries
and at junctions both show a degree of scatter, but as with the Type I systems the general
decrease in the number of active pins can be attributed to the decrease in the number of agents
on boundaries. In general the fraction of pinning agents on grain junctions remains constant
with σ. The interesting feature of the scatter is that for values of σ where the fraction of
boundary agents decreases more rapidly than average, the fraction of junction agents increases
and when the fraction of boundary agents decreases at a rate less average, the fraction of
junction agents decreases. In this way the rate of decrease of the fraction of active pinning
agents is able to remain nearly constant.
Despite providing a greater understanding of the microstructural changes that led to the
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decrease in the fraction of pinning agent which are actively pinning the grain structure, ex-
amining the partitioning of active pinning agents between boundaries and junctions fails to
yield evidence of a mechanism that would explain the increase in average grain diameter for
the Type II systems with σ/Di = 0.17.
9.5.3 Fraction of pinned boundaries
The final feature of the microstructure that was examined focused on the grain boundaries
rather than the pining agents. Because it is possible that two or more pinning agents are
interacting with the same segment of grain boundary, it is potentially more informative to
examine the fraction of all grain boundaries are interacting with at least one pinning agent.
Figure 9.10 For a constant number of pinning agents , the fraction of grain boundaries that
are interacting with a pinning agent is approximately constant. For a constant
local density of pinning agents H, the fraction of boundaries that are interacting
with a pinning agent increases with the normalized boundary region width
The Type I simulations in general contain a constant fraction of pinned grain boundaries,
with a small (0.013) initial increase and a then subsequent decrease. The Type II simulations
on the other hand show a slight decrease of 0.01 from σ = 2 to σ = 5 followed by a rapid
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increase to 0.72 at σ = 10 after which the fraction increases slightly to a maximum of 0.75.
The dramatic increase in the number of boundaries interacting with at least one pinning agent
as the boundary region width is increases, seen the Type II simulations is understandable given
that the number of agents increases over the same range. Similarly the almost constant fraction
of pinned boundaries for the Type I simulations can be linked to the constant number of agents.
It is in the analysis of the fraction of boundaries which are pinned that a potential mecha-
nism for the anomalous increase in grain size. There exist a minimum in the fraction of pinned
boundaries for precisely the same value of σ as the increased grain size in the Type II distribu-
tion. Furthermore, there is a maximum in the pinned boundary fraction for the range of values
for σ where the limited grain size is at a minimum (σ = 10 to 30).
For the smallest value of σ, it can be assumed that all pinning agents begin at least partially
on the grain boundaries since the region width is the same as the diffuse boundary width from
the phase-field model. When the value of σ is increased to just larger than the diffuse boundary
width, there becomes the possibility that a fraction of the pinning agents will start in locations
that are not on a grain boundary and that the boundary will be free to move away from
the pinning agent. Because the increase in σ is small, the boundary region area will increase a
small amount and in the Type II distribution the number of pinning agents would only increase
slightly. Additionally σ is still small compared to the length scale of the microstructure, the
mean distance to the nearest agent is large and so the boundary must migrate a large distance
before it is likely to encounter another agent and become pinned, thereby reducing the chance
that the boundary will become pinned in the time scale simulation. This would lead to a
decrease in the average number of pinned boundaries as well as an increased average grain size
just as observed.
If the boundary region width is increased further, the increase in the number of pinning
agents with the decrease in the global average particle spacing will lead to a higher probability
of a boundary interacting with a pinning agent. This leads to the higher fraction of pinned
boundaries, and the reduced average grain size.
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9.6 Conclusion
The introduction of second phases particles is a widely practiced engineering method to
control grain size and prevent grain growth. The groundwork for the understanding of how
to model and predict the effect of second phase particles was laid by Zener and Smith, and
since there have been numerous refinements. The models of grain growth take many forms but
generally with a structure like that of equation 9.10.
The experimental data shows that the pinned grain size fits well to the model with an
exponent, m, at or around a value of 1 but only when the volume fraction is low. As the volume
fraction increases the data better fits the pinning model that was developed for grain boundary
correlated systems. The change in behavior seems to suggest that there is a transition in
behavior despite the interaction between a single particle and boundary remaining unchanged.
Here we looked at the growth of two types of systems as the distribution of the pinning
agents is shifted from grain boundary correlated to random. The first type of system maintains
a constant average volume fraction, and then has agents distributed randomly in a boundary
region with increasing width, measured normal to the boundary. The second type has a con-
stant local volume fraction of pinning agents distributed in the same boundary region. The
method used was a phase-field model similar to the model proposed by [118]. The effect of the
pinning agents was modeled using the assumption that the mobility of a grain boundary that
is interacting with a pining agent is reduced to zero.
The results of the Type I distribution showed a smooth transition in pinned grain size
with the results at the extremes of the transition showing good agreement with the predictions
for correlated and non-correlated systems. The Type II distribution results also showed good
agreement at the extremes of correlation but the transition from correlated to non-correlated
showed an increase in grain size for σ = 5 that was not predicted. It is this behavior in the
Type II system that may indicate what is occurring in the systems during the transition from
correlated to non-correlated.
In attempt to elucidate the mechanism that leads to the anomalous increase in grain size
for the Type II system a number of secondary mircostructural analyses were performed on the
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final grain structures from each trial for both system types. The fraction of pinning agents
that were actively pinning a boundary was examined and showed that the fraction in both
system types decreased with increasing σ indicating a rise in pinning agents in the bulk of the
structure. The relative fractions of pinning agents on boundaries and at junctions revealed the
source the scatter in the fraction of total active agents but failed to yield much else. Finally the
boundaries were examined to determine the fraction of the grain boundaries that were being
acted on by at least one pinning agent. Here it was found that the fraction remains nearly
constant for the Type I system but shows a trend for the Type II system that is opposite of
that seen in the grain size.
The decrease in fraction of pinned boundaries as the boundary width increases to just larger
than the diffuse boundary width from the phase field model, can be explained by an increase
in the probability that an agent is formed off of the nearest boundary and the boundary is
then free to potentially move over a long distance before the likelihood of encountering another
pinning agent. If the boundary were smaller, σ = 2, the pinning agents would all form on the
boundary and a pinned boundary would only be able to move if it first bowed past and formed
a continuous boundary again.
The results of the current study lead to a few important conclusions and few questions for
further investigation. The first outcome is a clearer picture of the region between the commonly
accepted extreme cases. The transition appears to be a continuous transition and for the case
of constant volume fraction systems it appears to be a smooth, monotonic transition. The
second outcome is a discovery of an anomalous grain size increase for the Type II system in the
region where the boundary area width initially becomes larger than the grain boundary width.
While this behavior may be an artifact of the simulation technique, it may also provide insight
into the shift from a surface phenomena to a bulk (m = .5 to m = 1 in eq. 9.10). Further
study is needed in the region of the anomalous behavior to elucidate the true reason for the
presence of the feature.
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APPENDIX A. Numerical Model for the EML Process
The initial quantitative model for the levitation force exerted by an electrical coil on a
conductive sphere was presented in [12]. The assumptions used then are still used now. First,
the conducting sphere is homogeneous and the induced current in the sphere can be treated
as a single loop current because of the skin effect from the high frequency current in the coil.
The initial model was verified by a number of different studies and subsequently extended to
coils of arbitrary geometry. The model presented below is for coil geometries which consist of
coaxial circular loops.
Model for Levitation Force
The force exerted by coils with the aforementioned symmetry has been derived from the
equation for the force exerted by one coil of current on another and the fact that the interaction
is additive thus it can be treated with simple superposition. A more detailed derivation can be
found in [4]. The result is a function of the geometry of the coils described by the radius (bn)
and height (zn) above an arbitrary zero of each of n total coils as shown in figure A.1. Also, the
force exerted is a function of system parameters including the imposed frequency (f), droplet
radius (r), and the molten material’s magnetic permeability (µ) and electrical conductivity (γ)
(see A.1 and A.2).
The last assumption in the derivation is that the droplet radius is small by comparison to
the radius of each of the coils. After some experimental verification of the lifting force from a
single coil, it was found that “small” extends to droplets with a radius as much as .47 times the
coil diameter without loss in quantitative accuracy and so it is conceivable that the equation
can be extended a bit further.
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Figure A.1 Generalized coil geometry used in the derivation of the levitation force
Fz =
3
2
piµI2(r3G(x))
∑
n
b2n
[b2n + (z − zn)2]3/2
∑
n
b2n(z − zn)
[b2n + (z − zn)2]5/2
(A.1)
G(x) = 1− 3
4
sinh(2x)− sin(2x)
sinh2(x) + sin2(x)
(A.2)
x = r
√
pifµγ
The total force exerted on the droplet is a combination the levitation force and any external
sources. For a system containing some form of forced convection cooling, there will be a
combination of fluid drag and buoyancy. For the force due to fluid drag the gas velocity is
defined to be positive in the positive z-direction, in this way the sum of the force exerted by
the gas can be expressed as
Fg = Fd + Fb = 6piηνr + ρggVp . (A.3)
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The equilibrium sample position is found by setting the sum of all forces equal to zero and
solving for the z-position. Because there exists the possibility for more than one solution, it
is necessary to provide an extra constraint on the equilibrium position. For the sample to be
stable, the slope of the force-position curve needs to be negative. Under such conditions the
sample will experience a restoring force when oscillating away from the central location. If it
is assumed that the sample begins to levitation process in the region between the lower and
upper coils, then the location that satisfies the zero force and negative gradient condition that
is nearest the initial location is equilibrium position (as shown in figure A.2).
Model for Droplet Temperature
Once the location of the droplet in the system is known, it becomes possible to determine
the temperature of the droplet. Much like the derivation of the lifting force, the literature offers
a number of views on how to model the temperature and our model comes from that presented
by [4]. The power absorbed by the sample is given by
Pabs = 3(pi
3µfγ−1)1/2r2H2 , (A.4)
where
H =
1
2
I
∑
n
b2n
[b2n + (z − zn)2]3/2
(A.5)
and in which the droplet is assumed to be spherical and the induced current to assumed to
form a single loop around the equator of the droplet. The induced current produces a resistive
heating effect and so the power absorbed is very dependent on the conductivity (γ) of the
droplet as well as the current and frequency of the coil.
Under typical levitation conditions the foremost method of power loss is by radiation. The
sample will emit heat proportional to the emissivity of the sample and the size of the droplet
as seen equation A.7, and therefore higher emissivity or size will lead to higher power loss. In
a vacuum, radiation is the only heat transfer mechanism and as such the temperatures will be
higher than in a gas atmosphere.
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As discussed in section 2.1.1, the introduction of a controlled atmosphere can provide a
powerful means of cooling. By backfilling the levitation chamber with inert gases such as
Ar and He or a reducing gas such as hydrogen, the sample will lose additional heat to the
environment via natural convection and, to a lesser degree, conduction. If the gas is instead
blown over the sample, the rate of heat loss will be greater. The total heat loss due to forced
and/or natural convection can be calculated by equation A.8.
The temperature of the droplet can be found by balancing the power that is absorbed by
the droplet from resistive heating with the power that is lost to the surroundings such that
Pabs = P
rad
loss + P
conv
loss , (A.6)
where the power lost due to radiation
P radloss = σA(T
4 − T 40 ) , (A.7)
and where the power lost due to forced convection
P convloss =
kf
2r
(2.0 + .6(2rν∞
ρg
η
)1/2(Cp
η
kf
)1/3)(T − Tg)A . (A.8)
It is clear that the temperature of the droplet is a complex function of many system,
material, and fluid parameters, but with only a few estimations it is possible to predict the
temperature and this is shown in figure A.2. From an analysis of the power balance it is inter-
esting to note that the predicted temperature shows a very different behavior as a function of
input current than that of levitation position. Where the levitation position shows a minimum
at low current and a maximum at infinitely high current, the temperature shows only a theo-
retical maximum at low current and then a continuous decrease with increasing current. This
can be explained by the competition between the field from the lower and upper coil creating
a minimum in flux (depicted in figure A.3) that decreases with increasing current.
Experimentally, the continuous decrease in absorbed power with current is not the observed
behavior. Instead, at high currents the sample temperature increases with increasing current
as a result of increased power absorbed (this effect is shown in figure A.4). The increased power
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Figure A.2 Prediction of the levitation force profile with the equilibrium point indicated with
square and the temperature at that location
is a result to the finite size of the sample, especially in the z-direction, something that is not
accounted for in the Fromm and Jehn model. A solution to this problem is to treat the droplet
as a series of circular disks along the z-axis. If the power absorbed by each disk is summed
up with a weighting factor related to the volume of the disk, the total power absorbed can be
expressed as
P ′abs =
zmax∑
z′=zmin
Vdisk(z
′)
Vsphere
Pabs(z
′) . (A.9)
By treating the power absorbed in this way, it is possible to recover the behavior that is
observed in experiments A.4(b) and thus it is also possible to better predict the effect of the
various components of the EML system design.
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Figure A.3 Shown above is the power absorbed by a liquid droplet as a function of position
and coil current. The power absorbed shows a minimum corresponding to the
minimum in magnetic flux. It can bee seen (via the vertical lines) that the height
of the sample extends into a region of non-uniform gradient.
MATLAB implementation
To make use of the power of the analytical model, it was coded into a matlab program. The
program takes the material to be levitated, the atmosphere, gas flow rate, coil current, and
sample size as input. For simplicity, the properties for a number of common materials were
included in the model (table A.1). Similarly, the relevant parameters for a selection of gases
were also included (table A.2).
Table A.1 Physical property data for selected elements
Element γ ( 1
Ω
) ×10−7 ρ ( g
m3
) x10−6 Tm (K) µ ×104 ( NA2 ) 
Cu 5.959 8.02 1357.7 µ0 .14
Al .3673 2.38 933.5 µ0 .10
Ni 1.443 7.81 1728 1.25 .40
Zr .2375 5.80 2128 1.20 .41
Fe .0714 7.02 1809 62.8 .25
One feature that has been incorporated into the MATLAB model that is not built into
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Figure A.4 (a) The modification to the power absorbed eliminates the continuous temperature
decrease with increasing current. (b) Droplet temperature as a function of coil
current for two different sized samples of pure Al experimentally confirms the
model.
the original analytical model is the temperature dependence the material or gas properties.
This is achieved by first calculating the equilibrium sample temperature using an initial set of
parameters. The sample temperature is then used to determine a more accurate estimate for
the temperature dependent properties that can then be passed back into the model. When this
has been repeated a couple of times the estimates tend to converge to a very accurate sample
temperature.
The working code is as follows:
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Table A.2 Physical property data for selected controlled atmospheres
Gas η (Ns
m2
) ×10−7 ρg ( gm3 ) Cp ( JgK ) kf ×103
He 199 162.5 5.193 152
N2 178.2 1123.3 1.041 25.9
Ar 222 1784 .520 16
H2 89.6 80.78 14.31 183
Vacuum – – – –
f unc t i on [ Tfinal , xloc , dFdz , vg , r , I , f ]=coildesignv4_1 ( readme , mat , gas , flowrate , I , r ,←↩
outname , steps )
c l f
% t h i s an a n a l y t i c a l e s t imat i on o f the l e v i t a t i o n f o r c e and power input f o r
% var i ous c o i l d e s i gn s to opt imize the a c c e s s a b l e temperature range
% a l l va lue s are in the expected SI un i t s
% This uses a volume weighted average o f power absorbt ion over the he ight
% o f the sphere to get a b e t t e r e s t imate o f the t o t a l power absorbed
%I = 50;% c o i l cur r ent (A)
f = 178000;% frequency o f power supply (Hz)
switch mat
case 'Al '
material=mat ;
gamma = 4.573 e6 ; % e l e c t r i c a l conduc t i v i ty (S)
rho = 2.375 e6 ; % dens i ty o f the l i q u i d sample ( g mˆ−3)
mu = 4∗ pi ∗10ˆ−7; % permat iv i ty o f the l e v i t a t e d sample
epsilon = . 1 ; % e m i s s i v i t y o f l i q u i d
Tm=933.47;
case ' Zr '
material=mat ;
gamma = 2.3753 e6 ; % e l e c t r i c a l conduc t i v i ty (S)
rho = 5.8 e6 ; % dens i ty o f the l i q u i d sample ( g mˆ−3)
mu = 4∗ pi ∗10ˆ−7; % permat iv i ty o f the l e v i t a t e d sample
epsilon = . 4 1 ; % e m i s s i v i t y o f l i q u i d
Tm=2128;
case 'Fe '
material=mat ;
gamma = .909 e6 ; % e l e c t r i c a l conduc t i v i ty (S)
rho = 7.02 e6 ; % dens i ty o f the l i q u i d sample ( g mˆ−3)
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mu = 4∗ pi ∗10ˆ−7; % permat iv i ty o f the l e v i t a t e d sample
epsilon = . 2 5 ; % e m i s s i v i t y o f l i q u i d
Tm=1811;
case 'Cu '
material=mat ;
gamma = 4.997 e6 ; % e l e c t r i c a l conduc t i v i ty (S)
rho = 8.02 e6 ; % dens i ty o f the l i q u i d sample ( g mˆ−3)
mu = 4∗ pi ∗10ˆ−7; % permat iv i ty o f the l e v i t a t e d sample
epsilon = . 1 4 ; % e m i s s i v i t y o f l i q u i d
Tm=1357.77;
case 'Cu2 ' % a Modif ied Copper to s imulate an a l l o y o f mostly copper
material=mat ;
gamma = 4.997 e6 ∗ . 9 ; % e l e c t r i c a l c onduc t i v i t y (S)
rho = 8.02 e6 ; % dens i ty o f the l i q u i d sample ( g mˆ−3)
mu = 4∗ pi ∗10ˆ−7; % permat iv i ty o f the l e v i t a t e d sample
epsilon = . 1 4 ; % e m i s s i v i t y o f l i q u i d
Tm=1357.77;
case 'Cu3 ' % a Modif ied Copper to s imulate an a l l o y o f mostly copper
material=mat ;
gamma = 4.997 e6 ∗ . 8 ; % e l e c t r i c a l c onduc t i v i t y (S)
rho = 8.02 e6 ; % dens i ty o f the l i q u i d sample ( g mˆ−3)
mu = 4∗ pi ∗10ˆ−7; % permat iv i ty o f the l e v i t a t e d sample
epsilon = . 1 4 ; % e m i s s i v i t y o f l i q u i d
Tm=1357.77;
case 'Cu4 ' % a Modif ied Copper to s imulate an a l l o y o f mostly copper
material=mat ;
gamma = 4.997 e6 ; % e l e c t r i c a l conduc t i v i ty (S)
rho = 8.02 e6 ∗ . 9 ; % dens i ty o f the l i q u i d sample ( g mˆ−3)
mu = 4∗ pi ∗10ˆ−7; % permat iv i ty o f the l e v i t a t e d sample
epsilon = . 1 4 ; % e m i s s i v i t y o f l i q u i d
Tm=1357.77;
case 'Cu5 ' % a Modif ied Copper to s imulate an a l l o y o f mostly copper
material=mat ;
gamma = 4.997 e6 ; % e l e c t r i c a l conduc t i v i ty (S)
rho = 8.02 e6 ∗ . 8 ; % dens i ty o f the l i q u i d sample ( g mˆ−3)
mu = 4∗ pi ∗10ˆ−7; % permat iv i ty o f the l e v i t a t e d sample
epsilon = . 1 4 ; % e m i s s i v i t y o f l i q u i d
Tm=1357.77;
case ' Test '
material=mat ;
gamma = 2e6 ; % e l e c t r i c a l conduc t i v i ty (S)
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rho = 8.02 e6 ; % dens i ty o f the l i q u i d sample ( g mˆ−3)
mu = 4∗ pi ∗10ˆ−7; % permat iv i ty o f the l e v i t a t e d sample
epsilon = . 2 ; % e m i s s i v i t y o f l i q u i d
otherwise
material=mat ;
% f i l l in with input commands
end
switch gas
case 'He '
etag=199e−7; % gas v i s c o s i t y (N s mˆ−2) @ 300K
rhog=162.5; % dens i ty o f gas ( g mˆ−3)
Cpf=5.193; % heat capac i ty o f gas ( J gˆ−1 Kˆ−1)
kf=152e−3;
Nu0=2.0;
vac=1;
case 'N2 '
etag=178.2e−7; % gas v i s c o s i t y (N s mˆ−2) @ 300K
rhog=1123.3; % dens i ty o f gas ( g mˆ−3)
Cpf=1.041; % heat capac i ty o f gas ( J gˆ−1 Kˆ−1)
kf=25.9e−3;
Nu0=2.0;
vac=1;
case 'H2 '
etag=89.6e−7; % gas v i s c o s i t y (N s mˆ−2) @ 300K
rhog=80.78; % dens i ty o f gas ( g mˆ−3)
Cpf=14.31; % heat capac i ty o f gas ( J gˆ−1 Kˆ−1)
kf=183e−3;
Nu0=2.0;
vac=1;
case 'Ar '
etag=222e−7; % gas v i s c o s i t y (N s mˆ−2) @ 300K
Cpf=.520; % heat capac i ty o f gas ( J gˆ−1 Kˆ−1)
rhog=1784; % dens i ty o f gas ( g mˆ−3)
kf=16e−3;
Nu0=2.0;
vac=1;
case ' vac '
etag=1; % gas v i s c o s i t y (N s mˆ−2) @ 300K
rhog=1;
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Cpf=1; % heat capac i ty o f gas ( J gˆ−1 Kˆ−1)
kf=1;
Nu0=0;
vac=0;
end
sigma=5.669e−8; % (W∗mˆ−2∗Kˆ−4)
gavcon =9.8; % g r a v i t a t i o n a l a c c e l e r a t i o n
Tf=298; % f l u i d T
T0=298; % temperature o f the surroundings
vg=flowrate ;
mass = 4/3∗ pi ∗rˆ3∗rho ;
% Ca lcu la te x
x = r ∗ ( . 5∗ f∗mu∗gamma) ˆ(1/2) ; % changed p i to . 5 a f t e r l ook ing at Herlach 1993
i f (x>=355.23)
x
e r r o r ( ' This system has f a i l e d . x i s too l a r g e ' )
end
location=dlmread ( readme ) ; % t h i s w i l l read in the r , z va lue s o f each turn o f the c o i l
[ a , b ]= s i z e ( location ) ; %#ok<∗NASGU> % t h i s w i l l read in the number o f c o i l s ( a ) and 2 (←↩
b)
F=zero s ( steps , 2 ) ;
z=l i n s p a c e (2∗min( location ( : , 1 ) ) ,6∗max( location ( : , 1 ) ) , steps ) ;
dr=z (2 )−z (1 ) ;
intsteps=int32 ( r/dr ) ;
Vsphere=4/3∗pi ∗r ˆ3 ;
% f l g =1;
% whi le ( f l g ==1)
% s o l v e f o r f o r c e as a func t i on o f z
f o r v=1:steps
F (v , 1 )=z ( v ) ;
part1=0;
part2=0;
f o r n=1:a
i f ( location (n , 3 ) ==1)
part1=part1+location (n , 2 ) ˆ2/( location (n , 2 ) ˆ2+(z ( v )−location (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2)←↩
ˆ(3/2) ;
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part2=part2+location (n , 2 ) ˆ2∗( z ( v )−location (n , 1 ) ) /( location (n , 2 ) ˆ2+(z ( v←↩
)−location (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2) ˆ(5/2) ;
e l s e i f ( location (n , 3 )==−1)
part1=part1−location (n , 2 ) ˆ2/( location (n , 2 ) ˆ2+(z ( v )−location (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2)←↩
ˆ(3/2) ;
part2=part2−location (n , 2 ) ˆ2∗( z ( v )−location (n , 1 ) ) /( location (n , 2 ) ˆ2+(z ( v←↩
)−location (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2) ˆ(5/2) ;
end
end
F (v , 2 ) =3/2∗pi ∗mu∗I ˆ2∗( rˆ3∗G ( x ) ) ∗part1∗part2 ;
end
Fgas=rhog /1000∗ gavcon ∗4/3∗ pi ∗rˆ3+6∗pi ∗etag∗r∗vg ;
Fnet ( : , 2 )=F ( : , 2 )−mass ∗9.80665/1000+ Fgas ;
Fnet ( : , 1 )=F ( : , 1 ) ;
% subplot ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) ;
% p lo t (F ( : , 1 ) , Fnet ( : , 2 ) ) % Commented when check ing other s t a t e s
% a x i s ( [ 0 . 05 −.3 . 3 ] )
% hold on
%f i n d the l o c a t i o n with 0 f o r c e and negat ive d e r i v a t i v e
froots=1;
Zs=0;
f o r v=2:steps−1
i f ( s i gn ( Fnet (v , 2 ) )==−s i gn ( Fnet ( v+1 ,2) ) )
Zs ( froots )=v ; %#ok<∗AGROW>
froots=froots+1;
end
end
xloc = 0 ;
xindex=2;
yloc = 0 ;
%yindex =0;
i f Zs (1 )<2
e l s e
f o r v=1: l ength ( Zs )
i f ( ( Fnet ( Zs ( v ) +1 ,2)−Fnet ( Zs ( v ) −1 ,2) )<0)
xloc = Fnet ( Zs ( v ) , 1 ) ;
xindex=Zs ( v ) ;
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yloc = Fnet ( Zs ( v ) , 2 ) ;
%yindex=Zs ( v ) ;
break
end
end
end
i f xindex<intsteps
Tfinal=0; xloc=0; dFdz=0;
re turn
end
% p lo t ( xloc , y loc , ' s ' , ' MarkerFaceColor ' , ' r ' , ' MarkerSize ' , 6 )
% x l a b e l ( ' Distance z (m) ' )
% y l a b e l ( ' Net f o r c e (N) ' )
A=4∗pi ∗r ˆ2 ;
P=ze ro s ( steps , 2 ) ;
f o r v=1:steps
zloc=z ( v ) ;
part1=0;
part2=0;
f o r n=1:a
i f ( location (n , 3 ) ==1)
part1=part1+location (n , 2 ) ˆ2/( location (n , 2 ) ˆ2+(zloc−location (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2)←↩
ˆ(3/2) ;
part2=part2+location (n , 2 ) ˆ2∗( zloc−location (n , 1 ) ) /( location (n , 2 ) ˆ2+(←↩
zloc−location (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2) ˆ(5/2) ;
e l s e i f ( location (n , 3 )==−1)
part1=part1−location (n , 2 ) ˆ2/( location (n , 2 ) ˆ2+(zloc−location (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2)←↩
ˆ(3/2) ;
part2=part2−location (n , 2 ) ˆ2∗( zloc−location (n , 1 ) ) /( location (n , 2 ) ˆ2+(←↩
zloc−location (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2) ˆ(5/2) ;
end
end
P (v , 1 )=part1 ;
P (v , 2 )=part2 ;
end
Paint=0;
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f o r v=1:intsteps−1
rp=dr∗double ( v ) ;
Vdisk=dr∗ pi /3∗(3∗ rˆ2−3∗rpˆ2−3∗rp∗dr−dr ˆ2) ;
fdisk=Vdisk/Vsphere ;
%zeta=( s q r t ( rˆ2−rp ˆ2)+s q r t ( r ˆ2−( rp+dr ) ˆ2) ) /2 ;
zeta=s q r t ( rˆ2−(rp ) ˆ2) ;
Pdisk1=3∗( p i ˆ3∗mu ) ˆ . 5∗ ( f∗1/gamma) ˆ .5∗ zeta ˆ2∗(1/2∗ I∗P ( xindex+v , 1 ) ) ˆ2 ;
Pdisk2=3∗( p i ˆ3∗mu ) ˆ . 5∗ ( f∗1/gamma) ˆ .5∗ zeta ˆ2∗(1/2∗ I∗P ( xindex−v , 1 ) ) ˆ2 ;
Paint=Paint+fdisk ∗( Pdisk1+Pdisk2 ) ;
end
Paint ;
% part1 =0;
% part2 =0;
% f o r n=1:a
% i f ( l o c a t i o n (n , 3 ) ==1)
% part1=part1+l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2/( l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2+( xloc−l o c a t i o n (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2)←↩
ˆ(3/2) ;
% part2=part2+l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2∗( xloc−l o c a t i o n (n , 1 ) ) /( l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2+( xloc−←↩
l o c a t i o n (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2) ˆ(5/2) ;
% e l s e i f ( l o c a t i o n (n , 3 )==−1)
% part1=part1−l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2/( l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2+( xloc−l o c a t i o n (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2)←↩
ˆ(3/2) ;
% part2=part2−l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2∗( xloc−l o c a t i o n (n , 1 ) ) /( l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2+( xloc−←↩
l o c a t i o n (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2) ˆ(5/2) ;
% end
% end
% %x=r ∗ ( . 5∗ f ∗mu∗gamma) ˆ . 5 ;
% Pabs=3∗( p i ˆ3∗mu) ˆ . 5∗ ( f ∗1/gamma) ˆ .5∗ r ˆ2∗(1/2∗ I ∗part1 ) ˆ2
% %Pabs=3∗pi ∗ r ∗1/gamma∗H( x ) ∗part1 ∗part2 ;
c=epsilon∗sigma∗A ;
d=epsilon∗sigma∗A∗T0 ˆ4 ;
Nu=(2.0+.6∗(2∗ r∗vg∗rhog/etag ) ˆ . 5∗ ( Cpf∗etag/kf ) ˆ(1/3) ) ∗vac ;
%Nu=0;
e=kf /(2∗ r ) ∗( Nu ) ∗A ;
u=kf /(2∗ r ) ∗( Nu ) ∗Tf∗A ;
coef=[c 0 0 e −(Paint+d+u ) ] ;
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T=roo t s ( coef ) ;
T=T ( imag ( T )==0) ;
T=T (T>0) ;
%T=f z e r o (@( x ) fun (x , c o e f (1 ) , c o e f (4 ) , c o e f (5 ) ) ,300)
Tfinal=T ;
% gammap=invOhm( Tf ina l , mat) ;
% i f ( abs (gammap−gamma) /gamma>=.005)
% gamma=gammap ;
% e l s e
% f l g =0;
% end
%end
% Ttext=s p r i n t f ( ' %8.2 f K \n z=%1.4f ' ,T(4 ) , x l oc ) ;
% r t s=s p r i n t f ( '% s \n v g = %4.2 f m/ s \n r = %4.3 f m \n I = %4.1 f A \n %s ' , mater ia l , vg , r←↩
, I , gas ) ;
% text ( xloc , y loc , Ttext )
% axes ( ' pos i t i on ' , [ . 7 . 75 . 1 . 1 ] ) ;
% a x i s o f f
% text (0 , 0 , r t s , ' EdgeColor ' , ' k ' )
f o r v=1:a
coilx ( v )=location (v , 2 ) ;
coily ( v )=location (v , 1 ) ;
coilx ( v+a )=−location (v , 2 ) ;
coily ( v+a )=location (v , 1 ) ;
end
% axes ( ' pos i t i on ' , [ . 2 5 . 25 . 1 . 1 ] , ' FontSize ' , 8 ) ;
% p lo t ( co i l x , c o i l y , ' ko ' , 0 , x loc , ' bo ' , ' MarkerSize ' , 6 )
% x l a b e l ( 'm' )
% y l a b e l ( ' z d i s t ance m' )
%
% hold o f f
%saveas ( gcf , s t r c a t ( ' . / f i g u r e s / ' , outname , ' F p r o f i l e ' ) , 'png ' )
%f i g u r e
% Ca l cu la t ing the temperature as a func t i on o f p o s i t i o n
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% f o r v=1: s t ep s
% A=4∗pi ∗ r ˆ2 ;
% part1 =0;
% part2 =0;
% f o r n=1:a
% i f ( l o c a t i o n (n , 3 ) ==1)
% part1=part1+l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2/( l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2+(z ( v )− l o c a t i o n (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2)←↩
ˆ(3/2) ;
% part2=part2+l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2∗( z ( v )− l o c a t i o n (n , 1 ) ) / . . .
% ( l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2+(z ( v )− l o c a t i o n (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2) ˆ(5/2) ;
% e l s e i f ( l o c a t i o n (n , 3 )==−1)
% part1=part1−l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2/( l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2+(z ( v )− l o c a t i o n (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2)←↩
ˆ(3/2) ;
% part2=part2−l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2∗( z ( v )− l o c a t i o n (n , 1 ) ) / . . .
% ( l o c a t i o n (n , 2 ) ˆ2+(z ( v )− l o c a t i o n (n , 1 ) ) ˆ2) ˆ(5/2) ;
% end
% end
% %x=r ∗ ( . 5∗ f ∗mu∗gamma) ˆ . 5 ;
% Pabs=3∗( p i ˆ3∗mu) ˆ . 5∗ ( f ∗1/gamma) ˆ .5∗ r ˆ2∗(1/2∗ I ∗part1 ) ˆ2 ;
% %Pabs=3∗pi ∗ r ∗1/gamma∗H( x ) ∗part1 ∗part2 ;
% c=e p s i l o n ∗ sigma∗A;
% d=e p s i l o n ∗ sigma∗A∗T0ˆ4 ;
% Nu=2.0+.6∗(2∗ r ∗vg∗ rhog / etag ) ˆ . 5∗ ( Cpf∗ etag / k f ) ˆ(1/3) ;
% %Nu=0;
%
% e=kf /(2∗ r ) ∗(Nu) ∗A;
% u=kf /(2∗ r ) ∗(Nu) ∗Tf∗A;
% c o e f =[c 0 0 e −(Pabs+d+u) ] ;
%
% T=roo t s ( c o e f ) ;
% Tvz( v )=abs (T(4) ) ;
% Tvz2 ( v )=−max(T) ;
% end
% p lo t ( z , Tvz , ' r ' , z , Tvz2 , ' g ' )
% hold on
% x l a b e l ( 'm' )
% y l a b e l ( 'T (K) ' )
% p lo t ( xloc , Tf ina l , ' x ' )
% hold o f f
% saveas ( gcf , s t r c a t ( ' . / f i g u r e s / ' , outname , ' Tpro f i l e ' ) , 'png ' )
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%
% c l f % r e p l o t i n g with the i n t e g r a t e d temp
%
% subplot ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) ;
% p lo t (F ( : , 1 ) , Fnet ( : , 2 ) ) % Commented when check ing other s t a t e s
% hold on
% p lo t ( xloc , y loc , ' s ' , ' MarkerFaceColor ' , ' r ' , ' MarkerSize ' , 6 )
% x l a b e l ( ' Distance z (m) ' )
% y l a b e l ( ' Net f o r c e (N) ' )
% Ttext=s p r i n t f ( ' %8.2 f K \n z=%1.4f ' , Tf ina l , x l oc ) ;
% r t s=s p r i n t f ( '% s \n v g = %4.2 f m/ s \n r = %4.3 f m' , mater ia l , vg , r ) ;
% text ( xloc , y loc , Ttext )
% axes ( ' pos i t i on ' , [ . 7 . 75 . 1 . 1 ] ) ;
% a x i s o f f
% text (0 , 0 , r t s , ' EdgeColor ' , ' k ' )
% axes ( ' pos i t i on ' , [ . 2 5 . 25 . 1 . 1 ] , ' FontSize ' , 8 ) ;
% p lo t ( co i l x , c o i l y , ' ko ' , 0 , x loc , ' bo ' , ' MarkerSize ' , 6 )
% x l a b e l ( 'm' )
% y l a b e l ( ' z d i s t ance m' )
%
% hold o f f
dFdz=(Fnet ( xindex+1 ,2)−Fnet ( xindex−1) ) /( Fnet ( xindex+1 ,1)−Fnet ( xindex−1 ,1) ) ;
% S t a b i l i t y Ana lys i s
% I n i t i a l p o s i t i o n .006m
% timestep =.003;
% p a r t i c l e ( 1 , 1 ) =0; % time
% p a r t i c l e ( 1 , 2 )=x loc ; % p o s i t i o n
% p a r t i c l e ( 1 , 3 ) =.001; % v e l o c i t y
% p a r t i c l e ( 1 , 4 ) =0; % a c e l e r a t i o n
% c o e f=p o l y f i t ( Fnet ( : , 1 ) , Fnet ( : , 2 ) , 5 ) ;
% row=2;
% %t i c
% f o r t =0: t imestep :400
% p a r t i c l e ( row , 1 )=t ;
% p a r t i c l e ( row , 2 )=p a r t i c l e ( row−1 ,2)+p a r t i c l e ( row−1 ,3)∗ t imestep ; % new p o s i t i o n
% p a r t i c l e ( row , 3 )=p a r t i c l e ( row−1 ,3)+p a r t i c l e ( row−1 ,4)∗ t imestep ; % new v e l o c i t y
% p a r t i c l e ( row , 4 )=po lyva l ( coe f , p a r t i c l e ( row−1 ,2) ) /mass−(6∗ pi ∗ etag ∗ r ∗ p a r t i c l e ( row←↩
−1 ,3)/mass ) ∗8 e4 ; % new a c c e l e r a t i o n
% row=row+1;
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% end
% %toc
% f i g u r e
% % plo t ( ( p a r t i c l e ( : , 1 )−p a r t i c l e ( 1 , 2 ) ) , p a r t i c l e ( : , 2 ) , '−b ' )
% % hold on
%
% p a r t i c l e 2 (1 , 1 ) =0; % time
% p a r t i c l e 2 (1 , 2 )=x loc ; % p o s i t i o n
% p a r t i c l e 2 (1 , 3 ) =.001; % v e l o c i t y
% p a r t i c l e 2 (1 , 4 ) =0; % a c e l e r a t i o n
% c o e f=p o l y f i t ( Fnet ( : , 1 ) , Fnet ( : , 2 ) , 5 ) ;
% row=2;
% %%t i c
% f o r t =0: t imestep :500
% p a r t i c l e 2 ( row , 1 )=t ;
% p a r t i c l e 2 ( row , 2 )=p a r t i c l e 2 ( row−1 ,2)+p a r t i c l e 2 ( row−1 ,3)∗ t imestep ; % new p o s i t i o n
% p a r t i c l e 2 ( row , 3 )=p a r t i c l e 2 ( row−1 ,3)+p a r t i c l e 2 ( row−1 ,4)∗ t imestep ; % new v e l o c i t y
% p a r t i c l e 2 ( row , 4 )=po lyva l ( coe f , p a r t i c l e 2 ( row−1 ,2) ) /mass−(6∗ pi ∗ etag ∗ r ∗ p a r t i c l e 2 (←↩
row−1 ,3)/mass ) ; % new a c c e l e r a t i o n
% row=row+1;
% end
% %toc
%
% % plo t ( ( p a r t i c l e 2 ( : , 1 )−p a r t i c l e 2 (1 , 2 ) ) , p a r t i c l e 2 ( : , 2 ) , '− r ' )
% % hold o f f
end
func t i on value=G ( x )
value=1−3/(4∗x ) ∗( s inh (2∗ x )−s i n (2∗ x ) ) /( s inh ( x )ˆ2+ s i n ( x ) ˆ2) ;
end
func t i on value=H ( x )
value=(x ∗( s inh (2∗ x )+s i n (2∗ x ) ) ) /( cosh (2∗ x )−cos (2∗ x ) )−1;
end
func t i on conductivity=invOhm (T , mat )
switch mat
case 'Al '
Tm=933.47;
conductivity=1/((24.19+1.306e−2∗(T−Tm ) ) ∗10ˆ−8) ;
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case ' Zr '
conductivity = 2.3753 e6 ; % e l e c t r i c a l conduc t i v i ty (S)
case 'Fe '
conductivity = .909 e6 ; % e l e c t r i c a l conduc t i v i ty (S)
case 'Cu '
conductivity = 4.997 e6 ; % e l e c t r i c a l conduc t i v i ty (S)
case ' Test '
conductivity = 2e6 ; % e l e c t r i c a l conduc t i v i ty (S)
otherwise
material=mat ;
end
end
func t i on f=fun (x , a , b , c )
f=c∗xˆ4+b∗xˆ3+a ;
end
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Figure A.5 fill in
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APPENDIX B. Genetic Algorithm and Matlab Implementation
At the core, a genetic algorithm is nothing more than a sophisticated method of trial and
error, but there is power in the method’s simplicity. It gets its name from the similarities to the
way that organisms evolve by random variations in their genetic code. In our genetic algorithm
the parameters that define the coil geometry, namely loop radius bi and position zi, can be
thought of as the coil’s genetic code as they are the blue print by which the coil is constructed.
By taking advantage of the efficiency of an accurate numerical model of levitation and the
computing horsepower of a modern desktop, a long sequence of trials can be performed in a
rapid manner, arriving at a candidate design that can be constructed and tested.
The genetic algorithm, as implemented in the current work, takes an initial coil design,
referred to as the seed coil, and produces a series of coil variations through a series of mutations.
These variations make up what is referred to as a generation (visualized in figure B.1). Each
of the members of the generation are evaluated using a set of selection criteria and the best
coil is selected to be the progenitor of the subsequent generation. This process continues for a
specified number of generations and the “best ”variation in the end is the optimized design.
1
2
3
4
Generation
Figure B.1 Starting with a seed coil, each generation contains a series of variations based on
random mutations. For each generation an evaluation process selects the best coil
and that coil becomes the start of the following generation.
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Creation of New Coil Designs
The variations that comprise each generation of the optimization were produced through
the application of one of three random mutations to the seed coil for that generation: the
addition, deletion, or reposition of a single loop. Assuming that the coil design is comprised
only of co-axial circular loops, then these three mutations represent all of the changes that can
be made in a single loop of the coil. The deletion of a single loop represents a fairly trivial
modification (described in B.6(b) in the construction of the real coil but this is not true for the
addition or repositioning of a loop. For the case where an existing loop of the coil is shifted to
a new position in space (procedure depicted in figure B.6(a)), a few limits were placed on the
extent to which it may move in a single step and on where the final position may be (shown
graphically in figure B.2).
Figure B.2 The position of a levitation coil loop is prohibited from the lined and shaded area
and is restricted in motion to inside the flat shaded area.
The coil was allowed to shift a random distance less than 4mm in either the radial or z-
direction so long as the final position did not produce a physical overlap of one or more other
coils and did not fall within the minimum allowed radius (i.e. bi ≥ 12mm). The minimum
allowed radius is used to ensure that the final coil design is capable of accepting a silica tube
for the use secondary cooling, this also leaves sufficient space for the introduction or extrac-
tion of the specimen as well as the unobstructed view of sample from above for temperature
measurement.
In the case where a variation is produced by the addition of a new coil (procedure shown
in figure B.6(c)) , the z-position of the coil is selected at random between the maximum and
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minimum z-positions for the existing coils. The coil radius is similarly selected at random over
the range of existing coil radii. As with the repositioning of a coil, the newly added coil must
not overlap any of the existing coils.
Evaluation Process
After analyzing each of the variations of a generation using the analytical model by evalu-
ating the levitation behavior, in the form of sample temperature and levitation force, for each
coil current between 100 and 400 A in 10 A increments, the best design variation is selected.
The selection of the best coil was based on a series of criteria that were chosen based
on the desired outcome of the optimization, which in this case was the reduction in sample
temperature without a loss in levitation stability.1 The first of the criteria that was used was
that the new coil design needs to be capable of levitation in the range of 100 to 400 A. This
criteria assures that the coil which is designed will be compatible with the current RF power
supply. The second criterion that was used was that the coil must have a maximum levitation
temperature that is greater than the melting point of the material by 15 ◦C. In this way, it is
possible to melt the sample and reach the desired lower temperatures through the use of coil
current alone. This capability can certainly be supplemented with gas cooling but will allow
for the reduction in the level of secondary cooling needed. Having met the above criteria, the
remaining candidate designs are checked for stability. To do this we looked at the gradient of
the force in the z-direction (dFdz ) at the equilibrium sample position for the coil current that
produced the lowest sample temperature over the entire current range. The gradient of the
force provides an indicator of the relative vertical and lateral stability of the sample. As long as
the gradient of the force for the new coil was greater than or equal to the gradient as measured
in the seed coil the design was deemed to be sufficiently stable. Finally the designs which were
able to meet the preceding criteria were compared to determine which design produced the
lowest temperature sample.
1We acknowledge that the restriction that the coil maintain at least the same degree of stability as the seed
coil is an arbitrary decision and that there may exist lower temperature designs with only slightly reduced
levitation stability
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Figure B.3 Flow chart for Matlab implementation of genetic algorithm
Figure B.4 Flow chart for Matlab implementation of coil characterization
f unc t i on gene2 ( usepath , readme , gens )
%t h i s g e n e t i c a lgor i thm w i l l work to opt imize a c o i l
% v2 i n c l u d e s the add i t i on and d e t s r u c t i o n o f c o i l s
% should look something l i k e gene ( ' . / Designs / gene /IV ' , ' . / Designs / gene / seed . txt ' , 3 0 )
vg=0.07368/4;
trunk=dlmread ( readme ) ;
[ a , b ]= s i z e ( trunk ) ;
best=trunk ;
%ve r s i on=ze ro s ( a , b , 2 0 ) ;
Tmin=3000;
Tmax=0;
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Figure B.5 Flow chart for Matlab implementation of optimization process
Tmelt=660+273.15; %Aluminum melt ing po int
r=.005;
steps=15000;
number=1;
radmin =.012;
versions=40;
%e s t a b l i s h cur rent bes t Tmin
f o r I=100:15:400
%f o r r = . 0 0 3 : . 0 0 1 : . 0 1
[ Tfinal , xloc , dFdz , vg , r , Iinput , finput ]=coildesignv4 ( readme , 'Al ' , ' vac ' , vg , I , r , '←↩
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t e s t ' , steps ) ;
i f Tfinal<Tmin
i f Tfinal>10
Tmin=Tfinal ;
slope=dFdz ;
end
end
i f Tfinal>Tmax
Tmax=Tfinal ;
end
%end
end
Tmin
Ts ( number , 1 )=Tmin ;
Ts ( number , 2 )=Tmax ;
number=number+1;
f o r generation=1:gens
generation
bestp=best ; % per−s e t i n g the cur rent winner to be the o ld ver i son , so i f no c o i l ←↩
i s b e t t e r then i t w i l s tay the best
f o r ver =1: versions
% t i c
filename=s p r i n t f ( '%s/%i−%i . txt ' , usepath , generation , ver ) ;
%generate c o i l v a r i a t i o n
flg=1;
whi l e ( flg==1)
newcoil=best ;
[ a , b ]= s i z e ( newcoil ) ;
mode=randi (10) ;
i f mode<=7
loop=randi (a , 1 ) ; % s e l e c t which loop to modify
type=randi ( 2 , 1 ) ; % s e l e c t which aspect to change ( rad iu s or he ight )
newcoil ( loop , type )=newcoil ( loop , type ) +(− .004+(.008)∗ rand (1) ) ;
flg=0;
f o r index=1:a % are any o f the c o i l s touching
i f index˜=loop
dist=s q r t ( ( newcoil ( loop , 1 )−newcoil ( index , 1 ) ) ˆ2+(newcoil ( loop , 2 )−←↩
newcoil ( index , 2 ) ) ˆ2) ;
i f dist<.0045
flg=1;
end
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end
end
i f newcoil ( loop , 2 )<radmin
flg=1;
end
e l s e i f mode==8
%dest roy loop
loop=randi (a , 1 ) ; % s e l e c t which loop to modify
index2=1;
f o r index=1:a
i f index ˜=loop
newcoilp ( index2 , : )=newcoil ( index , : ) ;
index2=index2+1;
end
end
c l e a r newcoil
newcoil=newcoilp ;
flg=0;
e l s e i f mode>=9
%add loop us ing the max and min z as l i m i t s as we l l as the
%minimum rad iu s and the max e x s i s t i n g rad iu s
radius=radmin+(max( newcoil ( : , 2 ) ) +.006)∗ rand (1) ;
pos=min( newcoil ( : , 1 ) )+(max( newcoil ( : , 1 ) )−min ( newcoil ( : , 1 ) ) ) ∗ rand (1) ;
c=randi (2 ) ;
flg=0;
i f c==1
newcoil=[newcoil ; pos , radius , −1 ] ;
e l s e
newcoil=[newcoil ; pos , radius , 1 ] ;
end
f o r index=1:a % are any o f the c o i l s touching
dist=s q r t ( ( newcoil ( a+1 ,1)−newcoil ( index , 1 ) ) ˆ2+(newcoil ( a+1 ,2)−←↩
newcoil ( index , 2 ) ) ˆ2) ;
i f dist<.0045
flg=1;
end
end
end
[ a , b ]= s i z e ( newcoil ) ;
l ength =0;
f o r m=1:a
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l ength=length+pi ∗2∗ newcoil (m , 2 ) ;
end
i f length >550
flg=1;
end
end
%save c o i l
[ a , b ]= s i z e ( newcoil ) ;
fid=fopen ( filename , 'w ' ) ;
f o r index=1:a
f p r i n t f ( fid , '%8.6 f %8.6 f %i \n ' , newcoil ( index , 1 ) , newcoil ( index , 2 ) , newcoil (←↩
index , 3 ) ) ;
end
f c l o s e ( fid ) ;
%t e s t the v a r i a t i o n
Tminp=30000;
Tmaxp=0;
f o r I=100:15:400
%f o r r = . 0 0 3 : . 0 0 1 : . 0 1
[ Tfinal , xloc , dFdz , vg , r , Iinput , finput ]=coildesignv4 ( filename , 'Al ' , ' vac ' , vg ,←↩
I , r , ' t e s t ' , steps ) ;
i f Tfinal<Tminp
i f Tfinal>0
Tminp=Tfinal ;
slopep=dFdz ;
end
end
i f Tfinal>Tmaxp
Tmaxp=Tfinal ;
end
%end
end
i f Tminp<29999
Tminp
Ts ( number , 1 )=Tminp ;
Ts ( number , 2 )=Tmaxp ;
number=number+1;
i f Tminp<Tmin
i f Tmaxp>(Tmelt+15)
i f slopep>slope
bestp=newcoil ;
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Tmin=Tminp ;
Tmax=Tmaxp ;
end
end
end
end
% toc
end
% re−e s t a b l i s h the best c o i l des ign
% mutant=randi (100) ;
% i f mutant<=95
best=bestp ;
[ a , b ]= s i z e ( best ) ;
filename=s p r i n t f ( '%s/%i−best . txt ' , usepath , generation )
fid=fopen ( filename , 'w ' ) ;
f o r index=1:a
f p r i n t f ( fid , '%8.6 f %8.6 f %i \n ' , best ( index , 1 ) , best ( index , 2 ) , best ( index , 3 ) )←↩
;
end
f c l o s e ( fid ) ;
% e l s e
% s p e c i a l=randi ( v e r s i o n s )
% f i l ename=s p r i n t f ( '% s/%i−%i . txt ' , usepath , generat ion , s p e c i a l ) ;
% newco i l=dlmread ( f i l ename ) ;
% best=newco i l ;
% f i l ename=s p r i n t f ( '% s/%i−best . txt ' , usepath , gene ra t i on )
% f i d=fopen ( f i l ename , 'w ' ) ;
% f o r index =1:a
% f p r i n t f ( f i d , '%8.6 f %8.6 f %i \n ' , bes t ( index , 1 ) , bes t ( index , 2 ) , bes t ( index←↩
, 3 ) ) ;
% end
% f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
% end
end
Tmin
Tmax
filename=s p r i n t f ( '%s / best . txt ' , usepath ) ;
fid=fopen ( filename , 'w ' ) ;
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f o r index=1:a
f p r i n t f ( fid , '%8.6 f %8.6 f %i \n ' , best ( index , 1 ) , best ( index , 2 ) , best ( index , 3 ) ) ;
end
f c l o s e ( fid ) ;
c l f
f i g u r e
p l o t ( Ts ( : , 1 ) )
filename=s p r i n t f ( '%s /Ts . txt ' , usepath )
fid=fopen ( filename , 'w ' ) ;
[ a , b ]= s i z e ( Ts ) ;
f o r index=1:a
f p r i n t f ( fid , '%i %8.2 f \n ' , index , Ts ( index ) ) ;
end
f c l o s e ( fid ) ;
end
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure B.6 Flow chart for Matlab implementation of the coil modification process: (a) the
re-positioning of a loop, (b) the deletion of a loop, (c) the addition of a loop.
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APPENDIX C. Phase-field Method: Grain Growth
The typical approach to modeling microstructural evolution is to treat the domains in the
material, whether compositional or structural, as atomically sharp interfaces. The boundary
in this type of approach much be tracked implicitly in order to calculate the interfacial driving
force and thereby determine the interfacial velocity. The phase-field method on the other hand
treats the entire microstructure with a set of field variables that are continuous over the whole
simulation space and the interfaces are then diffuse by nature.
The Order Parameter
At the heart of the phase-field method are these field variables (commonly referred to as
order-pararmeters), which come in two varieties: conserved and non-conserved. An example for
conserved quantity would be composition where as an example for a non-conserved quantity
would be phase. Conserved variables are so named because they must obey a local law of
conservation: something not required by non-conserved variables. As we are modeling grain
growth without the presence solute effects, we need only to consider the treatment of non-
conserved order parameters here.1
For many simulation systems, the system can be described by the variation of a single
order parameter. For example, the simulation of the solidification of a pure solid can be easy
described by a single order parameter with two degenerate states where one represents solid
and the other liquid. For other simulation systems, it is more advantageous to model the
structure using a multiple order parameters. The most common example of a multiple order
parameter system is the simulation of grain growth. In the multiple order parameter model of
1For further reading see [125]
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Figure C.1 An order parameter varies continuously across the interface between phases and
represents the degree of one phase
grain growth the degenerate states represent the dominance or the absence of a single grain
orientation and each order parameter then represents a different orientation (figure C.2).
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mized when, within each grain, one and only one
field variable takes on a value of 1, and all other
order parameters have the value zero. Therefore,
the orientation of a given grain can be specified by
the index q of the order parameter hq equal to unity
in that grain’s interior. Since adjacent grains are
distinguished by different q-values, when a grain
boundary is crossed the values of two order param-
eters change continuously from 0 to 1 or vice
versa, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Because of this
continuous variation, grain boundaries in the
phase-field model are diffuse, rather than infinitely
sharp, as in most other coarsening models [18,43].
Inspired by Allen and Cahn’s diffuse-interface
theory for antiphase d main boundaries [44], Fan
and Chen [18,19] proposed the following
expression for the total free energy of a polycrys-
talline microstructure defined by a set of order
parameters {hq(r,t)! behaving as described above:
F(t) ! "#f0(h1(r,t),h2(r,t),…,hQ(r,t)) (1)
Fig. 1. Section of a one-dimensional simulation grid illustrating the values of the order parameters h1, h2 and h3 as a function of
the position x. Grain boundaries are regions of smooth variation in order-parameter values between 0 and 1. In (a), the location of
the center grain between x$0 and x$80 is specified by h2. This assignment is changed in (b) by transferring the values of h2 to h3
for the corresponding domain in x. Owing to the diffuse nature of grain boundaries in the phase-field model [18,43], values to the
left of x=0 and to the right of x=80 must be included in order to retain a smooth gradient following order-parameter reassignment.
" %Q
q ! 1
#q
2 ($hq(r,t))
2&dr,
where {#q} are positive constants, and f0({hq(r,t)})
denotes the local free energy density. The latter is
defined as
f0({hq(r,t)!) ! %
a
2 %
Q
q ! 1
h2q(r,t)
"
b
4(%
Q
q ! 1
h2q(r,t))2
" 'g%b2( %Qq ! 1 %
Q
s & q
h2q(r,t)h2s(r,t).
(2)
In Eq. (2), a, b, and γ are constants; for a=b&0
and g&b/2, f0 has 2Q degenerate minima located
at (h1, h2, … hQ)=(±1, 0, …, 0), (0, ±l, …, 0),
…,(0, 0, …, ±1). The minima associated with
hq=%1 can be eliminated as described below, leav-
Figure C.2 Shown is the variatio of multiple order parameters across a couple of grain bound-
aries. The left most grain b undary wo l be between grains 1 and 2 where as
the left boundary would be between 2 and another grain not shown. [125]
Energy Treatment
The phase-field method is an energetic approach to microstrucutral modeling wherein the
oder-parameters that describe the state of the system are used in the formulation of a local free
energy function f which can then be used to calculated the free energy of the of the complete
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system F . For a system of non conserved order parameters, ηi, the local free energy should be
a function of the order parameters as well as the gradient of those order parameters, ~∇ηi. In
this way the bulk and interfacial energies are included in the free energy of the system. When
described as such the free energy of the system
F =
∫
Ω
f [ηi, ~∇ηi]d~r (C.1)
where the system is integrated over the volume (or area) of the defined the system. Assuming
the interfacial properties are symmetric, a Taylor expansion of the local free energy function
can simplify the bulk free energy to
F =
∫
Ω
(f0(η) +
α
2
|∇η|2) (C.2)
where α represents the energy of the interface.
The local free energy function can be formulated in a wide variety of ways as dictated by the
features to be studied. The form can be based on a thermodynamic treatment of the material
system being study and so would be a measure of the true free energy. The form can also be
based on a general form that will produce the approximate energy landscape of the phenomena
under study and thereby lead to the desired material behavior.
For the current work the local free energy, f0, takes the form
f0(ηi) =
∑
i
(
k
2
η2i − kη3i +
k
2
η4i
)
+ k
(
1−
∑
i
ηi
)2
+
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
bη2i η
2
j , (C.3)
where k and b are model parameters that control both the size and relative shape of the energy
wells that are located where the conditions that ηi = 1 and ηj 6=i = 0 are met. When this local
free energy function is plotted for just two order parameters at a single location (figure C.3) it
can clearly seen that there are two stable states, η1 = 1 and η2 = 1, and that there is a small
energy barrier between these states. Importantly there are also very large energy penalties for
the presence or absence of both order parameters at the same location in space.
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Figure C.3 Contour map of the local free energy surface in a two order parameter system
Evolution
Having established the equations that describe the free energy of the system as a whole, the
evolution of the microstructure is governed by the Cahn-Hilliard [] and Allen-Cahn [] equations,
∂ci
∂t
= ∇Lij∇ δF
δcj
(C.4)
∂ηi
∂t
= −Mi ∂F
∂ηi
, (C.5)
Where Lij and Mi are related to the mobility of species ci and ηi respectively. Here it is
important to not that the Cahn-Hillard equation is used to govern the evolution of conserved
order parameters, where as the Allen-Cahn equation governs the evolution of non-conserved
order parameters.
Because there are no conserved order parameters used in the current work on the Allen-
Cahn equation is needed. Similarly, because the mobility of all order parameters is assumed to
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be isotropic and homogeneous, the mobility, Mi, is simply a constant (with one exception to
be discussed below). Having made all simplifying assumptions, the evolution of the system, as
implemented in the simulation code, is described by
∂ηi
∂t
= −M ∂F
∂ηi(~r, t)
(C.6)
= −M
k(ηi − 3η2i + 2η3i − 2ηi
(
1−
∑
i
ηi
))
+ 2bηi
∑
j 6=i
η2j
+ α∇2ηi
 .
For the current study it was important to include a treatment of the effect that a second
phase pinning agent would have on the evolution of the matrix phase. To reflect the reduction
of boundary mobility in the area surrounding pinning agents, the phase field mobility M is
modified as:
M(~r) = M0 (1− Φ(~r)) . (C.7)
In this equation, Φ(~r) is a spatial function defined to be 1 within the area of the pinning agent
and 0 in the matrix. The pinning agents are assumed to be ”perfect”, i.e.  = 1, so the mobility
around the pinning agents is reduced to 0.
Data Structure
FORTRAN implementation of phase-field code
PROGRAM graingrowth
! Purpose :
! To create a robust simulation of grain growth in materials by using the priciples of
! thermodynamics . The model free energy is based on the Fe−Ni system as found in ←↩
CALPHAD
! and a regular solution approach to describing the energy in the interfacial region ←↩
f o r
! solute concentration .
!
! Record of Revisions :
! Date Programmer Description of Change
! ==== ========== =====================
! 7/2/08 Royer Original ( non−parallel )
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0BBBBBBBB@
1 1 1 0 0 . .
1 1 0 0 0 . .
1 0 0 0 0 . .
. .
. .
. .
.
1CCCCCCCCA
0BBBBBBBB@
1 1 1 0 0 . .
1 1 0 0 0 . .
1 0 0 0 0 . .
. .
. .
. .
.
1CCCCCCCCA
0BBBBBBBB@
1 1 1 0 0 . .
1 1 0 0 0 . .
1 0 0 0 0 . .
. .
. .
. .
.
1CCCCCCCCA
0BBBBBBBB@
1 1 1 0 0 . .
1 1 0 0 0 . .
1 0 0 0 0 . .
. .
. .
. .
.
1CCCCCCCCA
0BBBBBBBB@
1 1 1 0 0 . .
1 1 0 0 0 . .
1 0 0 0 0 . .
. .
. .
. .
.
1CCCCCCCCA
⌘n
⌘3
⌘2
⌘1
M
Figure C.4 Data structure for phase-field variables ηi and M(~r)
! 8/13/08 Royer Nearly Completed
! 9/01/08 Royer Still fighting I/O
! 9/02/08 Royer Commented out the input section
! 9/10/08 Royer Input back in and running on linux box
! 9/11/08 Royer Sub Analyze written f o r measuring grain s i z e mid run
! 9/19/08 Royer Input is back , and threading is added
! 9/23/08 Royer Reducing Calculations via spa r s e like methods ( not ←↩
complete )
! 9/24/08 Royer Analyzing data in l i n e so a txt doc can be written with ←↩
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Figure C.5 Flow chart for FORTRAN implementation of phase-field simulation
results
! 9/30/08 Royer Output of Phi is improved
! 11/04/08 Royer Added Sub zener and pinning effect
! 11/28/08 Royer Modified Zener and adding pinning field
! 12/03/08 Royer adding method f o r setting up distrobution in space
! 1/27/08 Royer Moving analysis to outside of the loop
! 2/08/09 Royer Fixing the pinning algorithm
! 5/11/09 Royer removing noise and returning to previous method
! 6/19/09 Royer Filling in the code to start from old point
! 6/30/09 Royer Adding sparsing techniques
! Iput l i n e should look like [ zlrvd3@hv3313−14 data ] $ . / a . out ########## ( runid new ) ←↩
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xxxxx ( yes/no ) ########## ( runid old ) ######### ( t )&
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER : : unit_rts=1
INTEGER : : unit_rtsout=2
INTEGER : : unit_oldrts=3
INTEGER : : unit_replay=10
INTEGER : : unit_save=11
INTEGER : : unit_GS=12
INTEGER : : unit_NN=13
INTEGER : : unit_pinning=14
! Derived data type f o r spar s e array
Type : : node
INTEGER : : xval
INTEGER : : yval
INTEGER : : op
Type ( node ) , POINTER : : p
Type ( node ) , POINTER : : n
End Type
! Dimensioning a l l variables −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
REAL : : zerolimit , zerolimitold ! largest value which is considered 0
REAL : : onelimit = .9999 ! smallest value which is considered 1
REAL : : alphaphi ! prefactor on del phi in the evolution eqn .
REAL : : alphaC ! prefactor on del C in the diffusion eqn .
REAL : : eps ! pinning agent effect coeff .
REAL : : R = 8.314472 ! Gas Constant in J/molK
!
REAL : : L0T0 , L0T1 , L0T2 , L1T0 , L1T1 , L1T2 , L2T0 , L2T1 , L2T2 ! Solution Parameters
REAL : : L0 , L1 , L2
REAL : : M0T0 , M0T1 , M0T2 , M1T0 , M1T1 , M1T2 , M2T0 , M2T1 , M2T2 ! Segregation Parameters
REAL : : M0 , M1 , M2
REAL : : Temp ! Temperature of the system
REAL : : a , b , k ! Pure phase constants
! REAL : : Cave ! Average composition of the system
REAL : : vf = .01 ! Volume fraction of pinning agents
REAL : : d = 1 ! Pinning agent diameter
REAL : : t , tstep , tstepold ! time step s i z e
REAL : : begin , tf ! final time step
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REAL : : delsqrphi , sumphi , sumphi2 , dFdphi , y , mobility , sumNN
REAL : : sigma ! value defining the width of the distrobution f o r pinning agents
REAL : : pinstrg , noise
Type ( node ) , Pointer : : head ! head of the linked list
Type ( node ) , Pointer : : ptr
Type ( node ) , Pointer : : tail ! tail of linked list
Type ( node ) , Pointer : : holder
INTEGER : : numnonzero = 0
INTEGER : : dx , i , j , l , q , tstart , tfast ! tstart is the step to start calculations ←↩
with , tfast is the step to start the accelerated method
INTEGER : : gridsize , gridsizehold ! Size of the area of study , the second is a ←↩
place holder f o r when reading in new rts f o r an old run
INTEGER : : RunID , RunIDold ! actual runID #
INTEGER : : N , Nhold ! # of grains , similar to gridsizehold
INTEGER : : x ! a counter f o r saving data
INTEGER : : savex ! number of steps between saves
INTEGER : : replay ! number of steps between replay saves
INTEGER : : PBCreset
INTEGER , ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION ( : , : ) : : mesh
INTEGER , DIMENSION (1 ) : : OLD
INTEGER , DIMENSION (1000) : : times
INTEGER : : neighbor
INTEGER : : f l a g = 0
REAL , ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION ( : , : ) : : gr id , Mphi ! , C , C2 , dfdc , MC
REAL , ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION ( : , : , : ) : : phi2d , phi2dstar , nzmap ! nzmap is the array ←↩
keeping list of point in linked list of non−zero/non−one pts
INTEGER , ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION ( : , : ) : : NNx , NNy
REAL , ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION ( : , : ) : : datarow
INTEGER , ALLOCATABLE , DIMENSION ( : , : ) : : pinning
! Other
CHARACTER ( len=1) : : newold , yes , no
CHARACTER ( len=20) : : rtsoutfilename , rtsfilename
CHARACTER ( len=50) : : savefilename , pinningname
CHARACTER ( len=30) : : savefilenameID , savefilenamestep , openfilenameID
CHARACTER ( len=40) : : grainformat , grainformatN , phiformat , phiformatG , pinformat
CHARACTER ( len=20) : : ID , selection , OLDID , input4 ! ID=run identification number , ←↩
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selection ={yes , no } , OLDID = the run id of an old run , input4 = restart time step
CHARACTER ( len=100) : : v e r s i on
WRITE ( ver s ion , FMT= ' (A100 ) ' ) ( ' 5/11/09 Royer removing no i s e and re tu rn ing to prev ious←↩
method ' )
yes = 'y '
no = 'n '
call random_seed
CALL RANDOM_SEED ( GET=OLD ( 1 : 1 ) )
! WRITE (∗ ,∗ ) OLD
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
tstart = 0 ! this is to initialize the time parameter to zero in the case of not ←↩
restarting
begin = 0
tfast =500
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! Input Section :
! Write (∗ ,∗ ) 'Would you l i k e to s t a r t a new run? y/n '
! Read (∗ ,∗ ) newold
Call get_command_argument (2 , selection )
READ ( selection , ∗ ) newold
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! New Run Inputs :
IF ( newold == yes ) THEN
Write (∗ ,∗ ) 'New run '
OPEN ( UNIT=unit_rts , File= ' runtime . dat ' )
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (/ , F10 . 9 / , F10 . 7 / , F10 . 7 ) ' ) zerolimit , alphaphi , alphaC
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (/ , F10 . 9 / , F10 . 7 / , F10 . 7 ) ' ) zerolimit , alphaphi , alphaC
READ ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 5 ) ' ) mobility
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' (A10) ' ) mobility
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (// ,3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L0T0 , L0T1 , L0T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L1T0 , L1T1 , L1T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L2T0 , L2T1 , L2T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (/ ,3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M0T0 , M0T1 , M0T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M1T0 , M1T1 , M1T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M2T0 , M2T1 , M2T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L0T0 , L0T1 , L0T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L1T0 , L1T1 , L1T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L2T0 , L2T1 , L2T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M0T0 , M0T1 , M0T2
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! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M1T0 , M1T1 , M1T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M2T0 , M2T1 , M2T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' (// , I10 ) ' ) gridsize
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) gridsize
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) N
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) N
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) tstep
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) tstep
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) tf
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) tf
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) vf
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) vf
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 3 ) ' ) d
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 3 ) ' ) d
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) Temp
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) Temp
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) savex
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) savex
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) replay
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) replay
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) sigma
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) sigma
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) pinstrg
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) pinstrg
CLOSE ( UNIT=unit_rts )
Call get_command_argument (1 , ID )
READ ( ID , ' ( I10 ) ' ) RunID
!−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! Previous Run Input :
ELSEIF ( newold == no ) THEN
Write (∗ ,∗ ) ' Restart '
Call get_command_argument (3 , OLDID )
Write ( openfilenameID , ∗) OLDID
Call removesp ( openfilenameID )
Call get_command_argument (1 , ID )
READ ( ID , ' ( I10 ) ' ) RunID
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OPEN ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , File=Trim ( ' data / ' // openfilenameID ) )
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT = ' (/ , F10 . 9 / , F10 . 7 / , F10 . 7 ) ' ) zerolimit , alphaphi , alphaC
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (/ , F10 . 9 / , F10 . 7 / , F10 . 7 ) ' ) zerolimit , alphaphi , alphaC
READ ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 5 ) ' ) mobility
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' (A10) ' ) mobility
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT = ' (// ,3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L0T0 , L0T1 , L0T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L1T0 , L1T1 , L1T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L2T0 , L2T1 , L2T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT = ' (/ ,3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M0T0 , M0T1 , M0T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M1T0 , M1T1 , M1T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M2T0 , M2T1 , M2T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L0T0 , L0T1 , L0T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L1T0 , L1T1 , L1T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L2T0 , L2T1 , L2T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M0T0 , M0T1 , M0T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M1T0 , M1T1 , M1T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M2T0 , M2T1 , M2T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT= ' (// , I10 ) ' ) gridsize
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) gridsize
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) N
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) N
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) tstepold
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) tstep
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) tf
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) tf
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) vf
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) vf
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 3 ) ' ) d
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 3 ) ' ) d
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) Temp
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) Temp
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) savex
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) savex
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) replay
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) replay
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) sigma
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) sigma
Read ( UNIT=unit_oldrts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) pinstrg
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) pinstrg
CLOSE ( UNIT=unit_oldrts )
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! Reading in new and different runtime parameters
OPEN ( UNIT=unit_rts , File= ' runtime . dat ' )
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (/ , F10 . 9 / , F10 . 7 / , F10 . 7 ) ' ) zerolimit , alphaphi , alphaC
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (/ , F10 . 9 / , F10 . 7 / , F10 . 7 ) ' ) zerolimit , alphaphi , alphaC
READ ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 5 ) ' ) mobility
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' (A10) ' ) mobility
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (// ,3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L0T0 , L0T1 , L0T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L1T0 , L1T1 , L1T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L2T0 , L2T1 , L2T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (/ ,3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M0T0 , M0T1 , M0T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M1T0 , M1T1 , M1T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M2T0 , M2T1 , M2T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L0T0 , L0T1 , L0T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L1T0 , L1T1 , L1T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L2T0 , L2T1 , L2T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M0T0 , M0T1 , M0T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M1T0 , M1T1 , M1T2
! Write (∗ , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M2T0 , M2T1 , M2T2
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' (// , I10 ) ' ) gridsizehold
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) gridsize
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) Nhold
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) N
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) tstep
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) tstep
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) tf
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) tf
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) vf
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) vf
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 3 ) ' ) d
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 3 ) ' ) d
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) Temp
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) Temp
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) savex
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) savex
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) replay
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) replay
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) sigma
! Write (∗ , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) sigma
Read ( UNIT=unit_rts , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) pinstrg
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CLOSE ( UNIT=unit_rts )
Call get_command_argument (4 , input4 )
READ ( input4 , ' ( I10 ) ' ) tstart
begin = tstart∗tstepold
END IF
! Echo the runtime settings back to the outfile
Write ( savefilenameID , ∗) runID
call removesp ( savefilenameID )
Write ( rtsoutfilename , ∗) ' data / ' // Trim ( savefilenameID )
call removesp ( rtsoutfilename )
OPEN ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FILE=rtsoutfilename )
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT = ' (/ , F10 . 9 / , F10 . 7 / , F10 . 7 ) ' ) zerolimit , alphaphi , alphaC
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( F10 . 5 ) ' ) mobility
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT = ' (// ,3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L0T0 , L0T1 , L0T2
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L1T0 , L1T1 , L1T2
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) L2T0 , L2T1 , L2T2
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT = ' (/ ,3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M0T0 , M0T1 , M0T2
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M1T0 , M1T1 , M1T2
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT = ' (3 F10 . 4 ) ' ) M2T0 , M2T1 , M2T2
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' (// I10 ) ' ) gridsize
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) N
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) tstep
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) tf
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( F10 . 9 ) ' ) vf
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( F10 . 3 ) ' ) d
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) Temp
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) savex
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) replay
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( F10 . 2 ) ' ) sigma
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( F10 . 8 ) ' ) pinstrg
Write ( unit=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( I12 ) ' ) OLD
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' (A100 ) ' ) TRIM ( v e r s i on )
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( I10 ) ' ) tstart
Write ( UNIT=unit_rtsout , FMT= ' ( F10 . 6 ) ' ) begin
CLOSE ( UNIT=unit_rtsout )
! End of input section
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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! L0=L0T0+L0T1∗T+L0T2∗T∗∗2
! L1=L1T0+L1T1∗T+L1T2∗T∗∗2
! L2=L2T0+L2T1∗T+L2T2∗T∗∗2
! M0=M0T0+M0T1∗T+M0T2∗T∗∗2
! M1=M1T0+M1T1∗T+M1T2∗T∗∗2
! M2=M2T0+M2T1∗T+M2T2∗T∗∗2
a = 1
b = 10
k = 5
ALLOCATE ( g r i d ( gridsize , gridsize ) )
ALLOCATE ( phi2d ( gridsize , gridsize , N ) )
ALLOCATE ( phi2dstar ( gridsize , gridsize , N ) )
ALLOCATE ( NNx ( gridsize , 8 ) )
ALLOCATE ( NNy ( gridsize , 8 ) )
! ALLOCATE ( MC ( gridsize , gridsize ) )
ALLOCATE ( Mphi ( gridsize , gridsize ) )
ALLOCATE ( mesh ( gridsize , gridsize ) )
ALLOCATE ( datarow (1 , N+1) )
ALLOCATE ( pinning ( gridsize , gridsize ) )
ALLOCATE ( nzmap ( gridsize , gridsize , N ) )
! f o r speed and ease of reading a nearest neighbors list is being made
! the positions that correspond to the numbers are as follows
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! | 1 | 2 | 3 |
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! | 4 | | 5 |
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! | 6 | 7 | 8 |
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DO i = 1 , gridsize
! x=j y=i when used later f o r the evolution loops
NNx (i , 1 ) = PBCreset (i−1,gridsize )
NNy (i , 1 ) = PBCreset (i−1,gridsize )
NNx (i , 2 ) = PBCreset (i , gridsize )
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NNy (i , 2 ) = PBCreset (i−1,gridsize )
NNx (i , 3 ) = PBCreset ( i+1,gridsize )
NNy (i , 3 ) = PBCreset (i−1,gridsize )
NNx (i , 4 ) = PBCreset (i−1,gridsize )
NNy (i , 4 ) = PBCreset (i , gridsize )
NNx (i , 5 ) = PBCreset ( i+1,gridsize )
NNy (i , 5 ) = PBCreset (i , gridsize )
NNx (i , 6 ) = PBCreset (i−1,gridsize )
NNy (i , 6 ) = PBCreset ( i+1,gridsize )
NNx (i , 7 ) = PBCreset (i , gridsize )
NNy (i , 7 ) = PBCreset ( i+1,gridsize )
NNx (i , 8 ) = PBCreset ( i+1,gridsize )
NNy (i , 8 ) = PBCreset ( i+1,gridsize )
END DO
! Open ( UNIT=unit_NN , FILE= ' data / NNlist . dat ' )
! WRITE ( UNIT=unit_NN , FMT= ' ( I10 , /) ' ) gridsize
! DO i=1,gridsize
! WRITE ( UNIT=unit_NN , FMT= ' ( I12 , I12 , I12 , I12 , I12 , I12 , I12 , I12 , / ) ' ) NNx (i , 1 ) , NNx (i , 2 ) , ←↩
NNx (i , 3 ) , NNx (i , 4 ) , NNx (i , 5 ) , NNx (i , 6 ) , NNx (i , 7 ) , NNx (i , 8 )
! END Do
! CLOSE ( UNIT=unit_NN )
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! System Initialization
! CALL microstructure ( gridsize , N , phi2d )
IF ( newold == yes ) THEN
phi2d=0
CALL Tessellation2 ( gridsize , N , mesh )
! Write (∗ ,∗ ) mesh
Do i=1, gridsize
Do j=1, gridsize
phi2d (i , j , mesh (i , j ) )=1
End Do
End Do
Write (∗ ,∗ ) ' g r a i n s made '
ENDIF
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! CALL zener ( gridsize , vf , d , pinning , phi2d , sigma , N )
eps=pinstrg
! DO i=1,gridsize
! DO j=1, gridsize
! i f ( ( ( i−gridsize /2) ∗∗2+(j−gridsize /2) ∗∗2) ∗∗ .5>15) then
! phi2d (i , j , 1 )=1
! phi2d (i , j , 2 )=0
! Else
! phi2d (i , j , 1 )=0
! phi2d (i , j , 2 )=1
! Endif
! END DO
! END DO
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
WRITE ( grainformatN , ∗ ) N+1
call removesp ( grainformatN )
! Write (∗ ,∗ ) grainformatN
Write ( grainformat , ∗ ) ( ' ( ' // Trim ( grainformatN ) // ' ( F16 . 2 ) ) ' ) ! Formating statement ←↩
f o r the grainsize data file
! Write (∗ ,∗ ) grainformat
WRITE ( phiformatG , ∗ ) gridsize
call removesp ( phiformatG )
Write ( phiformat , ∗ ) ( ' ( ' // Trim ( phiformatG ) // ' (1X F10 . 8 ) ) ' )
Write ( pinformat , ∗ ) ( ' ( ' // Trim ( phiformatG ) // ' (1X I2 ) ) ' )
IF ( newold == no ) Then
! Loading old g r id and system
If ( tstart>=1002) Then
pinningname =( ' data / ' // openfilenameID // ' pinning . dat ' )
call removesp ( pinningname )
OPEN ( UNIT=unit_pinning , FILE=pinningname )
Do i=1,gridsize
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Read ( UNIT=unit_pinning , FMT = pinformat ) ( pinning (i , j ) , j=1, ←↩
gridsize )
END Do
CLOSE ( UNIT=unit_pinning )
Endif
Write ( savefilenamestep , ∗) tstart
savefilename = Trim ( ' data / ' //TRIM ( openfilenameID ) // '− ' // Trim (←↩
savefilenamestep ) // ' save . dat ' )
call removesp ( savefilename )
Write (∗ ,∗ ) savefilename
OPEN ( UNIT=unit_save , FILE = savefilename , STATUS = 'Old ' )
Do l=1,N
Do i=1,gridsize
Read ( UNIT=unit_save , FMT = phiformat ) ( phi2d (i , j , l ) , j=1, gridsize )
END Do
Read ( UNIT=unit_save , FMT = ' (/ ) ' )
END Do
CLOSE ( UNIT=unit_save )
EndIF
Write (∗ ,∗ ) ' formats s e t '
Write (∗ ,∗ ) a
Mphi=mobility
! Generting the nzmap and the linked list
nzmap = 0
Do i=1, gridsize , 1
Do j=1, gridsize , 1
Do l=1, N , 1
sumNN=0
DO neighbor = 1 , 8
sumNN=sumNN+phi2d ( NNx (i , neighbor ) , NNy (j , neighbor ) , l )
END DO
IF ( sumNN <= 8∗ onelimit . AND . phi2d (i , j , l ) >= onelimit ) THEN ! is the ←↩
point near the edge of the region
IF ( nzmap (i , j , l ) /= 1) THEN ! Is the current point already on the ←↩
list ?
IF ( . Not . Associated ( head ) ) Then
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Allocate ( head )
head%xval = i
head%yval = j
head%op = l
ELSEIF ( . NOT . Associated ( tail ) ) Then
Allocate ( tail )
Allocate ( ptr )
head%n => ptr
ptr%p => head
ptr%xval = i
ptr%yval = j
ptr%op = l
tail => ptr
Nullify ( tail%n)
ELSE
Allocate ( ptr )
ptr%p => t a i l
ptr%p%n => ptr
ptr%xval = i
ptr%yval = j
ptr%op = l
tail => ptr
Nullify ( tail%n)
END IF
nzmap (i , j , l ) = 1 ! add the current point to the map
END IF
! Check a l l nearest neighbors to see i f they are on the list yet
DO neighbor = 1 , 8
IF ( nzmap ( NNx (i , neighbor ) , NNy (j , neighbor ) , l ) /= 1) THEN ! Is ←↩
the current point already on the list ?
IF ( . Not . Associated ( head ) ) Then
Allocate ( head )
head%xval = i
head%yval = j
head%op = l
ELSEIF ( . NOT . Associated ( tail ) ) Then
Allocate ( tail )
Allocate ( ptr )
head%n => ptr
ptr%p => head
ptr%xval = i
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ptr%yval = j
ptr%op = l
tail => ptr
Nullify ( tail%n)
ELSE
Allocate ( ptr )
ptr%p => t a i l
ptr%p%n => ptr
ptr%xval = i
ptr%yval = j
ptr%op = l
tail => ptr
Nullify ( tail%n)
END IF
nzmap ( NNx (i , neighbor ) , NNy (j , neighbor ) , l ) = 1 ! add the ←↩
current point to the map
END IF
END DO
! Move on in space
END IF
IF ( sumNN >= 8∗ zerolimit . AND . phi2d (i , j , l ) <= zerolimit ) THEN ! is ←↩
the point near the edge of the region
IF ( nzmap (i , j , l ) /= 1) THEN ! Is the current point already on the ←↩
list ?
IF ( . Not . Associated ( head ) ) Then
Allocate ( head )
head%xval = i
head%yval = j
head%op = l
ELSEIF ( . NOT . Associated ( tail ) ) Then
Allocate ( tail )
Allocate ( ptr )
head%n => ptr
ptr%p => head
ptr%xval = i
ptr%yval = j
ptr%op = l
tail => ptr
Nullify ( tail%n)
ELSE
Allocate ( ptr )
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ptr%p => t a i l
ptr%p%n => ptr
ptr%xval = i
ptr%yval = j
ptr%op = l
tail => ptr
Nullify ( tail%n)
END IF
nzmap (i , j , l ) = 1 ! add the current point to the map
END IF
! Check a l l nearest neighbors to see i f they are on the list yet
DO neighbor = 1 , 8
IF ( nzmap ( NNx (i , neighbor ) , NNy (j , neighbor ) , l ) /= 1) THEN ! Is ←↩
the current point already on the list ?
IF ( . Not . Associated ( head ) ) Then
Allocate ( head )
head%xval = i
head%yval = j
head%op = l
ELSEIF ( . NOT . Associated ( tail ) ) Then
Allocate ( tail )
Allocate ( ptr )
head%n => ptr
ptr%p => head
ptr%xval = i
ptr%yval = j
ptr%op = l
tail => ptr
Nullify ( tail%n)
ELSE
Allocate ( ptr )
ptr%p => t a i l
ptr%p%n => ptr
ptr%xval = i
ptr%yval = j
ptr%op = l
tail => ptr
Nullify ( tail%n)
END IF
nzmap ( NNx (i , neighbor ) , NNy (j , neighbor ) , l ) = 1 ! add the ←↩
current point to the map
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END IF
END DO
! Move on in space
END IF
END DO
END DO
END DO
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! Simulation section
x=tstart
q=1
DO t=begin , tf , tstep
phi2dstar = phi2d ! setting update array to the initial array so points that aren '←↩
t opperated on don ' t change
ptr => head
DO ! Calculating new phi values
IF ( . NOT . ASSOCIATED ( ptr ) ) Exit
i=ptr%xval ! s e t t i n g the va lue s to be used in evo lu t i on
j=ptr%yval
l=ptr%op
! Evolution calculation −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
sumphi=0
sumphi2=0
DO l=1, N , 1
sumphi=sumphi+phi2d (i , j , l )
sumphi2=sumphi2+phi2d (i , j , l ) ∗∗2
END DO
delsqrphi = 1/(2∗ ( a ∗∗2) ) ∗( phi2d ( NNy (i , 2 ) , NNx (j , 2 ) , l )+phi2d ( NNy (i , 4 ) ,←↩
NNx (j , 4 ) , l )+phi2d ( NNy (i , 5 ) , NNx (j , 5 ) , l )+phi2d ( NNy (i , 7 ) , NNx (j , 7 ) , l ) ←↩
&
− 4∗ phi2d (i , j , l ) +1/2∗(phi2d ( NNy (i , 1 ) , NNx (j , 1 ) , l )+phi2d ( NNy←↩
(i , 3 ) , NNx (j , 3 ) , l )+phi2d ( NNy (i , 6 ) , NNy (j , 6 ) , l ) &
+ phi2d ( NNy (i , 8 ) , NNx (j , 8 ) , l )−4∗phi2d (i , j , l ) ) )
dFdphi = k∗phi2d (i , j , l )−3∗k∗phi2d (i , j , l ) ∗∗2+2∗k∗phi2d (i , j , l ) ∗∗3+2∗b∗←↩
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phi2d (i , j , l ) ∗( sumphi2−phi2d (i , j , l ) ∗∗2)+2∗k∗(1−sumphi ) ∗(−1∗phi2d (i ,←↩
j , l ) ) !&
! +C (i , j )∗(1−C (i , j ) ) ∗( M0∗(1−2∗phi2d (i , j , l ) )+M1∗(1−2∗phi2d (←↩
i , j , l ) ) ∗(1−2∗C (i , j ) ) &
! +M2∗(1−2∗phi2d (i , j , l ) ) ∗(1−2∗C (i , j ) ) ∗∗2)
phi2dstar (i , j , l ) = phi2d (i , j , l ) − ( Mphi (i , j ) ) ∗( dFdphi−alphaphi∗←↩
delsqrphi ) ∗tstep
! End of Calculation −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ptr => ptr%n
END DO
ptr => head
DO ! updating the linked list to reflect new s e t of non−zero/non−one points
! FILL IN HERE WITH UPDATE METHOD
IF ( . NOT . ASSOCIATED ( ptr ) ) Exit
i=ptr%xval ! s e t t i n g the va lue s to be used in evo lu t i on
j=ptr%yval
l=ptr%op
IF ( phi2dstar (i , j , l ) < zerolimit ) Then ! Is the value less than zero
! Remove the point i f NN are also zero
sumNN=0
DO neighbor = 1 , 8
sumNN=sumNN+phi2dstar ( NNx (i , neighbor ) , NNy (j , neighbor ) , l )
END DO
IF ( sumNN <= zerolimit ) Then
holder => ptr%n
i f ( associated ( ptr%n) ) ptr%n%p => ptr%p
i f ( associated ( ptr%p) ) ptr%p%n => ptr%n
i f ( . not . associated ( ptr%p) ) head => ptr%n
i f ( . not . associated ( ptr%n) ) t a i l => ptr%p
deallocate ( ptr )
allocate ( ptr )
ptr => holder
nzmap (i , j , l ) = 0 ! Point has been removed
END IF
ELSEIF ( phi2dstar (i , j , l ) >= zerolimit . AND . phi2dstar (i , j , l ) <= onelimit ) THEN←↩
! Is the value non−zero/non−oneness
! Check a l l nearest neighbors to see i f they are on the list yet i f not ←↩
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add them
DO neighbor = 1 , 8
IF ( nzmap ( NNx (i , neighbor ) , NNy (j , neighbor ) , l ) /= 1) THEN ! Is ←↩
the current point already on the list ?
IF ( . Not . Associated ( head ) ) Then
Allocate ( head )
head%xval = i
head%yval = j
head%op = l
ELSEIF ( . NOT . Associated ( tail ) ) Then
Allocate ( tail )
Allocate ( ptr )
head%n => ptr
ptr%p => head
ptr%xval = i
ptr%yval = j
ptr%op = l
tail => ptr
Nullify ( tail%n)
ELSE
Allocate ( ptr )
ptr%p => t a i l
ptr%p%n => ptr
ptr%xval = i
ptr%yval = j
ptr%op = l
tail => ptr
Nullify ( tail%n)
END IF
nzmap ( NNx (i , neighbor ) , NNy (j , neighbor ) , l ) = 1 ! add the ←↩
current point to the map
END IF
END DO
ELSEIF ( phi2dstar (i , j , l ) > onelimit ) THEN ! Is the value greater than one
! Remove the point i f NN are also one
sumNN=0
DO neighbor = 1 , 8
sumNN=sumNN+phi2dstar ( NNx (i , neighbor ) , NNy (j , neighbor ) , l )
END DO
IF ( sumNN >= onelimit ∗8) Then
holder => ptr%n
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i f ( associated ( ptr%n) ) ptr%n%p => ptr%p
i f ( associated ( ptr%p) ) ptr%p%n => ptr%n
i f ( . not . associated ( ptr%p) ) head => ptr%n
i f ( . not . associated ( ptr%n) ) t a i l => ptr%p
deallocate ( ptr )
allocate ( ptr )
ptr => holder
nzmap (i , j , l ) = 0 ! Point has been removed
END IF
ENDIF
ptr => ptr%n
END DO
phi2d = phi2dstar
! Recording data f o r later viewing and restarts
IF ( MOD (x , savex )==0) THEN
Write (∗ ,∗ ) ' sav ing '
Write ( savefilenameID , ∗) runID
Write ( savefilenamestep , ∗) x
savefilename = Trim ( ' data / ' // TRIM ( savefilenameID ) // '− ' // Trim ( savefilenamestep ) //←↩
' save . dat ' )
call removesp ( savefilename )
Write (∗ ,∗ ) savefilename
OPEN ( UNIT=unit_save , FILE = savefilename , STATUS = 'New ' )
Do l=1,N
Do i=1,gridsize
Write ( UNIT=unit_save , FMT = phiformat ) ( phi2d (i , j , l ) , j=1, gridsize )
END Do
Write ( UNIT=unit_save , FMT = ' (/ ) ' )
END Do
times ( q )=x
q=q+1
CLOSE ( UNIT=unit_save )
END IF
! Generating pinning agents at 1001 steps
IF ( x==1001) Then
Call zener ( gridsize , vf , d , pinning , phi2d , sigma , N )
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Do i=1,gridsize , 1
Do j=1,gridsize , 1
Mphi (i , j )=mobility∗(1− eps ∗pinning (i , j ) )
End Do
End Do
pinningname =( ' data / ' // savefilenameID // ' pinning . dat ' )
call removesp ( pinningname )
OPEN ( UNIT=unit_pinning , FILE=pinningname )
Do i=1,gridsize
Write ( UNIT=unit_pinning , FMT = pinformat ) ( pinning (i , j ) , j=1, gridsize )
END Do
CLOSE ( UNIT=unit_pinning )
Write (∗ ,∗ ) ' pinning placed '
END IF
x=x+1
END DO ! time step loop
! End of Simulation section
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! Opening grain s i z e file
! Write ( savefilenameID , ∗) runID
! savefilename = Trim ( ' data / ' // TRIM ( savefilenameID ) // '− ' // ' g r a i n s i z e . dat ' )
! call removesp ( savefilename )
! OPEN ( UNIT=unit_GS , FILE = savefilename )
! Do l=1,q−1
! loop through saved times to anaylze the grain s i z e
! call Analyze ( gridsize , N , phi2d , t , runID , datarow )
! WRITE ( UNIT=unit_GS , FMT= grainformat ) datarow
! WRITE (∗ ,∗ ) datarow ( 1 , 2 )
! loop over
! END DO
! Close ( UNIT=unit_GS )
END PROGRAM graingrowth
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INTEGER FUNCTION PBCreset (k , gridsize )
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER , INTENT ( IN ) : : k
INTEGER , INTENT ( IN ) : : gridsize
REAL : : w
w = ( k+gridsize−1)/gridsize
PBCreset = ( ( k+gridsize−1)−INT ( w ) ∗gridsize )+1
! PBCreset = Modulo ( abs ( k+gridsize−1) , gridsize )−1
END FUNCTION PBCreset
! Microstructure Creates a random noise starting condition
SUBROUTINE microstructure ( gridsize , N , phi2d , seed )
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER , INTENT ( IN ) : : N ! # of grains
INTEGER , INTENT ( IN ) : : gridsize
INTEGER , INTENT ( IN ) : : seed
INTEGER : : i , j , op , x
REAL : : e
REAL , DIMENSION ( gridsize , gridsize , N ) , INTENT ( OUT ) : : phi2d
! Random Start Method
DO i=1, gridsize , 1
DO j=1, gridsize , 1
DO op=1, N , 1
call random_number ( e )
phi2d (i , j , op )=e
END DO
END DO
END DO
END SUBROUTINE microstructure
! Analyze , will measure grain areas , no longer use
Subroutine Analyze ( gridsize , N , phi2d , t , runID , datarow , tstart )
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INTEGER : : gridsize , N
INTEGER : : i , j , op , tstart
INTEGER : : runID
REAL , DIMENSION ( gridsize , gridsize , N ) , INTENT ( IN ) : : phi2d
REAL , DIMENSION ( N+1 ,2) : : gsize
REAL , DIMENSION (1 , N+1) , INTENT ( OUT ) : : datarow
REAL , DIMENSION ( N ) : : countop
REAL : : maximum , t
CHARACTER ( len=40) : : savefilename
CHARACTER ( len=30) : : savefilenameID
INTEGER : : unit_GS = 12
countop=0
Do i=1, gridsize
Do j=1,gridsize
maximum = 0
Do op=1, N
i f ( phi2d (i , j , op )>=maximum ) then
maximum = phi2d (i , j , op )
End i f
End Do
Do op=1, N
If ( phi2d (i , j , op ) == maximum ) Then
countop ( op )=countop ( op )+1
End i f
End Do
End Do
End Do
Do op=2, N+1
gsize ( op , 1 )=op−1
gsize ( op , 2 )=countop ( op−1)
End Do
datarow ( 1 , 1 )=tstart
Do op=2, N+1
datarow (1 , op )=gsize ( op , 2 )
End Do
r e turn
End subroutine Analyze
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! Tessellation produces a grainstructure but not as well as Tessellation2
Subroutine Tessellation ( gridsize , N , mesh )
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER : : gridsize , N , h , xint , yint , j , k
INTEGER , Dimension ( N ) : : meshx , meshy
INTEGER , Dimension ( gridsize , gridsize ) , INTENT ( OUT ) : : mesh
Real : : dist , x , y , distmin
INTEGER : : Nsave
Do h=1, N , 1
call random_number ( x )
call random_number ( y )
xint=INT ( gridsize∗x+1)
yint=INT ( gridsize∗y+1)
meshx ( h )=xint
meshy ( h )=yint
End Do
Do j=1,gridsize
Do k=1, gridsize
distmin = gridsize
Nsave = 1
Do h=1, N
dist= r e a l (j−meshx ( h ) ) ∗∗2+(k−meshy ( h ) ) ∗∗2
i f ( dist<=distmin ) then
distmin=dist
Nsave=h
end i f
i f (j<=gridsize /2) then
i f ( k <= gridsize /2) then
dist= r e a l (j−(meshx ( h )−gridsize ) ) ∗∗2+(k−(meshy ( h )−gridsize ) )←↩
∗∗2
e l s e
dist= r e a l (j−(meshx ( h )−gridsize ) ) ∗∗2+(k−(meshy ( h )+gridsize ) ) ∗∗2
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end i f
e l s e
i f ( k <= gridsize /2) then
dist= r e a l (j−(meshx ( h )+gridsize ) ) ∗∗2+(k−(meshy ( h )−gridsize ) ) ∗∗2
e l s e
dist= r e a l (j−(meshx ( h )+gridsize ) ) ∗∗2+(k−(meshy ( h )+gridsize ) ) ∗∗2
end i f
end i f
i f ( dist<=distmin ) then
distmin=dist
Nsave=h
end i f
End Do
mesh (j , k ) = Nsave
End Do
End Do
End subroutine Tessellation
! Efficient grain stucture production algorithm
Subroutine Tessellation2 ( gridsize , N , mesh )
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER : : gridsize , N , h , xint , yint , j , k , f l a g , nnz , p , i
INTEGER , Dimension ( N ) : : meshx , meshy
INTEGER , Dimension ( gridsize , gridsize ) , INTENT ( OUT ) : : mesh
INTEGER , Dimension ( gridsize , gridsize ) : : meshb
Real : : dist , x , y , distmin
INTEGER : : Nsave
INTEGER , DIMENSION (9 , N , 2 ) : : pos
! Placing the centers of grains
Do h=1, N , 1
call random_number ( x )
call random_number ( y )
xint=INT ( gridsize∗x+1)
yint=INT ( gridsize∗y+1)
meshx ( h )=xint
meshy ( h )=yint
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End Do
Write (∗ ,∗ ) ' Part I '
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! | 2 | 3 | 4 |
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! | 5 | 1 | 6 |
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
! | 7 | 8 | 9 |
! −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Do i=1, N
pos (1 , i , 1 )=meshx ( i )
pos (1 , i , 2 )=meshy ( i )
pos (2 , i , 1 )=meshx ( i )−gridsize
pos (2 , i , 2 )=meshy ( i )−gridsize
pos (3 , i , 1 )=meshx ( i )
pos (3 , i , 2 )=meshy ( i )−gridsize
pos (4 , i , 1 )=meshx ( i )+gridsize
pos (4 , i , 2 )=meshy ( i )−gridsize
pos (5 , i , 1 )=meshx ( i )−gridsize
pos (5 , i , 2 )=meshy ( i )
pos (6 , i , 1 )=meshx ( i )+gridsize
pos (6 , i , 2 )=meshy ( i )
pos (7 , i , 1 )=meshx ( i )−gridsize
pos (7 , i , 2 )=meshy ( i )+gridsize
pos (8 , i , 1 )=meshx ( i )
pos (8 , i , 2 )=meshy ( i )+gridsize
pos (9 , i , 1 )=meshx ( i )+gridsize
pos (9 , i , 2 )=meshy ( i )+gridsize
End Do
Do j=1,gridsize
Do k=1,gridsize
distmin = gridsize
Nsave = 1
Do i = 1 , N
Do p=1,9
dist = ( ( j−pos (p , i , 1 ) ) ∗∗2+(k−pos (p , i , 2 ) ) ∗∗2) ∗∗ . 5
i f ( dist <= distmin ) then
distmin = dist
Nsave = i
End i f
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End Do
End Do
mesh (j , k ) = Nsave
End Do
End Do
End subroutine Tessellation2
Subroutine zener ( gridsize , vf , d , pinning , phi2d , sigma , N )
INTEGER : : gridsize , A , xpt , ypt , agents , i , j , k , jprime , kprime , N , r , s , op
INTEGER : : max , maxthere
Real : : maxphi , maxphithere , dist
Real : : vf , x , y , d
Real : : rad
Real , Dimension ( gridsize , gridsize , N ) : : phi2d
Real : : sigma
INTEGER , DIMENSION ( gridsize , gridsize ) , INTENT ( OUT ) : : pinning
Real : : bound
REAL , DIMENSION ( gridsize , gridsize ) : : map ! area near boundary marked out with 1 ' s
A=gridsize ∗∗2
rad=int ( d /2)
agents = Int ( vf∗A )
Write (∗ ,∗ ) agents
map = 0
! First generate a map of phi∗(1−phi ) then take values above . 45 as boundry middle and←↩
assign a l l
! points around there in radius sigma to be ”near boundary”
Do r=1, gridsize
Do s=1, gridsize
bound = 0
Do op=1, N
bound = bound + phi2d (r , s , op )∗(1−phi2d (r , s , op ) )
End Do
i f ( bound >= . 4 5 ) then ! boundary>.45 is likely the center of the grain ←↩
boundary
Do j=r−sigma , r+sigma
Do k=s−sigma , s+sigma
i f ( ( ( j−r ) ∗∗2+(k−s ) ∗∗2)∗∗.5<= sigma ) then
jprime=PBCreset (j , gridsize )
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kprime=PBCreset (k , gridsize )
map ( jprime , kprime )=1
! Write (∗ ,∗ ) jprime , kprime
end i f
End Do
End Do
End i f
End Do
End Do
! Second pick points at random . i f inside of sigma of boundary then place point
Do i=1,agents
call random_number ( x )
call random_number ( y )
xpt=INT ( gridsize∗x+1)
ypt=INT ( gridsize∗y+1)
i f ( map ( xpt , ypt ) == 1) then
Do j=xpt−rad , xpt+rad
Do k=ypt−rad , ypt+rad
i f ( ( ( j−xpt ) ∗∗2+(k−ypt ) ∗∗2)∗∗.5<=rad ) then
jprime=PBCreset (j , gridsize )
kprime=PBCreset (k , gridsize )
pinning ( jprime , kprime )=1
Write (∗ ,∗ ) jprime , kprime
end i f
End Do
End Do
end i f
End Do
End Subroutine zener
subroutine removesp ( str )
! Removes spaces , tabs , and control characters in string str
character ( len=∗) : : str
character ( len=1) : : ch
character ( len=len_trim ( str ) ) : : outstr
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str=adjustl ( str )
lenstr=len_trim ( str )
outstr= ' '
k=0
do i=1,lenstr
ch=str ( i : i )
ich=iachar ( ch )
select case ( ich )
case ( 0 : 3 2 ) ! space , tab , or control character
cycle
case ( 3 3 : )
k=k+1
outstr ( k : k )=ch
end select
end do
str=adjustl ( outstr )
end subroutine removesp
subroutine d e l e t e ( current ) ! Removes current element from doubly linked list
Type : : node
INTEGER : : xval
INTEGER : : yval
INTEGER : : op
Type ( node ) , POINTER : : p
Type ( node ) , POINTER : : n
End Type
Type ( node ) , intent ( inout ) , pointer : : current
i f ( associated ( current%n) ) cur rent%n%p => cur rent%p
i f ( associated ( current%n) ) cur rent%p%n => cur rent%n
deallocate ( current )
end subroutine d e l e t e
subroutine addtoend ( ptr , head , tail , i , j , l )
Type : : node
INTEGER : : xval
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INTEGER : : yval
INTEGER : : op
Type ( node ) , POINTER : : p
Type ( node ) , POINTER : : n
End Type
Type ( node ) , intent ( inout ) , pointer : : ptr
Type ( node ) , intent ( inout ) , pointer : : head
Type ( node ) , intent ( inout ) , pointer : : tail
INTEGER : : i
INTEGER : : j
INTEGER : : l
IF ( . Not . Associated ( head ) ) Then
Allocate ( head )
head%xval = i
head%yval = j
head%op = l
ELSEIF ( . NOT . Associated ( tail ) ) Then
Allocate ( tail )
Allocate ( ptr )
head%n => ptr
ptr%p => head
ptr%xval = i
ptr%yval = j
ptr%op = l
tail => ptr
Nullify ( tail%n)
ELSE
Allocate ( ptr )
ptr%p => t a i l
ptr%p%n => ptr
ptr%xval = i
ptr%yval = j
ptr%op = l
tail => ptr
Nullify ( tail%n)
END IF
end subroutine addtoend
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Nomenclature
α Geometric constant
R¯ Mean grain radius (m)
∆T Liquid Undercooling (K)
∆Tω Amplitude of temperature fluctuation (K)
 Emissivity of the droplet
η Gas viscosity (Ns
m2
)
γ Electrical conductivity of the droplet ( Sm)
γb Interfacial energy of grain boundary (
J
m)
κ Thermal conductivity ( WmK )
µ Magnetic permeability of the droplet material (H/m)
µx Chemical potential of species x
ν Velocity of the gas relative to the particle (ms )
ν∞ Gas velocity far from the droplet, i.e. steady state flow velocity (ms )
ω Input current frequency (Hz)
ρg Density of the gas (
kg
m3
)
σ Stephan-Boltzmann constant. σ = 5.669× 10−8 ( W
m4K4
)
τ1 Internal relaxation time constant, 1 (s)
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τ2 Internal relaxation time constant, 2 (s)
A Surface area of the droplet (m2)
a0 Cubic lattice parameter (m)
bi Loop radius of coil loop i (m)
bi Loop radius of coil loop i (m)
cl Equilibrium liquid composition
Cp Heat capacity of the gas (
J
kgK )
dpi Distance of loop, in position p, of coil i from the average of position p (m)
dTi Total distance of all loops of coil i from the average of positions (m)
f Frequency of the current in the levitation coil (Hz)
Fb Force exert on the droplet due to buoyancy (N)
Fd Force exerted on the droplet due to drag from the gas
Fz Lifting force exerted by the magnetic field on the droplet (N)
g Acceleration due to gravity (m
s2
)
H Magnetic field strength (?)
I Current in the levitation coil (A)
kf Thermal conductivity of the gas (
W
mK )
Mi Nucleation agent density (m
−3)
Pω0 Input power for oscillation method (W)
Pabs Power absorbed by droplet from coil (W)
P convloss Power losses due to forced convection (W)
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P radloss Power losses due to radiation (W)
r Radius of the droplet (m)
rpi Radius of loop, in position p, of coil i (m)
rpave Radius of average loop, in position p (m)
T0 Temperature of the surroundings, i.e. the levitation chamber (K)
Tg Temperature of the gas (K)
Tm Melting temperature, equilibrium (K)
V Solidification front velocity (m/s)
Vd Atomic diffusive speed (m/s)
Vp Volume of the particle (m
3)
Vdisk Volume of a disk element (m
3)
zi Loop z-position for coil loop n (m)
zi Loop z-position for coil loop n (m)
zpi z-Postition of loop, in position p, of coil i (m)
zpave z-Postition of average loop, in position p (m)
k Partition coefficient in solidification
L Latent heat of melting ( Jmol )
X Impurity free faction of droplets
